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STALIN (DJUGASHVILI) was born
on December

JOSEPH
Province of

21,

1879, in the

town of

Gori,

His father, Vissarion Djugaa
of
shvili,
Georgian
peasant stock from the village
of Didi-Lilo in the same province, was a cobbler by
trade,

and

Tiflis.

later a

worker

at the

Adelkhanov Shoe

Factory in Tiflis. His mother, Ekaterina, was born of
a peasant serf named Geladze, in the village of Gambareuli.

In the

autumn

of 1888 Stalin entered the church

school in Gori, from which, in 1894, he passed to the

Orthodox Theological Seminary in Tiflis.
This was a period when, with the development of
industrial capitalism and the attendant growth of the
working-class movement, Marxism had begun to
spread widely through Russia. The St. Petersburg
League of Struggle for the Emancipation of the
Class, founded and led by Lenin, had given
a powerful fillip to the Social-Democratic movement
all over the country. The tide of the labour move-

Working

ment swept as far as Transcaucasia, where capitalism
had already taken a foothold, and where, moreover,
the burden of national and colonial oppression

weighed heavily. An economically backward, agrarian country, where survivals of feudalism were still
strong, and where numerous nationalities lived intermingled in close confusion, Transcaucasia was a typical tsarist colony.

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, capihad begun to develop rapidly in Transcaucasia, savagely exploiting the workers and peasants and
aggravating the national and colonial yoke. Particularly rapid was the development of the mining and
talism

the key positions in which had been
by foreign capital. "Russian capitalism," wrote
Lenin, "drew the Caucasus into the sphere of world

oil industries,

seized

commodity

circulation, obliterated

its

local peculiari-

the remnants of ancient patriarchal isolation
ties
and created for itself a market for its goods. A coun-

which was thinly populated at the beginning of
the post-Reform epoch, or populated by mountaineers who lived out of the course of world economy
and even out of the course of history, was being
try

transformed into a land of

oil operators, wine merwheat growers and tobacco growers.
."*
The appearance of railways and of the first industrial plants in the Caucasus was accompanied by the
growth of a working class. Especially rapid was the
development of the oil city of Baku, the chief industrial and working-class centre in the Caucasus.
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As
class

industrial capitalism developed, the working-

movement grew.

In the 'nineties revolutionary

Transcaucasia were carried on by Russian Marxists who had been exiled to that region.
Soon began the propaganda of Marxism. The Tiflis
Orthodox Seminary at that time was a centre from
activities in

which

libertarian ideas of every brand spread among
from nationalist Narodism to interna-

the youth
tionalist

Marxism.

The

societies.

It

was honeycombed with

Jesuitical

regime

that

secret
in

reigned

the seminary aroused in Stalin a burning sense
of protest and strengthened his revolutionary sentiments. At the age of fifteen Stalin became a revolutionary.
"I joined the
told the

German

revolutionary movement," Stalin
writer Emil Ludwig in subsequent

years, "at the age of fifteen, when I became connected with certain illegal groups of Russian Marxists in

Transcaucasia. These groups exerted a great influence

on

me and

instilled in

me

a taste for illegal Marxian

literature."

In 1896 and 1897, Stalin conducted Marxist study

seminary, and in August 1898 he formally enrolled as a member of the Tiflis branch of
the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party. He
circles in the

joined the
tion,

first

known

Georgian Social-Democratic organizaMessameh Dassy. This group, in

as the

the years 1893-98, performed useful
propagation of Marxist ideas. But

work
it

in

the

was. not

a

homogeneous organization politically. The majority
of its members shared the views of the "Legal
Marxists" and inclined towards bourgeois nationalism. Stalin, together with Ketskhoveli and Tsulukidze,
formed the core of a revolutionary Marxist minority
hi the Messameh Dassy, from which sprang the

movement

Social-Democratic

revolutionary

in

Georgia.
Stalin

worked hard

broaden his knowledge.

to

He

studied Capital, the Communist Manifesto and other
works of Marx and Engels. He acquainted himself

with

Lenin's

writings

against

Narodisin,

Marxism" and "Economism." Even

made a deep impression on him.

Lenin's writings

must meet him
reports

him

at all costs,"

one of

-

:

.

article

Stalin's theoretical interests

He

"I

Stalin's friends

have said after reading an

to

Tulin (Lenin)
tremely broad.

"Legal

at this early date

by
were ex-

studied philosophy, political econ-

science. He read widely in
omy, history
the classics. He thus trained himself to be an educat-

and natural

ed Marxist.
At this period Stalin carried on intense propaganda in workingmen's study cL ^les, attended illegal
workers' meetings, wrote leaflets and organized
strikes. It
flis

was among

that Stalin got his

the militant proletarians of Tifirst schooling in practical rev-

olutionary work.
* V.
p.

25,

I.

Lenin,

Moscow,

A

Brief Sketch of his Life

1942.

8

and

Activities,

"I

recall the

year 1898,"

Stalin

later

wrote,*

was first put in charge of a study circle of
workers from the railway shops
It was here,

"when

I

among

these comrades, that I received my first revmy first teachers were the

olutionary baptism
workers of Tiflis."

.

.

.

The program of the workingmen's Marxist study
circles in Tiflis was compiled by Stalin.
The seminary authorities, who kept a strict watch
on "suspects," began to get wind of Stalin's secret
revolutionary activities, and on May 29, 1899, he
was expelled from "the seminary for Marxist propaganda. For a time he lived by giving lessons; later
(December 1899) he 'found employment at the Tiflis
Observatory as a calculator and observer. But never for a moment did he cease his revolutionary
activities.

Stalin had now ^become one of the most active
and prominent members in the Tiflis Social-Democratic movement. "In 1898-1900 a leading, central
Social-Democratic group arose and took shape in the

-This central Social-Democratic
organization
did
an
enormUus
amount of revolutionary
group
and
organizational work in forming a
propagandist

Tiflis

secret Social-Democratic Party organization."** This

in

* Pravda No.
136, June 16, 1926.
** L. Beria, On the History of the Bolshevik Organizations
Transcaucasia, p. 20, Moscow, 1939.

group was headed by Stalin. Lenin's League of
Struggle for the Emancipation of the Working Class
was the model on which the revolutionary SocialDemocrats of Tiflis faithfully moulded their activAt this period the labour movement in Tiflis, Ited
the
by
revolutionary minority of the Messameh Dassy (Stalin, Ketskhoveli and Tsulukidze), ceased to
confine itself to propaganda work among a "few
ities.

developments were urgently calling for mass agitation by means of leaflets
on burning questions of the day, by lightning
and political demonstrations against
meetings
select"

workers;

political

tsardom.

These new

tactics

were strenuously opposed by

Messameh Dassy,
who had strong leanings towards "Economism,"
the opportunist majority of the

shunned revolutionary methods, and disapproved
of the political struggle against the autocracy being
waged "on the streets." Led by Stalin, the revolution-

ary minority of the Messameh Dassy put up a fierce
and implacable fight against the opportunists on
behalf of the new tactics, the tactics of mass political agitation. In this they had the hearty support
of the militant workers of Tiflis.
A prominent part in inducing the Social-Democrats of Tiflis to

adopt the new methods was played
accomplished Marxist

by Victor Kurnatovsky, an

and a staunch supporter and
Lenin's,

who

did

much

close

colleague

of

to spread the latter's ideas

10

in Transcaucasia.

He came

to Tiflis in the

summer

of

once formed close contact with the revolutionary minority of Mcssameh Dassy, and became an intimate friend and comrade of Stalin's.
1900,

and

When

at

Lenin's Iskra began to appear in December

1900, Stalin accorded its policy his wholehearted
support. It was at once clear to him that Lenin was

be the creator of a real Marxist Party, a leader
and a teacher.
"My knowledge of Lenin's revolutionary activities
since the end of the 'nineties, and especially after
1901, after the appearance of Iskra" Stalin says,
"had convinced me that in Lenin we had a man of
extraordinary calibre. I did not regard him as a mere
to

leader of the Party, but as its actual founder, for he
alone understood the inner essence and urgent needs
of our Party. When I compared him with the other

always seemed to me that
he was head and shoulders above his colleagues
Plekhanov, Martov, Axelrod and the others; that,
compared with them, Lenin was not just one of the
leaders, but a leader of the highest rank, a mounleaders of our Party,

it

who knew no

fear in the struggle, and
the
led
Pairty forward along the unexboldly
of
the Russian revolutionary moveplored paths

tain eagle,

who

ment."*
Stalin conceived a boundless faith in Lenin's rev* Stalin

on Lenin,

p. 40,

Moscow,
11

1946.

He took Lenin's path as his own.
has never swerved; and when
he
path
Lenin died, he confidently and courageously carried
on his work.
In 1900 and 1901, in the midst of a gathering economic crisis, under the influence of the workingolutionary genius.

From

class

this

movement

tivities

in Russia

and as a

result of the ac-

of the Social-Democrats, a series of strikes

broke out in

Tiflis,

spreading from factory to fac-

tory. August 1900 witnessed a big strike at the railway shops and locomotive yards, an active part in
which was played by Mikhail Kalinin; who had been
exiled to the Caucasus from St. Petersburg. In 1901
a May Day demonstration was held in the centre of
led by Stalin. This demonstraTiflis, organized and
tion was hailed by Lenin's Iskra as an event of historic importance for the whole of the Caucasus; it
was to exercise an enormous influence on the entire

subsequent course of the working-clasis movement
in the Caucasus.
Thus, guided by the revolutionary minority of
the Messameh Dassy headed by Stalin, the working-

movejnent of Georgia passed from propaganda
activities confined to narrow circles to political agitation among the masses; and in the Caucasus too
there began that linking up of Socialism with the
working-class movement which had been so brilclassi

liantly effected several years earlier

by the

St. Peters-

burg League of Struggle, under Lenin's leadership.
12

The

tsarist

government was alarmed by the grow-

ing revolutionary militancy of the Transcaucasian
proletariat and resorted to sterner measures of re-

pression than ever, hoping in this way to halt the
movement. On March 21, 1901, the police made a
search of the observatory where Stalin worked and

had

and the warrant for
he learned, had been issued by
induced Stalin to go into hiding.

his quarters. This search,

his arrest which, as

the secret police,
From that moment

and right up to the revolution
of February 1917 he lived the life, full of heroism
and unflagging effort, of a professional revolutionary
of the Lenin school.

The

tsarist satraps were powerless to halt the
of
the revolutionary movement. In Septemgrowth
ber 1901, Brdzola (Struggle), the first illegal Social-

Democratic newspaper in Georgia, started publicaFounded on the initiative of Stalin and
Ketskhoveli, it consistently advocated the principles
of Lenin's Iskra. As a Marxist newspaper in Russia,
Brdzola was second only to Iskra.
tion.

The editorial in its first issue (September 1901)
was written by Stalin. Entitled "From the Editors,"
it defined the aims and objects of the
newspaper.
Stalin
wrote: "The Georgian Social-Democratic
newspaper must provide plain answers to all questions connected with the labour movement, explain
questions of principle, explain theoretically the role
the working class plays in the struggle, and throw
13

the light of scientific Socialism upon every
enon the workers encounter."*

phenom-

The paper, Stalin said, must lead the labour
movement, it must keep in close contact with the
working masses, be in a position to influence them
and act as their intellectual and guiding centre.

The

following issue of Brdzola (November-December) contained an important article by Stalin,
"The Russian Social-Democratic Party and Its Immediate Tasks." In it Stalin stressed the necessity of
linking

up

scientific Socialism

with the spontaneous
role of the work-

working-class movement and the

ing class as the leader of the movenient for demohe called for the foundation of

cratic emancipation;

an independent

political party of the proletariat.
Leaflets in the languages of the various nationalities of Transcaucasia wore also published on a wide

"Every district in Tiflis has been inundated
with splendidly written leaflets in Russian, Georgian
and Armenian," wrote Lenin's Iskra on September

scale.

1902, in reference to the activities of the Tiflis
Social-Democrats.** Lado Ketskhoveli, Stalin's close
colleague, organized a Committee of the Leninist
Iskra trend in Baku and set up a secret printing
15,

plant there.

On November

* J.
Stalin, Collected

II, 1901, at a

Works, Russ.

ed..

COW, 1946.
** Iskra No.

2f>.

September

14

15.

1902.

Vol.

conference

I,

p.

tt,

MOB-

of the Tiflis Social-Democratic organization, a Tiflis
Committee of the R.S.D.L.P. was elected, one of

whose members was Stalin. But Stalin did not stay in
Tiflis long. At the end of November, on the instructions of the Tiflis Committee, he went to Batum, the
third largest proletarian centre in the Caucasus (Baku
was the first and Tiflis the second), to form a So-

cial-Democratic organization there.

In Datum, Stalin at once flung himself into revolutionary work: he established contact with politically-advanced workers, formed Social-Democratic
study circles, some of which he conducted himself,

up a

secret printing plant, wrote, printed and
distributed stirring leaflets, directed the struggle of
set

workers

and Mantashev plants,
revolutionary propaganda in the
He
formed a Social-Democratic Party
countryside.
in
Batum
and a Batum Committee of
organization
the R.S.D.L.P., and led several strikes. He organized
and directed the famous political demonstration of
the Batum workers on March 9, 1902, himself
marching at the head of the columns, thus giving
a practical example of the combination of strikes
the

at the Rothschild

and organized

with political demonstrations.
Thus, in this period, a strong Leninist Iskra-isl

up in Transcaucasia, carrying on
and implacable struggle against opchief organizer and leader was Stalin,

organization grew
a determined

portunism.

who was

Its

already

known among
75

the

Batum workers

as the ''workers' teacher." This

organization

founded on the sound principles of proletarian
nationalism, uniting, as
of

different

it

was
inter-

did, proletarian militants

nationalities

Georgians, Armenians,
Azerbaijanians and Russians. In later days, Lenin
time and again cited the Transcaucasian Party organization as a model of proletarian internationalism.
The rising militancy of the Batum workers was

a cause of serious

uneasiness

to the

government.

Police sleuths scoured the city, looking for the "ringleaders." On April 5, 1902, Stalin was arrested. But

even while in prison (first in Batum, then in Kutais
a jail notorious for the severity of its regime, to
which he was transferred on April 19, 1903 and
then hack again in Batum), Stalin's contacts with
revolutionary activities were not interrupted.
In the early part of March 1903 the Caucasian

Social-Democratic organizations held their first congress, at which a Caucasian Union of the R.S.D.L.P.

was

set

up. Although

elected to the

was while

in confinement,

Stalin

was

Committee of the Caucasian Union.

in prison that Stalin learned

from

It

dele-

gates returned from the Second Party Congress of
the profound dissension between the Bolsheviks and

He

took his stand without hesitaLenin and the Bolsheviks.
In the autumn of 1903, Stalin was banished for

the Mensheviks.
tion

on the

side of

Novaya Uda, a village in the Balagan
Province of Irkutsk, Eastern Siberia. He

three years to
District,

16

November 27 1903. While in exile
from Lenin.
"I first became acquainted with Lenin in 1903,"
Stalin subsequently related. "True, it was not a personal acquaintance; it was maintained by correspondence. But it made an indelible impression upon me,
one which has never left me throughout all my work
in the Party. I was in exile in Siberia at the time.
Lenin's note was comparatively short, but it contained a bold and fearless criticism of the practical
work of our Party, and a remarkably clear and concise account of the entire plan of work of the Party
arrived there on

he received a

9

letter

.

in the

.

.

immediate future."*

Stalin did not stay in exile long.
tient to be back at liberty, to set to

He was impawork to carry

out Lenin's plan for the building of a Bolshevik
Party. On January 5, 1904, he escaped from exile,
and in February 1904 he was back again in the

Caucasus,

* Stalin

2-591

first in

Batum, and then

on Lenin, pp. 40-41, Moscow,

in Tiflis.

1946.
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TALIN HAD SPENT

almost two years in
prison and exile. During this period the revmovement had made steady
olutionary
progress in the country. The Second Congress of the
R.S.D.L.P. had taken place, at which the victory of
Marxism over "Economism" had been consolidated.

^

5jj

But

those

old

opportunists,

the

"Economists,"

smashed by the Party, were superseded by a new
type of opportunists, the Mensheviks. After the Congress Lenin and the Bolsheviks launched a fierce
struggle against the Mensheviks, against their opportunist ideas and their attempts to split and disorganize the Party.

anese

With

the outbreak of the Russo-Jap-

War and

the gathering revolutionary storm,
this struggle took on an even more acute form. Lenin
considered that only a new congress (the third) could
settle the crisis in the Party.

tion of this congress
all

To

secure the convoca-

was now the principal task of

the Bolsheviks.

In the Caucasus, Lenin's faithful lieutenant in
campaign was Stalin, the leader of the TransCaucasian Bolsheviks. During this period he con-

this

centrated his energies on the fierce

18

fight

against

Menshevism.

A member

of the Caucasian

Commit-

tee of the R.S.D.L.P., he, together with Tskhakaya,
was the virtual director of its activities. He was indefatigable: he periodically toured Transcaucasia,
visiting Batum, Chiaturi, Kutais, Tiflis, Baku and the
rural districts of Western Georgia, strengthening the
old Party organizations and forming new ones, tak-

ing an active part in the heated controversies with
the Mensheviks and other enemies of Marxism,
stoutly upholding the principles of Bolshevism, and

exposing the political chicanery and opportunism of
the Mensheviks and of those who were prone to
compromise with them.

"Under the leadership of Stalin and Djaparidze,
in December 1904 there was a huge strike of the
Baku workers, which lasted from December 13 to
31 and ended with the conclusion of a collective?
agreement with the

oil

owners, the

first

of

its

kind

in the history of the Russian working-class movement. The Baku strike heralded a rise in the tide of

revolution in Transcaucasia.
for the glorious actions in
over Russia' (Stalin) ."*

It

served as the 'signal

January and February

all

"This strike," says the History of theC.P.S.U.(B.),
like a clap of thunder heralding a great revolu-

"was

tionary storm."
* L. Beria, On the History of the Bolshevik Organizations
in Transcaucasia, p. 19, Moscow, 1939.
2*
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Stalin persistently

worked

for the furtherance of

Lenin's guiding principles. He advocated and explained the Bolshevik ideas to the masses, and organized a campaign for the convocation of a Third

Party Congress. Close contact was maintained between Lenin and the Caucasian Committee all
this period. It

through

was

Stalin

who

led the ideo-

logical
political fight of the Caucasian Bolsheviks
against the Mensheviks, Socialist-Revolutionaries, nationalists and anarchists in the period of the first

and

Russian Revolution.

A most

effective

weapon of the

Bolsheviks in this fight was their Party literature;
and practically every Bolshevik publication that
came out in the Caucasus owed its origin to Stalin's
initiative

and

efforts,

thanks to which the production

of illegal books, newspapers, pamphlets and leaflets
attained dimensions unprecedented in- tsarist Russia.

One remarkably bold enterprise of the Caucasian
Union of the R.S.D.L.P., and an outstanding example of the Bolshevik technique of underground
work, was the Avlabar secret printing press, which
functioned in Tiflis from November 1903 to April
1906. On this press were printed Lenin's The Revolutionary-Democratic Dictatorship of the Proletariat
and the Peasantry and To the Rural Poor, Stalin's
Briefly

About the Disagreements

in the Party 9

Two

Clashes and other pamphlets, the Party program and
rules, and scores of leaflets, many of which were
written by Stalin. On it, too, were printed the news-

20

papers Proletarians Brdzola and Proletarians Brdzo*
Us Purtseli. Books, pamphlets, newspapers and leaflets were published in three languages and were
printed in several thousands of copies,
A most important weapon in the defence of the
principles of Bolshevism in the Caucasus and in the
propagation and development of Lenin's ideas was
the newspaper Proletarians Brdzola, edited by Stalin,
the organ of the Caucasian Union of the R.S.D.L.P,

and a worthy successor of Brdzola. For
its

quality as a Bolshevik newspaper,

its

size

and

Proletarians

Brdzola was second only to Proletary y the Central
of the Party, edited by Lenin. Practically
issue
carried articles by Lenin, reprinted from
every

Organ

the Proletary. Many highly important articles were
written by Stalin. In them he stands forth as a talent-

ed controversialist, one of the Party's ablest writers
theoreticians, a political leader of the proletara faithful follower of Lenin. In his articles
and
iat,

and

and pamphlets, Stalin worked out a number of theoretical and political problems. He disclosed the
ideological fallacies of the anti-Bolshevik trends and
factions, their opportunism and treachery. Every
blow at the enemy struck with telling effect. Lenin
paid glowing tribute to Proletarians Brdzola, to its
Marxian consistency and high literary merit,
Lenin's most appreciative disciple and the most

champion of his ideas, Stalin played a
dominant part in the ideological discomfiture of

consistent

Menshevism

and in the defence of
organizational and tactical princi-

in the Caucasus,

the ideological,
ples of the Marxist party. His writings of that period
are a model of consistency in the advocacy of Lenin's

views, and are distinguished for their theoretical
penelration and uncompromising hostility to opportunism.

His pamphlet Briefly About the
in the Party, his

to a 'Social-Democrat'

article

"Reply
ous defence of the ideological
Marxist party.

The
1904)

"Letters

"

are a

principles

his

vigor-

of

the

from Kutais" (September-October

contain a trenchant criticism of Plekhanov's

articles in the

What

Disagreements

two "Letters From Kutais" and

Is

new

Iskra taking issue with Lenin's

To Be Done?

Lenin's views on

Stalin consistently defends
the question of spontaneity and

consciousness in the labour movement.

He

writes:

"The conclusion (practical deduction) to be
drawn from this is as follows: we must raise the
proletariat to the level of consciousness of

its

true

class interests, of consciousness of the Socialist ideal,

but not break this ideal up into small change, or
adjust it to the spontaneous movement. Lenin has
laid down the theoretical basis on which this
practical

deduction

is

bunt.

It is

theoretical premise to prevent

enough to accept this
any opportunism from

getting anywhere near you. Herein lies the significance of Lenin's idea. I call it Lenin's, because no-

in Russian literature has expressed
clarity as Lenin has done."*

body

it

with such

About the Disagreements in the Party
(written at the beginning of 1905 and published illegally in May of that year) was an outstanding
contribution to Bolshevik thought. It had a close
kinship with Lenin's historic work What Is To Be
Done?, whose inspired ideas it vigorously upheld and
Briefly

elaborated.

on Lenin's ideas, Stalin in this pamphlet
supreme importance of Socialist consciousness to the labour movement. At the same time
he warns against one-sidedly exaggerating the importance of ideas and forgetting the conditions of economic development and the role of the labour movement. Can it be said, Stalin asks, that Socialism is
everything and the labour movement nothing? "Of

Dilating
argues the

course not! Only idealists say that.

Some

day, in the

very distant future, economic development will inevitably lead the working class to the social revoluand, consequently, compel it to break off all
connection with bourgeois ideology. The only point
is tihat this path is a very long and painful one."**

tion,

Having profoundly argued the question of the relation between the spontaneous labour movement and
*

J.

Moscow,
**

Stalin,

Collected

1946.

Ibid., p. 105.

Works, Russ.

ed.,

Vol.

I,

p.

58,

from all aspects and angles,
pamphlet sums up the views of the
Lenin wing of the Social-Democracy on the quesSocialist consciousness

Stalin in his

tion as follows:

"What

is scientific

Socialism without the labour

A compass

which, if left unused, can
only grow rusty and then has to be thrown overboard.
"What is the labour movement without Socialism? A ship without a compass which will reach
the other shore in any case, but would reach it much
sooner and with less danger if it had a compass,

movement"?

"Combine the two and you will get a splendid
vessel, which will speed straight towards the other
shore and reach its haven unharmed.
"Combine the labour movement with Socialism
and you will get a Social-Democratic movement
which will speed straight towards the 'promised
.

laftd.'

"*

The whole history of the working-class struggle
Russia has strikingly confirmed this important
theoretical conclusion- of Stalin's. In the pamphlet in
question Stalin subjected the opportunist theory of

in

spontaneity to withering criticism and gave a reasoned explanation of the role and significance of a
revolutionary party and of revolutionary theory for
the working class.
*

J.

1Q?-103,

Stalin,

Moscow,

Collected
1946.

Works,

Russ,

ed,,

Vol.

I,

pp,

"The labour movement," wrote Stalin, "must be
up with Socialism; practical activities and
theoretical thought must merge into one and thereby lend the spontaneous labour movement a SoOur duty, the duty of
cial-Democratic character.

linked

.

bour movement

.

.

to divert the spontaneous lafrom the trade union path to the

Social-Democracy

is

Social-Democratic path. Our duty is to introduce Soconsciousness* into this movement and unite
the progressive forces of the working class in one
cialist

centralized party.

Our

task

is

head of the movement and
those

tirelessly

who

foes or 'friends'

always to be at the
hinder

combat all
accom-

the

**
plishment of this task/
Stalin's writings met with Lenin's wholehearted
1

approval. Reviewing in the Proletary (No. 22), the
Central Organ of the Party, Stalin's "Reply to a Social-Democrat," which appeared in the Proletarians
Brdzola in August 1905, Lenin noted the "excellent
formulation of the famous question of the 'introduction of consciousness

from without.'

"

Stalin wrote a number of articles in support of
Lenin's line at the Second Congress and after. In an
article entitled "The Proletarian Class and the Pro-

letarian Party"

ary

*
<

**

(Proleiariatis Brdzola, No.

*8,

Janu-

1905), dealing with the first paragraph of the

1,
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Party Rules, he upheld the organizational principles
of the Party as laid down in Lenin's doctrine of the
party, explaining

and enlarging upon Lenin's

ideas.

was a defence
organizational
propounded by Lenin in
famous book One Step Forward, Two Steps Back.
"Up till now," Stalin wrote, "our Party has re-

This

of

article

the

principles of Bolshevism as
his

sembled a hospitable patriarchal family, ready to
take in all who sympathize. But now that our Party
has become a centralized organization, it has thrown
bff its patriarchal aspect and has become in all respects like a fortress, the gates of which are opened
only to those who are worthy. And this is of great
importance to us. At a time when the autocracy is
trying to corrupt the class consciousness of the proletariat with 'trade-unionism,' nationalism, clericalism and the like, and when, on the other hand, the
liberal intelligentsia is persistently

striving to kill

the political independence of the proletariat and to
impose its tutelage upon it at such a time we must

be extremely vigilant and never forget that our Party
a fortress, the gates of which are opened only to
those who have been tested."*
The article "The Social-Democratic View of the
National Question" (Proletariatis Brdzola, No. 7,
is

September
* J.

Moscow

1,

Slalin,

1904)

is

Collected

a brilliant

commentary on the

Works, Russ.
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program of the R.S.D.L.P. Stalin sets forth
and explains the theory and program of the Party
on the national question, subjects the opportunist
national

principle of dividing the proletariat into national
sections to devastating criticism, and consistently
advocates the internationalist type of proletarian class

organization. Stalin here reveals himself as" an outstanding authority on the national question, a theoretician with a perfect mastery of the Marxist dialectical method. He foreshadows the ideas which he

subsequently de^loped in his Marxism and the National Question.

In the

Russian Revolution Stalin from the
resolutely advocated and practised

first

very outset
Lenin's strategy and

tactics, his idea

of the hegem-

ony of the proletariat in the revolution.
Of the Liberals, who were out, not for revolution,
but for reconciliation with the tsar, Stalin had written on the eve of January 9, 1905: "Yes, gentlemen,
vain are your efforts The Rus.si.nn revolution is inev!

itable. It is as inevitable as the

rising of the sun!

Can you prevent the sun from
force in this revolution
letariat,

its

is

banner-bearer

rising? The main
the urban and rural prois

the

Social-Democratic

Labour Party, and not you, Messieurs Liberals I"*
With equal vigour, Stalin supported Lenin's idea
of armed insurrection as the means of overthrowing
Ibid.,

p.

78.

27

the autocracy and establishing a republic. The necessity for armed insurrection is exhaustively demonstrated in his writings of 1905-07. "The salvation of the people lies in

ia

victorious uprising of the

people themselves," he says. Like Lenin, he attached
the highest importance to proper technical training
for insurrection, the formation of fighting squads,
the procurement of arms, and so forth. "It is the
technical guidance and organizational preparation of
the all-Russian insurrection that constitute the new

which life has confronted the proletariat,"
he wrote.* Stalin himself gave day-to-day guidance
to the Bolshevik organizations in Transcaucasia in

tasks with

preparing for armed insurrection.
Stalin explained and developed Lenin's idea of a
provisional revolutionary government. The formation of such a government, he argued, should be the
natural outcome of a victorious armed insurrection
of the people. Since it is the proletariat and the peasantry that will triumph in the insurrection, the provisional revolutionary
government must be the

spokesman of their aspirations and interests. Such
a government must be a revolutionary dictatorship
of the proletariat and the peasantry. Only the dictatorship of these revolutionary classes can curb
and suppress the sinister forces of reaction, arm the
* J.
Stalin,

Moscow,

1946.

Collected

Works, Russ.

cd..

Vol.

I,

p.
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people, carry out the minimum program of the
R.S.D.L.P., and consolidate and consummate the victory of the revolution.

advanced proletariat
revolution," Stalin wrote, "and
"If the

is
if

the leader of the
it

must take an

active part in- organizing the insurrection
then it is
self-evident that we cannot wash our hands of the

provisional revolutionary government and remain
outside, that we must achieve political power in con-

junction with the peasantry and go into the provisional government:* the leader of the revolutionary
street

must

also be the leader of the revolution's gov-

ernment."**
In the fight against the numerous foes of the Bolshevik Party and the working class, Stalin consistently advocated and elaborated Lenin's theory of the
revolution and his tactical plan. It was the supreme
merit of this plan that it was adapted in a most remarkable degree to the realities of the situation in
Russia, that it rallied broad masses of the people to the fight iand inspired them with confidence
in victory, that

it

advanced the revolution.

The Caucasian Committee

indefatigably propagated the decisions of the Third Party Congress and
summoned the workers and peasants to armed in*

Here we are not dealing with the principles underlying

the question.
** J.
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surrection. Stalin's leaflets of the year 1905

are a

model of the propaganda of Bolshevik ideas among
the masses. In his "Armed Insurrection and Our Tactics," "The Provisional Revolutionary Government
and Social-Democracy," "Reaction Is Growing" and
other articles, he castigated the Menshevik teadcrs
and insistently urged the necessity for armed insurrection.

The general

strike of

October 1905 demonstrated

the might and strength of the proletarian movement
and impelled the mortally terrified tsar to issue his

Manifesto of October 17. Unslinting .in its promises
of popular liberties, this Manifesto was nothing but
a fraud on the masses, a stratagem designed to secure
a breathing space in which the tsar might fool the
gullible,

gain time and marshal his forces for a blow
The Bolsheviks warned the masses

at the revolution.

trap. The October Manifesto
found Stalin in Tiflis, in the heat of the fight for
Lenin's tactical plan and for the Bolshevik slogans

that the Manifesto

was a

That very same day, addressing a
of
meeting
workers, Slalin said:
"What do we need in order to really win?
need three things: first arms, second arms, third
in the revolution.

We

arms and arms again!"*
Insisting that the victory of the revolution

manded
*

de-

a nation-wide armed insurrection, Stalin, in

History of the C.P.S.U.(B.), p. 81, Moscow, 1945.
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a leaflet headed "Citizens!" issued by the Tiflis Committee of the Caucasian Union of the R.S.D.L.P.

which he wrote in October 1905, said:
"The general political strike now raging which
is of dimensions unprecedented and unexampled not
only in the history of Russia but in the history of
the whole world may, perhaps, end today without
developing into a nation-wide uprising, but tomorrow it will shake the country again with even greater force and develop into that great armed uprising
which must settle the age-long contest between the
Russian people and the tsarist autocracy and smash
the head of this despicable monster. ... A nation-wide
armed uprising such is the supreme task that today confronts the proletariat of Russia, and is imperatively demanding execution!"*
Stalin's revolutionary activities in

Transcaucasia

period were immense. Under his guidance the
Fourth Bolshevik Conference of the Caucasian Union
at this

of the R.S.D.L.P. (November 1905) passed a resolution calling for more energetic preparation for
armed insurrection; it appealed for a boycott of the
tsarist Duma and for the extension and consolidation of the revolutionary organizations of the workers and peasants
the Soviets of Workers' Deputies,
the strike committee and the revolutionary peasant

*

J.

Moscow,

Stalin,

Collected

Works, Russ.

1946.
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committees. Stalin exposed and denounced the
Mensheviks as opponents of the revolution and of
insurrection. He worked assiduously to prethe
workers for the decisive engagement with
pare
the autocracy. The flames of revolution swept all

armed

over Transcaucasia. Special mention of the activities
of the Bolshevik organizations in Transcaucasia was

made

Third Congress of the Party, in the resolution on "The Events in the Caucasus," moved
at the

by Lenin, which referred to these organizations as
"the most militant in our Party" and called upon the
whole Party to lend them the utmost support.
In December 1905, Stalin attended the first AllRussian Bolshevik Conference in Tammerfors (Finland), as a delegate from the Transcaucasian Bolsheviks. It was here that Lenin and Stalin first met.
Stalin worked with Lenin on the political (drafting)
committee of the Conference, to which he was elected, as

one of the prominent leaders of the Party.
the defeat of the December uprising, the

With

began to ebb. The conbetween the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks flared
up afresh with the preparations for the Fourth Contide of revolution gradually
flict

gress of the R.S.D.L.P. Anarcho-syndicalist elements
came to the fore; they were particularly conspicuous
in Tiflis. Stalin continued to lead the struggle

against all anti-proletarian trends in Transcaucasia.
Stalin took an active part in the Fourth Congress
of the R.S.D.L.P.

(Stockholm, April 1906), where,
32

together with Lenin, he upheld the Bolshevik line
in the revolution against the Mensheviks. Stalin put

the question squarely:
"Either the hegemony of the proletariat, or the
hegemony of the democratic bourgeoisie that is how
the question stands in the Party, that

is

where we

differ."*

Shortly after the Congress, Stalin wrote a pamphlet entitled The Present Situation and the Unity

Congress of the Workers' Party, in which he analysed
the lessons of the December armed uprising, justified
the Bolshevik line in the revolution

and summed up

the results of the Fourth Congress of the R.S.D.L.P.
After the Congress Stalin returned to Transcau-

where he continued his uncompromising fight
against Menshevism and other anti-proletarian trends.
He directed the Akhali Tskhovreba (New Life),
Akhali Droyeba (New Age) Chveni Tskhovreba (Our
Life) and Dro (Time), Bolshevik newspapers pubcasia,

9

lished legally in the Georgian language.
It was at this period that Stalin wrote the re^

markable series of articles under the title "Anarchism or Socialism," in connection with the activities of
anarchists of the Kropotkin school in Transcaucasia,
With the ebb of the revolution and the rising tide
of reaction, the Party
* J.

Moscow,

3691

Stalin,

Collected
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theoretical foundations of Bolshevism. In 1909

Lenin

and
which he thoroughly exposed
the backsliders from Marxian theory and vindicatpublished

his

masterly

work,

Materialism

Empirio-Criticism, in

ed

the

theoretical

foundations

of

the

Bolshevik

Party.
Stalin, too, rose up in defence of the theoretical
foundations of Marxism. He wrote a series of articles expounding the theoretical tenets of the Marxist
party dialectical and historical materialism. They
were published in 1906 and 1907 in Georgian Bol-

shevik newspapers. They explained 'the meaning of
materialism and dialectics and the principles of his-

and popular style, at
the same time formulating and answering with pro-

torical materialism in simple

the fundamental
questions of
Marxist-Leninist theory: the inevitability and inavertibility of the Socialist revolution and the dictator-

found penetration

ship of the proletariat, and the necessity for a militant proletarian party, a party of a new type, differing from the old, reformist parties of the Second In-

expounded the basic strategy
These articles are an important contribution to the theory of MarxismLeninism and form part of the ideological treasury

ternational.

and

They

also

tactics of the Party.

of our Party. In their profound treatment of the
theory of Marxism-Leninism in the light of the urgent tasks of the revolutionary class struggle of the
proletariat they are exemplary.
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an active part in the work of the Fifth
of
the
R.S.D.L.P., held in London in April
Congress
and May 1907, at which the victory of the Bolsheviks
Stalin took

over the Mensheviks was sealed. On his return, he
published an article, "The London Congress of the
Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party (Notes of
a Delegate) ," in which he examined the decisions and
results of the Congress, justified the ideological and
tactical position of the Bolsheviks, denounced the
bourgeois-liberal line of the Mensheviks in the revolution and their policy of liquidating the Party,
and revealed the class nature of Menshevism, show-

ing that

it

was a petty-bourgeois

political trend.

HE FIRST

Russian Revolution ended in defirst and the second revolutions there intervened a period of ten years,
during which the Bolsheviks worked perseveringly
and indefatigably, with heroism and self-sacrifice to
\

feat.

Between the

organize the masses, to foster in them the revolutionary spirit, to guide their struggles and to prepare the
ground for the future victory of the revolution.
For Lenin and Stalin these were years of relentless struggle for the preservation amd consolidation
of the underground revolutionary Party, for the application of the Bolshevik line in the new conditions;
they were years of strenuous effort to organize and
educate the masses of the working class, and of unusually stubborn conflict with the tsarist police. The
tsarist authorities: sensed in Stalin an outstanding revolutionary,

and were

at great pains to deprive

him

all opportunities of carrying on revolutionary
work. Arrest, imprisonment and exile followed each
other in swift succession. Between 1902 and 1913,

of

was arrested seven times and exiled six times.
Five times he escaped from exile. Scarcely had the
tsarist authorities convoyed him to a new place of

Stalin
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than he would again be "at large," to resume
of mustering the revolutionary energies of
the masses. His last term of exile was the only one
that was not cut short in this way; from that he was

fexile

his

work

released

by the revolution

of February 1917.

In July 1907 began the Baku period of Stalin's
revolutionary career. On his return from the Fifth
(London) Congress of the R.S.D.L.P., he left Tiflis
and on the instructions of the Party settled in Baku,
the largest industrial area in Transcaucasia and one
of the most important centres of the working-class
movement in Russia. Here he threw himself into the
work of winning the Baku organization for Lenin's

slogans and of rallying the working masses under
the banner of Bolshevism. He organized the fight to
oust the Mensheviks from the working-class districts

Baku

(Balakhani, Bibi-Eibat, Chorny Gorod and
Byely Gorod). He directed the Bolshevik publica-

of

tions, illegal and legal (Bakinsky Proletary, Gudok
and Bakinsky Rabochy). He directed the campaign
in the elections to the Third Duma. The "Mandate to

the Social-Democratic Deputies of the Third State
Duma," written by Stalin was adopted at a meeting
of representatives of the workers' curiae in Baku on
September 22. Stalin guided the struggle of the Baku

workers. The big campaign he organized in connection with the negotiations for a collective agreement

between the
brilliant

oil

workers and the operators was a

application of Lenin's policy
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of

flexibly

and legal activities in the period
secured the victory of the Bolsheviks
in this campaign by skilfully applying Lenin's tactics of rallying the workers for a political struggle
against the tsarist monarchy. Baku, where the procombining

illegal

of reaction.

He

letarian struggle seethed,

and whence the voice of

Stalin's fosterlings, the legal

Bolshevik newspapers,

reverberated throughout Russia, presented an unusual spectacle amid the gloomy night of the Stolypin reaction. "The last of the Mohicans of the mass
political strikel"* was Lenin's comment on the heroic struggle of the Baku
Around Stalin rallied

workers in 1908.
a sturdy band of

Bolsheviks and Leninists

tried

Fioletov, Saratovets (Efi-

mov), Vatsek, Bokov, Malygin, Orjonikidze, Djapa-

Shaumyam, .Spandaryan, Khanlar, Memedov,
Azizbekov, Kiazi-Mamed and others and finally he
ridze,

secured the complete triumph of Bolshevism in th6
Baku Party organization. Baku became a stronghold
of Bolshevism. Under Stalin's leadership, the Baku
proletariat waged a heroic struggle in the front
ranks of the Russian revolutionary movement.

The Baku period was of major importance
This is what he himself says of it:

in

Stalin's life.

"Two

years of revolutionary activity among the
workers in the oil industry steeled me as a practical
* V.

I.

Lenin, Collected Works, 3rd Russ. ed.
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and as one of the practical leaders. Contact
with advanced workers in Baku, with men like
Vatsek and Saratovets, on the one hand, and the
storm of acute conflicts between- the workers and oil
owners, on the other, first taught me what leading
fighter

large masses of workers meant. It was in Baku that
thus received my second revolutionary baptism of

I

fire."*

On March

was
months in

25, 1908, Stalin

arrested and, after
prison, was exiled

spending nearly eight
to Solvychegodsk, in the Province of Vologda, for
a term of two years. But on June 24, 1909, he escaped and made his way back to Baku, to continue
his illegal work. He vigorously and unreservedly
supported Lenin in his stand against the Liquidators
and Otzovists. His historic "Letters from the Caucasus" appeared in the central Party press, and for
the newspaper Bakinsky Proletary he wrote "The

Party Crisis and Our Tasks," "From the Party" and
other articles in which he boldly criticized the state
of the Party organizations and outlined a plan to
put an end to the crisis in the Party. In these writ*
ings Stalin subjected the Liquidators to withering
criticism, using the example of the Tiflis Mensheviks
to illustrate the renegacy of the Liquidators on questions of program and tactics. He severely con-

demned
*

the treacherous conduct of the accomplices

Pravda No.

136,

June

16,
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1926.

of Trotskyism,
of the Party, to

and formulated the immediate tasks
which the Prague Party Conference

subsequently gave effect, namely, the convocation of
a general Party conference, the publication of a legal
Party newspaper and the formation of an illegal

Party centre to conduct the practical work in Russia.

On March

23, 1910, Stalin was again arrested in
after
Baku, and,
spending six months in prison, was
convoyed ba<5k to Solvychegodsk. He established con-

with Lenin from exile, and towards the end of
1910, wrote him a letter in which he expressed full
solidarity with Lenin's tactic of forming a Party
bloc of all who favoured the preservation and con-

tact

solidation of the illegal proletarian party. In this
same letter he castigated the "rank unprincipledness"

of Trotsky and outlined a plan for the organization
of Party work in Russia.

In the latter half of 1911 began the St. Petersburg period of Stalin's revolutionary career. On September 6 he secretly left Vologda for St. Petersburg.

He

established contact with the Party organization
there, organized and gave directions for the fight

against the Liquidators
iies

and took measures

Bolshevik organizations.

tember
ince,

9,

1911,

and

sent

Mensheviks and Trotskyand strengthen the

to rally

He was arrested on Sepback to the Vologda Prov-

whence he again managed

ruary 1912.
40

to escape in

Feb-

Meanwhile, in January 1912, a momentous event
in the life of the Party. The Prague
Conference, having expelled the Mensheviks from
the Party, inaugurated a party of a new type, a
Leninist Party the Bolshevik Party.
For this new type of party the Bolsheviks had
been working ever since the days of the old Iskra
working persistently and perseveringly, regardless

had taken place

The whole history of the fight
the
"Economists," the Mensheviks, the Trotsagainst
kyites, the Otzovists and the idealists of all shades,
down to the empirio-criticists, had been paving the
of all obstacles.

for the formation of such a party. Of exclusive
and decisive importance in this preparatory work
were Lenin's What Is To Be Done?, One Step For-

way

Two

Steps Back, Two Tactics of Social-Democracy in the Democratic Revolution, and Materialism and Empirio-Criticism. Stalin fought side by

ward,

side with

Lenin in the struggle against innumerable

enemies, and was his staunch support in the fight
for a revolutionary Marxist party, a Bolshevik Party.

W
HE PRAGUE

Conference had predicted a
revolutionary revival in the near future and
III
^ had taken all measures to
prepare the
Party for it. It elected a Bolshevik Central Commit-

up a practical centre to direct the revolutionary work in Russia (The Russian Bureau of the
the
Central Committee), and decided to publish
Pravda newspaper. Stalin, who had been an agent of
the Central Committee since 1910, was elected to the
Central Committee in his absence. On Lenin's proposal, he was put in charge of the Russian Bureau
of the Central Committee. But Stalin was hi exile,
and arrangements for his flight had to be made. On
Lenin's instructions, Sergo Orjonikidze went to Vologda to inform Stalin of the decisions of the Prague
Conference. Then, on February 29, 1912, Stalin
again escaped from exile. He had a brief spell of
liberty, which he turned to good account. On the
instructions of the Central Committee, he toured
tee, set

the most important districts of Russia, made preparations for the coming May Day demonstration,
wrote the well-known May Day leaflet of the Central
Committee, and edited the Bolshevik weekly Zvezda
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in St. Petersburg during the strikes that followed the
shooting down of the workers in the Lena gold fields.

A

powerful aid to the Bolshevik Party in strengthening its organizations and spreading its influence
among the masses was the Bolshevik daily news-

paper Pravda, published in St. Petersburg. It was
founded according to Lenin's instructions, on the
initiative of Stalin. It was under Stalin's direction
that the first issue was prepared and the character
of the paper decided.

Pravda was born simultaneously with the new
movement. Its first issue ap22
on
April
(May 5, New Style), 1912. This
peared
was a day of real celebration for the workers. It is
in honour of Pravda's appearance that it was later
decided to celebrate May 5 as Workers' Press Day.
"The Pravda of 1912," Comrade Stalin wrote on
rise of the revolutionary

the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the paper,
"was the laying of the cornerstone of the victory of
Bolshevism in 1917."*

On

April 22, 1912, Stalin was arrested on the
Petersburg. After several months in

streets of St.

he was exiled again, for a term of three
years, this time to the remote region of Narym. But
on September 1 he once more escaped and returned
to St. Petersburg. Here he edited the Bolshevik
Pravda and directed the Bolshevik campaign in the
prison,

* Prqvda Np.

9& May

5,

192&
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Fourth Duma. At great risk, for the
were
constantly on his track, he addressed a
police
number of meetings at factories. But the workers
and their organizations kept close guard on Stalin
and protected him from the police*
A great part in this campaign, which culminated
in a victory for the Party, was played by the "Manelections to the

date of the

Workingmen

of St. Petersburg to their

Labour Deputy," written by

Stalin.

Lenin attached

the highest importance to the Mandate; when sending the copy to the press, he wrote on the margin:

"Return without fail!! Keep clean. Highly important
document!" In a letter to the editors
he
wrote:
of Pravda,
"Publish this Mandate to the
St. Petersburg Deputy without fail, in a prominent
place in large type."* Stalin's Mandate reminded the
workers of the unaccomplished tasks of the 1905
Revolution and summoned them to a revolutionary

to preserve this

on two fronts' against the tsargovernment and against the liberal bourgeoisie,
which was seeking to come to terms with tsardom.

struggle, a struggle
ist

After the elections Stalin guided the activities of the
Bolshevik group in the Duma. With Stalin in St.

Petersburg worked Y. Sverdlov and V. Molotov, who
took an active part in the editorship of the Prauda,
in the election campaign and in the guidance of the
* V.

I.

Lenin, Collected Works, Sard Russ. ed., Vol.

78.
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Duma. At this period contact
between Lenin and Stalin became closer than ever.
In his letters Lenin expressed his entire approval of
Bolshevik group in the

and of his speeches and articles.
occasions Stalin went abroad to Cracow,
where Lenin was then residing: once in November
1912, and again at the end of December 1912, to
Stalin's activities

On two

attend a conference of the Central Committee with
leading Party members.
It was while he was abroad that Stalin wrote
Marxism and the National Question, on which
Lenin set the highest value. "The principles of the

Social-Democratic national program," Lenin wrote,
"have already been dealt with recently in Marxian
literature (in this connection Stalin's article stands
in the forefront)."* This treatise was one of the

major Bolshevik pronouncements on the national
question in the international arena in the pre-war
period. It was a formulation of the Bolshevik theory
and program on the national problem. Two methods,

two programs, two outlooks on the national! question were sharply contrasted in this work
that of
the Second International and that of Leninism.
Stalin worked with Lenin to demolish the opportunist views and dogmas of the Second International on
this question. It was Lenin and Stalin who worked
* V.

I.

l>nin, Collected Works, 3rd Russ. ed., Vol XVIJ,

116.
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out the Marxist program on the national problem.
Stalin's treatise formulates the Marxist theory of nations, outlines the principles of the Bolshevik solu-

problem (which demands that
it be treated as part of the general problem of the
revolution and inseparably from the entire international situation in the era of imperialism), and lays
down the Bolshevik principle of international worktion of the national

ing-class solidarity.

On February

was arrested at an
St.
the
by
evening arranged
Petersburg Bolshevik
Committee in the Kalashnikov Hall. This time the
tsarist government exiled Stalin to the remote re23, 1913, Stalin

gion of Turukhansk, for a term of four years. At
he lived in the village of Kostino; but, at the
beginning of 1914, fearful lest he should escape
again, the tsarist gendarmes transferred him still
first

further north, to the village of Kureika, on the very
fringe of the Arctic Circle, where he lived for three

down to 1916. Severer conditions of pocould scarcely have been found in all the
remote expanses of the Siberian wilderness.
In the summer of 1914, the imperialist war broke

years

right

litical exile

The parties of the Second International shamefully betrayed the proletariat and joined the camp of

out.

the imperialist bourgeoisie. Only the Bolsheviks,
headed by Lenin, remained true to the banner of internationalism. Immediately and unhesitatingly, the
Bolsheviks, alone of all parties, called for a resolute
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struggle against the imperialist war. And Stalin, cut
though he was from the outside world and isolated from Lenin and the Party centres, took up the
off

same

international stand as Lenin

on

the questions
wrote letters to

of war, peace, and revolution. He
Lenin. He addressed meetings of exiled Bolsheviks

Monastyrskoye (1915) where he stigmatized the cowardly and treacherous behaviour of
Kamenev at the trial of the five Bolshevik members
of the Fourth Duma. In 1916, he and other Bolshevik exiles sent a message of greetings to the legally published Bolshevik magazine Voprosy Strakhovania (Insurance Questions), pointing out that it
was the duty of this magazine "to devote all its efforts and energies to the ideological insurance of the
working class of our country against the deeply corin the village of

rupting, anti-proletarian

preaching of gentry like

Potressov, Levitsky and Plekhanov, preaching run-

ning directly counter to the principles of internationalism."

In December 1916 Stalin, having been called up
army, was sent under escort to Krasnoyarsk,

to the

and thence

to Achinsk.

There

it

was

that he heard

first tidings of the revolution of February 1917.
On March 8, 1917, he bade farewell to Achinsk on
the way wiring a message of greetings to Lenin in

the

Switzerland.

On March 12, 1917, Stalin, not a whit the worse
for the hardships of exile so bravely endured in
47

set foot in

Turukhansk, again

Petrograd

the rev-

olutionary capital of Russia. The Central Committee of the Party instructed him to take charge of the

Pravda.

The Bolshevik Party had

just emerged from unmost
prominent and active
derground.
members were still on their way back from remote
prisons and places of exile. Lenin was abroad, and
the bourgeois Provisional Government was putting

Many

of

every obstacle in the

was

critical,

and

its

The moment

of his return.

way

Stalin set to

work

to rally the

Party

for the fight for the transition from the
bourgeois-democratic revolution to the Socialist rev-

and

fit

olution.

it

Together with

Molotov,

he directed the

activities of the Central Committee and the Petrograd
Committee of the Bolshevik Party. In his articles the
Bolsheviks found the guiding principles they needed
in, their work. The very first article he wrote on his
return- from exile, "The Soviets of Workers)' and

Soldiers' Deputies," spoke of the main task of the
Party, which, Stalin said, was "to consolidate these
Soviets, make them universal, and link them together

under the aegis of
Soldiers'

Deputies

a Central Soviet of

as the organ

power of the people."*
In an article "The War,"
character of the imperialist
*

Lenin and Stalin, 1917,

p.

48

of

Workers' and
revolutionary

Stalin showed that the
war had not changed

12,

Moscow,

1038.

with the assumption of power by the Provisional
Government, and that under the bourgeois Provisional Government the war of 1914-17 remained a

predatory and unjust war.
Stalin and Molotov, supported by the majority of
the Party members, advocated a policy of "no confidence" in the imperialist Provisional Government,
and denounced both the defencism of the Mensheviks

and

Socialist-Revolutionaries

and the semi-Men-

shevik position of conditional support for the Provisional Government advocated by Kamenev and
other opportunists.
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V
APRIL
eign
of the

3,

exile,

1917, after a long period of for-

Lenin returned to Russia. The

news of the arrival of the beloved leader
revolution was hailed with enthusiasm by the

advanced workers of Petrograd. Stalin, at the head
of a delegation of workers, went to meet him at
Byelo-Ostrov. The welcome accorded to Lenin upon
his arrival at the Finland Railway Station in Petrograd turned into a mighty revolutionary demonstration. On the morrow of his arrival, Lenin announced
his famous April Theses, which provided the Party
with a brilliant plan of action for the transition from
the bourgeois-democratic to the Socialist revolution.
They gave the Party the new orientation it needed
in the new conditions of the struggle that followed
the overthrow of tsardom. On April 24, 1917, the Seventh (April) Conference of the Bolshevik Party assembled. Lenin's theses formed the basis of its deliberations. .The Conference directed the efforts of the Party

to the struggle for the transition from the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution to the Socialist revolution.

At this Conference Stalin vigorously supported
Lenin's policy of working for the Socialist revolution
50

and exposed the opportunist, anti-Leninist line of
Kamenev, Rykov and their scanty supporters. Stalin
also made a report on the national question. Developing a consistent Marxist-Leninist line, he laid down
a Bolshevik national policy, advocating the right of
nations to self-determination, even to the point of
secession and the formation of independent states*.

was the national policy of Lenin and
was to secure for the Party the support
It

Stalin that

of the oppressed nationalities in the Great October Socialist
Revolution.
After the Conference, in May 1917, a Political
Bureau of the Central Committee was instituted, to

which

was

Stalin

elected

and

to

which he has been

successively re-elected ever since.
On the basis of the decisions of the April Conference, the Party set energetically to work to win

over the masses, and to train and organize

them

for militant action.

In this complex period of the revolution,
events

and

moved

flexible

when

breakneck speed, demanding skilful
tactics of the Party, it was Lenin and
at

who

guided the struggle of the masses.
"I recall the year 1917," says Stalin, "when, after
my wanderings from one prison and place of exile
to another, I was transferred by the will of the Party
to Leningrad. There in the society of Russian work*
ers, and in contact with Comrade Lenin, the great
teacher of the proletarians of all countries, in the
Stalin

4-
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midst of the storm of mighty conflicts between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie, in the midst of the
imperialist war, I first learnt what it meant to be one
of the leaders of the great Party of the working class.
There, in the society of Russian workers the liberators of oppressed nationalities and the pioneers
of the proletarian struggle in all countries and among
all
peoples I received my third revolutionary

baptism
guidance,

of
I

There, in Russia, under Lenin's
became a master of the art of revolufire.

tion."*
Stalin

was

at the centre of the practical activities
member of the Central Committee

of the Party. As a

he took a direct and leading part in the work of the
Petrograd Committee of the Party, edited the
Pravda, wrote articles for it and for the Soldatskaya
Pravda, and directed the Bolshevik campaign in the
Petrograd municipal elections. Together with Lenin,
he took part in the All-Russian Conference of the
Party Organizations in the Army, where he delivered
a report on "The National Movement in the National
Regiments." Together with Lenin, he organized the
historic demonstration of June 18, which marched
under the slogans of the Bglshevik Party; and he
drew up the Manifesto of the Central Committee to
the workers and revolutionary soldiers of Petrograd. On June 20 the First All-Russian Congress of
*

Pravda

No. 136, June

16,
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1926.

Soviets elected Stalin to the Central Executive

Com-

mittee.

After the

events

of

July

1917,

when

Lenin,

hounded and persecuted by the counter-revolutionary
Provisional Government, was forced to go into hiding, Stalin directly

guided the work of the Central

Committee and the Central Party Organ, which at
that time appeared under a succession of different
names (Rabochy i Soldat, Proletary, Rabochy, Rabochy Put). It was Stalin who saved the previous
life of Lenin for the Party, for the Soviet people and
at large, by vigorously resisting the
of
the
traitors Kamenev, Rykov and Trotsky
proposal
that Lenin should appear for trial before the courts

for

humanity

of the counter-revolutionary Provisional Government.
The brutal suppression of the July demonstration

marked a turning point in the development of the
revolution-. Lenin worked out new tactics for the
Party in the new conditions of the struggle. Together
with Sverdlov, Stalin steered the work of the Sixth

Party Congress (July-August 1917), which had to
secretly. At this Congress Stalin made the

meet

report on the work of the Central Committee and a
report on the political situation, in which he gave a
clear-cut formulation of the aims and tactics of the

Party in the struggle for the Socialist revolution.
He refuted the arguments of the Trolskyites, who
considered that Socialism could not be victorious in
Russia.
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Opposing the attempt of the Trotskyites to make
the Party's course of steering for a Socialist revolution contingent on a proletarian revolution in the
West, Stalin declared: "The possibility is not excluded that Russia will be the very country that will lay
We must abandon the
the road to Socialism.
idea
that
only Europe can show us the way.
antiquated
There is dogmatic Marxism and creative Marxism.
I stand by the latter."* Stalin's words were prophetic.
.

.

.

Russia was the first to show the way to Socialism.
In insisting on Lenin's doctrine that the victory
of Socialism was quite possible in Russia, Stalin had
the full support of the Congress. Guided by Stalin
and by Lenin's instructions, the Sixth Congress inau-

gurated the preparations for insurrection. The Congress headed the Party for armed insurrection and
for the establishment of the dictatorship of the
proletariat.

In August 1917, General Kornilov launched his
aim of restoring tsardom in Russia.
The Bolsheviks roused the masses to resist the at-

revolt with the

lettipted coup,

and Kornilov's

revolt was* crushed.

This ushered in a new phase in the history of the
revolution: the phase in which the forces were
massed for the grand assault.

While Lenin was

in hiding Stalin maintained a
with
his
teacher and friend and kept
correspondence
* Lenin

and

Stalin,

1917, p. 309,
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Moscow,
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in close contact with him.
hisi

He

visited

him twice

in

place of concealment near Razliv.

Baldly and confidently, firmly yet circumspectly f
Lenin and Stalin led the Party and the working
class towards the Socialist revolution, towards armed

was they who inspired and organized
the victory of the Great October Socialist Revolution.
Stalin was Lenin's right-hand man. He had direct
insurrection. It

charge of all the preparations for the insurrection.
His articlesi in the central press laying down the
guiding policy were reprinted in the provincial
Bolshevik newspapers. He summoned representatives
from the regional organizations to Petrograd, gave
them instructions and outlined plans of campaign
for the various regions.

On

October 16, the Central

Committee elected a Party Centre, headed by Comrade Stalin, to direct the uprising. This Centre was
the leading core of the Revolutionary Military Committee of the Petrograd Soviet and had practical
direction of the

whole uprising.

At the meeting of the Central Committee of the
Party on October 16, Stalin rebuffed the capitulatory
proposals of the traitors Zinoviev .and Kamenev* who
opposed armed insurrection. "Objectively," he declared, "what Kamenev and Zinoviev propose would
enable the counter-revolution io organize.
wduld

We

continue to retreat without end and would lose tbe
revolution. Why should we not insure for ourselves
the possibility of choosing the day and the condi55

deprive the counter-revolution of the
of
organizing?"*
possibility
Early in the morning of October 24, Kerensky

tions, so as to

ordered the suppression of the central organ of the
Party, Rabochy Put, and sent a number of armoured
cars to the editorial and printing offices of the newspaper to effect the order. But by 10 a.m. a for^e of

Red Guards and revolutionary soldiers, acting on
Stalin's instructions, had pressed back the armoured
cars and placed a strong guard over the printing and
editorial offices. At eleven o'clock the Rabochy Put
came out, with a leading article by Stalin entitled
"What Do We Need?" calling upon the masses to
overthrow the bourgeois Provisional Government. At
the same time, on instructions of the Party Centre, detachments of revolutionary soldiers and Red Guards
were moved to the Smolny Institute. The insurrection began on October 24. On the evening of
October 25 the Second Congress of Soviets met
and turned over the government power to the
Soviets.

Stalin

was

elected to the first Council of People's

Commissars, which, headed by Lenin, was set up by
the Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets after the
victory of the October Revolution.
The Great October Socialist Revolution ushered
ra changes of epoch-making importance. It split the
* Lenin and
Stalin, 1917,

p.

56

598,

Moscow,

1938.

world into two systems capitalist and Socialist. The
Bolshevik Party was now faced with new conditions,
with new gigantic tasks. And the forms of struggle
of the working class had likewise undergone a fundamental change.
From the inception of the Soviet Government and

down to 1923, Stalin was the People's
for the Affairs of the Nationalities. He
directed all the measures taken

Soviet

Government

Commissar
personally

by the Party and the

to solve the national

problem in

the Soviet Republic. Guided by Lenin and Stalin,
the workers and peasants began to turn the tsarist
colonies into Soviet republics. There is not a single
Soviet republic in whose organization Stalin did not

take an active and leading part. He directed the fight
for the creation of the Ukrainian Soviet Republic,
the Byelorussian Republic and the Soviet republics

of Transcaucasia and Central Asia, and he helped
the numerous nationalities of the Soviet Land to set

up their autonomous republics and regions. Lenin
and Stalin were the engineers and builders of the
great Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Lenin's closest assistants in the organization of
and Sverdlov. Stalin

the Soviet state were Stalin

fought side by side with Lenin against Kamenev,
Zinoviev,

Rykov and

the other scabs and deserters

took an active and leading
and actions, such as
measures
part in all decisive
of Kerensky and
defeat
the organization of the

from

the revolution.

He
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Krasnov, the suppression of the sabotage of the old

government

officials,

the liquidation of the counter-

revolutionary General Headquarters and the removal of the tsarist generate, the suppression of the
bourgeois press, the action against the counter-revolutionary Ukrainian Rada, the dispersal of the Constitupnt Assembly, and the drafting of the first Soviet
Constitution in 1918.

In January 1918, on the instructions of the
Central Committee, Stalin arranged a conference of
representatives of the revolutionary wings of the
Socialist parties of

Europe and America, which was

an important step towards the formation of

the

Third, Communist International.
In the trying days of the Brest-Litovsk negotiations, when the fate of the revolution hung in the
balance, Stalin was at one with Lenin in upholding
the Bolshevik strategy and tactics against the traitor

Trotsky and hisi henchman Bukharin, who, in
conjunction with the British and French imperialists,
sought to expose the young and still weak Soviet
Republic to the blows of German imperialism.

VERTHROWN
|

capitalists
alists

the

Revolution,

began

by

the

October

Russian
to conspire

Socialist

landlords'

and

with the capit-

of other countries for the organization of mili-

tary intervention against the Soviet Republic, with
the aim of defeating the workers and peasants, overthrowing the Soviet regime and once again fastening

the chains of slavery

on the country. Civil war broke
by military intervention. The

accompanied
Government proclaimed the Socialist fatherHand in danger and called upon the people to rise in
itsi defence. The Bolshevik Party rallied the workers
and peasants for a patriotic war to defend the
country from foreign invaders and the bourgeois
and landlord Whiteguards.
In the spring of 1918, the British and French
out,

Soviet

imperialists instigated a revolt of the Czechoslovak

Corps (formed of prisoners of war from the AustroHungarian army), which, after the con-cltision of
peace with Germany, was making its way to France
via Siberia.

The revolt of the Czechoslovaks, which was
rimed to coincide with revolts engineered by White59

guards and Socialist-Revolutionaries in twenty-three

on the Volga, a revolt of the Left SocialistRevolutionaries in Moscow, and a landing of British

cities

troops in Murmansk, unleashed all tho forces of
counter-revolution. The moment was a highly critical
one.

The country had only

just extricated itself

from

the imperialist war. The misrule of the capitalists and
landlords had brought the country to the verge of
disaster.

Moscow and Petrograd were
a bare two ounces of bread a day. The

The workers

receiving

republic

was

cut

in

off

from the granaries of the

Ukraine and Siberia. The southeast; the Volga region
and the North Caucasus, were the only areas from
which grain could be obtained, and the road to them
lay by way of the Volga, through Tsaritsyn. To save
the revolution it was imperative to got grain. Lenin

appealed to the workers of Petrograd to organize
expeditions into the countryside to help the poor
peasants against the grain profiteers, kulaks and
usurers. Stalin left for the South, invested by the
Central Committee with extraordinary powers to
superintend the mobilization of supplies in the south
of Russia.

On June

1918, Stalin arrived in Tsaritsyn with
a detachment of workers. Combining as he did the
6,

talents of a political leader with those of a military
strategist, Stalin at once realized the importance of

Tsarit^iv, as the point at \rtvich tYve eounteT-Te\o\vxtionary forces were likely to deliver their main at-
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The capture of Tsaritsyn would have cut off
the republic from its last sources of grain supply
and from the oil of Baku, and would have enabled
tack.

the counter-revolutionaries in the Don region to join
forces with Kolchak and the Czechoslovaks for a
general advance on Moscow. Tsaritsyn had to be
retained at all costs. After clearing the city of White-

guard

plotters with

a stern hand and

dispatching

substantial supplies of food to the starving capitals,
Stalin turned his whole attention to the defence of

Tsaritsyn. He ruthlessly broke down the resistance
of the counter-revolutionary military experts appointed and supported by Trotsky, and took swift and

vigorous measures to reorganize the scattered detachments and to expedite the arrival from the Donbas
of Voroshilov's units, which subsequently formed the

nucleus of the Tenth Army. Thanks to Stalin's iron
will and masterly foresight, Tsaritsyn was saved and
the Whites were prevented
to

from breaking through

Moscow.

The

epic defence of Tsaritsyn -coincided with the
German imperialism in the Ukraine. In

debacle of

November 1918, revolution broke out in Germany
and Austria-Hungary. The Central Committee commissioned Stalin to organize the Ukrainian Front
and assist the Ukrainian workers and peasants.

Twenty leading Party workers from the Tenth
Army, headed by Comrade Voroshilov, were placed
at his disposal. At the end of November the Ukrain61

ian insurrectionary troops advanced against Petlura
and the Germans and liberated Kharkov. Minsk, in
the West, was also liberated. Stalin performed inestimable service in the liberation of the Western regions and the f ormationi of the Byelorussian Republic.
On November 30, 1918, a Council of Workers'
and Peasants' Defence was set up, headed by Lenin,
to direct the entire work of defence, both at the
front and in the rear, and to mobilize the inand all the redustries, the transport system
sources of the country. Stalin was appointed to the

Council as the representative of -the All-Russian
Central Executive Committee, and virtually acted
as Lenin's deputy.

At the end of 1918 the situation on the Eastern
Front had become catastrophic. Kolchak's army was
hastening to join forces with the British troops' that

were advancing from the North. Acting in the name
of the Council of Defence, Lenin demanded that
steps be taken to improve the situation at Perm. He
proposed that Stalin and Dzerzhinsky be appointed
by the Central Committee for this purpose. Arrived
at the
cally,

Perm
and

Front, Stalin acted swiftly and drastisoon had the situation in hand. In the

South, at Tsaritsyn, his iron will had prevented the
counter-revolutionaries of the Don from joining
forces with the counter-revolutionaries of the Urals
and the Volga. In the North, he frustrated the at-

tempt of the forces of intervention to form a junction
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with the Czechs and Kolchak. Cut off from his allies in the South and in the North, Kolchak was soon
in full retreat before the Red forces.
Returning from the Eastern Front, Stalin addressed himself to the task of organizing the State

March 1919, on Lenin's nominawas appointed People's Commissar of the State
Control, which body was later reorganized into the
People's Commissariat of Workers' and Peasants'
Control, and, in

tion,

Inspection. In this post he remained until April 1922,
performing inestimable service in the cause of enlist-

ing the working people in the
the state.

In

work

of administering

1919, General Yudenich, with the support
of the Finnish Whites and of Estonian troops, start-

May

ed a swift advance on Petrograd, with the aim of
diverting the Red forces from Kolchak. This offensive
was supported by a British naval squadron. A mutiny
of the forts of Krasnaya Gorka and Seraya Loshad
was engineered in the rear of the Red Army. The
Red front wavered, and the enemy broke through
to the very gates of Petrograd.

The Central Committee chose Stalin to organize
the repulse of the Whites. Communists poured to
the front. Stalin soon restored order, making short
work of enemies and traitors in* the armed forces.
The mutinous forts were captured by a combined
blow from land and sea, and the White troops were
hurled back. The threat to Petrograd was removed.
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The plans
frustrated.

of the Entente to capture that city were
Yudenich was routed, the remnants of

taking refuge in Estonia.
of 1919, Stalin went to Smolensk,
on the Western Front, to organize the resistance to
the Polish offensive.
his

army

In the

summer

Beaten in this first campaign, the Entente, after
having crushed the Soviets in Bavaria, Hungary,
Estonia and Latvia, launched a new campaign in
the

of 1919, enlisting, besides their own and
troops, the armies of the small states bordering

autumn

White
on Russia. Winston Churchill, then British Secretary
for War, referred to this attempt as "the campaign
of fourteen states."

While the Red Army was engaged in routing
Rolchak in the East, Denikin seized the Donetz Basin
and invaded the Ukraine along a broad front*
Trotsky's treacherous activities had disorganized the
Southern Front, and the Red forces sustained defeat
after defeat. Acting in support of Denikin, the Polish

Whites captured Minsk. Yudenich launched a new
offensive against Petrograd, while Kolchak tried to
make a stand on the Tobol. Never had the enemy
been within such close reach of the Soviet capital.
The Donetz capitalists even offered a reward of ai
million rubles to the

first

White regiment to enter

Moscow.
In face of this White offensive, Lenin issued an
impassioned appeal on behalf of the Central Commit64

tee to all the Party organizations. "All for the fight
against Denikin!" was his cry.

Mass reinforcements and munitions were rushed
Southern Front. But a leader was needed
to weld together the hundreds of thousands of
men, to cement them by a single will and hurl
them against the enemy. The Central Committee
sent Stalin to organize victory on the Southern
to the

Front.

Chaos, consternation and a total lack of strategiplan was what thisi military leader of the revolution found when he arrived at the front. He at once
set about clearing the staffs of Trotsky's discredited
placemen and demanded that Trotsky be not allowed
under any circumstances to interfere in the affairs
of the front. He scrapped the old plan, a criminally
impracticable scheme to break through Denikin' s
line by an advance from the Volga (Tsaritsyn) to
Novorossiisk, and drew up a plan of his own, which

cal!

was a piece of masterly
the main blow be struck

strategy. He proposed that
at Denikin from the Voro-

nezh area through Kharkov, the Donetz Basin, and
Rostov, so as to split the counter-revolutionary army
in two. This plan would ensure the rapid advance
of the

Red Army,

as the line of

march

lay through
proletarian centres where the population was in open
sympathy with the Red Army and impatiently awaitits arrival, and where there was an extensive
network of railways which would enable the troops

ing
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to receive all necessary supplies. At the same time
plan would free the Donbas, with its coal

this

fields

which would be a valuable source of the
and a reservoir of

the country so sorely needed

fuel
rev-

olutionary forces.
Stalin's

plan

was approved

by

the

Central

Committee.
Stalin left nothing undone to ensure victory. He
intently followed the operations, correcting mistakes

as they arose, selected the

commanders and

commissars, and imbued them with his
spirit.

Under

political

own

fighting
his direction, instructions for regimen-

commissars on the Southern Front were drawn
up, in which their duties were defined in the following striking words:
"The regimental commissar is the political and
moral leader of his regiment, the first to defend its
tal

material and spiritual interests. While the regimental
commander is the head of the regiment, the commisis its father and its soul."*
Thanks to Stalin's plan, Denikin was completely
routed. It was on Stalin's initiative that the glorious
First Mounted Army was formed, which, commanded
by Budyonny, Voroshilov and Shchadenko and
supported by the other armies on the Southern- Front,

sar

gave the coup de grace to Denikin's armies.
*

Pravda No.

Commissars*')

344,

December

.
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14,

1939 (Editorial "Military

In the brief respite

that

the

Soviet

Republic

received after the defeat of Denikin, Lenin placed
Stalin in charge of restoring the war-devastated
of the Ukraine. In February and March
1920 he headed the Council of the Ukrainian labour

economy

led the fight for coal. At this moment
just as important for Russia as the victory

army and
"coal

is

over Denikin was,"* he
labour army in March
guidance the Ukrainian
stantial achievements in

said, in

an

aiddress to the

And under

1920.

Stalin's

registered subthe
country with
supplying
fuel and improving the work of the railways.
In May 1920, the Central Committee commis-

Bolsheviks

sioned Stalin to the South-Western Front against
the Polish Whites, who formed the spearhead of the
third Entente

campaign against the Soviet Republic.
Here Stalin look part in directing the operations that
broke the Polish Front and led to the liberation of
Kiev and the advance of the Soviet troops to Lvov.
In the same year Stalin organized the defence of the
southern Ukraine against Wrangel, and outlined a
plan for the destruction of his forces. Stalin's recommendations formed the basis of Frunze's plan
of operations, which ended in Wrangel's utter defeat.

Through all these years of civil war Lenin and
worked in the closest collaboration. Together

Stalin

* Proletarian
s-

Revolution No.
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3,

1940,

p.

164.

they built up and strengthened the Red Army. Lenin
conferred with Stalin on all major questions of Soviet
policy and on military strategy and tactics. When
Stalin was in remote parts of the country fulfilling

important political and military missions assigned to
him by Lenin, they kept up a constant correspondence by letters, notes and telegrams. Stalin kept

Lenin systematically informed of the situation at the
fronts. In his letters and telegrams he gave masterly
analyses of the

military

situation.

He

invariably

turned to Lenin for assistance and support whenever
conditions at the front
ous. Lenin
requests.

became

particularly precarialwaysi extremely attentive to Stalin's
kept him constantly informed of devel-

was

He

opments and shared with him
was Lenin's chief mainstay
and direction of the defence

political

in

of

the
the

news. Stalin
organization
Soviet Re-

public.

During the Civil War the Central Committee of
and Lenin personally, sent Stalin to the
most important fronts, wherever the threat to the
revolution was most imminent. Stalin was a member
the Party,

of the Revolutionary Military Council of the Repuband of the Revolutionary Military Councils of the

lic

Western, Southern and South-Westerm Fronts.
Wherever, for various reasons, the Red Army found
itself in mortal danger, wherever the advance of the
armies of counter-revolution and intervention threatened the very existence of the Soviet regime,
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was sent to take the situation* in hand.
"Wherever alarm and panic might at any moment
develop into helplessness and catastrophe," writes
Voroshilov, "there Comrade Stalin was always sure

there Stalin

to appear."*

And wherever he went, Stalin would organize the
Party rank and file and the worker masses, and
firmly take the reins of leadership into his hands.
With

would ruthlessly
crush all sabotage, suppress with an iron hand the
conspiracies of traitors and spies in the rear and at
the front. By his personal example, by his selfless
labour and clear revolutionary perspective, he would
rouse the fighting spirit and revolutionary enthusiasm
of the workers and peasants and of the Red Army
men, radically and swiftly improving the efficiency
of the army and turning imminent defeat into brilthe help of the masses, he

liant victory.

He saw through and

foiled the

most artful and

insidious strategic plans of the enemy, confounding
their military "science," "art" and training.
Stalin's services in the Civil War received special

recognition in a decision adopted by the All-Russian
Central Executive Committee, on Lenin's motion, on
November 27, 1919, awarding him the Order of the

Red Banner.
* K. E.
Voroshilov, Stalin

and the Red Army,

cow, 1942.
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p. 6, Mos-

was the Bolshevik Party, headed by Lenin and
the first Red
Stalin, that created the Red Army
It

Army

in the world, the army of the emancipated
workers and peasants, of the brotherhood of the
peoples of the Soviet country, an army trained in the
of internationalism. Lenin and Stalin it
spirit
was who, with other outstanding leaders of the

Bolshevik Party, directed the defence of the country.
It was Stalin who directly inspired and organized
the major victories of the

Red Army. Wherever

destinies of the revolution
battle, there the

Party sent

were being
Stalin.

It

decided

the
in

was he who

chief strategical plans and who directed
the decisive military operations. At Tsaritsyn and
Perm, ^at Petrograd and in the operations against
Denikin, in the West against the Polish gentry and

drew up the

the South against Wrangel, everywhere Stalin's
and strategical genius ensured victory for
the revolution. It was he who trained and directed

iri

iron will

;the military

commissars, without

whom,

as Lenin

would have been no Red Armyi
With Stalin's name are linked the most glorious
victories of the Red Army.
said, there

H

'AVING

^^

SUCCESSFULLY

ended

the

war

against the forces of intervention, the Soviet
Republic turned to the work of peaceful

economic development. Four years of imperialist war
and three years of civil war had reduced the country to a state of ruin. The Civil War over, the peasants began to voice discontent at the levying of all

produce under the surplus-appropriato demand a sufficient supply of
manufactured goods. Due to hunger and exhaustion,
a section of the workers, too, began to show signs of

their surplus
tion system,

discontent.

economic

and

The

class

enemy

distress of the

tried to turn the dire

country to his

own

ends.

The Party was confronted with the necessity of
working out a new line of policy on all questions
affecting the economic life of the country. It was
clear to the Central Committee that, the war over and
peaceful economic development having begun, the
system of War Communism no longer served its
purpose. The need for the surplus-appropriation
system had passed, and it was now necessary to allow
the peasants to dispose of the greater part of their
surplus produce at their

own
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discretion. This

would

make

it possible to revive agriculture and trade, to
restore industry, to improve supplies to the towns
and to create a new foundation, an economic founda-

workers and peasants.
But there were groups within the Party that
tried to obstruct the adoption of the new policies.
At the end of 1920, these anti-Party groups forced
a controversy on- the Party, known as the trade
union discussion. Actually this discussion was of
much broader import than the trade union question.
The real point at issue was the policy to be adopted
towards the peasantry, the policy of the Party
towards the masses of non-Party workers, and the
Party's approach in the new situation to the masses

tion, for the alliance of the

generally. The Trotskyites proposed "tightening the
screws" of War Communism. Their treasonable
policy of naked coercion and dictation was designed
to set the non-Party worker masses against the Party,

and

to

endanger the very existence of the Soviet

regime. Their lead was followed by other anti-Party
groups, such as the "Workers' Opposition," the

"Democratic Centralists" and the "Left Communists."
Shoulder to shoulder with Lenin, Stalin consistently pursued and upheld the Party line, breaking
down the obstructions of all these enemies of the
Party. He directed the organization of the fight
against the anti-Leninist groups during the trade
union discussion, rallying the Party around Lenin's

platform.

It

was

Stalin

who
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received the reports on

the progress of the fight for the Party line in the
various localities. It was he who sent regular reports to
the Pravda on the results of the discussion in the local
organizations, results which signalized a victory for
the Party

and the defeat of the

An important

anti-Leninist groups.
factor in securing the victory of
in rallying the Party around Lenin

the Party line and
and the Leninist majority on the Central Committee

was the publication in Pravda, on January 19, 1921,
of Stalin's- article, "Our Differences." Lenin and Stalin
together defended the unity of the Party against
attacks of the anti-Party factions and groups.
Thus, it was united on Lenin's principles that the

all

Party came to

Congress>, which met in
March- April 1921, to discuss the next steps in the
victorious advance of the revolution. The Congress
its

Tenth

reviewed the trade union discussion, and by an overwhelming majority endorsed Lenin's platform. It
adopted the momentous" decision to replace the
surplus-appropriation system by a tax in kind, and
to introduce the New Economic Policy, of which

Lenin was the author and inspiration. The adoption
of the New Economic Policy ensured a durable alliance of the working class and the peasantry for the
building of Socialism.

This same prime object was served by the decision
of the Congress on the national question. The report
on "The Immediate Tasks of the Party in Connection with the National

Problem" was made by
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Stalin.

Stalin's report,

and the Congress

resolution, gave

a clear and precise formulation of the basic practical
measures needed to solve the national problem.

National
oppression had been abolished, Stalin
declared, but that was not enough. The evil heritage
of the past had to be abolished the economic,

and

backwardness of the formerly
oppressed peoples; they had to be helped to catch
up with Central Russia. Stalin called upon the Party
to combat dominant-nation chauvinism, Great-Russian chauvinism, which was the chief danger, and

political

cultural

likewise local nationalism.

At

Eleventh Congress (March-April 1922) the
Party reviewed the results of the first year of the
New Economic Policy. These results were such as
its

Lenin

to entitle

to declare at the Congress:

whole year. We must now
say in the name of the Party: 'Enough I' The purpose
which the retreat pursued has been achieved. This
period is drawing, or has drawn, to a close. Now
our object comes to the front to regroup our

"We

retreated for a

forces."*

The historic tasks set by Lenin at the Congress
had now to be carried out. On Lenin's motion, the
Plenum of the Central Committee, on April 3, 1922,
elected Stalin, Lenin's faithful disciple and associate,
* V.

I.

Lenin, Selected Works, Vol. IX, p. 340,

1937.
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Moscow,

General Secretary of the Central Committee, a post
which he has remained ever since.

at

The wound sustained by Lenin
made on his life in 1918, and the

in the

attempt
constant strain

of overwork, undermined his health and from the
end of 1921 he was forced to absent himself from

work more and more frequently. The main
burden of the work of guiding the affairs of the

Jhis

Party fell upon the shoulders of Slalin.
At this period Stalin was busily engaged in the
great work of forming the national
and then of amalgamating all the

Soviet republics,
Soviet republics

the U.S.S.R. On December 30,
state
Alli-Union
1922, the First
Congress of Soviets, on the
motion of Lenin and Stalin, passed the historic deci-

into

one federal

sion on the voluntary amalgamation of the Soviet
form the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-

nations to

the U.S.S.R. In his report at the Congress Stalin

lics

said:

"This day marks a turning point in the history
It places a landmark be-

of the Soviet Government.

tween the old period,

now

past,

when

the Soviet

republics, although they acted in common, yet each
followed its own path and was concerned primarily
with its own preservation, and the new period,

already begun, when an end is being put to the isolated existence of each of the Soviet republics, when the
republics are being amalgamated into a single federal state in

order successfully to cope with economic
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disruption and when the Soviet Government is concerned not only with itsi preservation, but with
developing into an important international power,
capable of influencing the international situation and
of modifying it in the interests of the toilers."*
The formation of the U.S.S.R. was a cardinal
victory for the national policy of Lenin and Slalin.
It was> built on the unshakable foundation of the new
confidence in the great Russian nation conceived by
the peoples formerly oppressed by tsardom, on the
firm foundation of the mutual friendship of the
peoples of the Soviet Land.
In April 1923 the Party held its Twelfth Congress.
This was the first congress since the October Socialist

Revolution that Lenin did not attend, being prevented
by illness. All the recommendations made by Lenin
in his latest articles
decisions.

and

letters

were embodied

in its

The Congress administered a vigorous

rebuff to those

who

sought to represent

NEP

as a

and who would have
the country place its neck under the yoke of capitalism. It condemned the treacherous and capitulatory proposals of the Trotskyites and Bukharinites.
At this Congress Stalin made the report on the
organization work of the Central Committee, and
another on "National Factors in Party and State

retreat

from

Socialist principles

* J.
Stalin,
tion, p. 114,

Marxism and the National and Colonial QuesMoscow, 1940.
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first report he gave a broad
the
of
Party's activities, of its growth, and
picture
of the growing strength of the transmission belts

Development." In the

from the Party

to the masses (the trade unions, the
Y.C.L., the Soviets, etc.), reviewed the results of the

two years of

NEP

and indicated the

lines of further

he said: "Our
development. Concluding
remained
solid
has
and
united; it has stood
Party
his report,

the test of a

momentous

turn,

and

is

marching on

with flying colours."*
The national question was one of the principal
items at the Congress. In his report on this question
Stalin stressed the

tremendous international

signifi-

cance of the Soviet national policy, and pointed out
that the subject nations of the East and West looked
on the Soviet Union as a model solution of the national problem. He said that energetic measures were

needed

to put

an end

to

economic and cultural

inequality among the peoples of the Soviet Union,
and called upon the Party to put up a determined
fight against Great-Russian chauvinism and local
nationalism, which had gained ground with the
partial revival of capitalism. He denounced the

Georgian nationalist deviators, who were being
supported by the Trotsky ites.
Hardly had the Twelfth Party Congress come to
a close when a serious menace to the Soviet Union
History of the C.P.S.U.(B.), p. 274,
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loomed on the horizon. The arch-reactionary elements of the bourgeoisie who had come to power
in Britain and France, true to their policy of armed
intervention

the

Soviet

Union, tried to
crusade against the Soviet Union.
But under Stalin's leadership the Party emerged from
this critical situation with flying colours and gained
a resounding victory on the diplomatic front. By

organize a

1924

against

new

European capitalist states had
from threats and ultimatums to
recognition of the U.S.S.R. "The fact that we emerged
from our difficulties then without detriment to our
cause," Stalin said later, "undoubtedly shows that
Comrade Lenin's disciples had already learned a
thing or two from their master."*
The Thirteenth Party Conference met in January
all

changed

the bigger

their tune

1924. Stalin delivered a report reviewing the discusThe Trotskyites received severe condemnation

sion.

from the Conference.

Its

decisions

were endorsed by

the Thirteenth Party Congress (May 1924) and the
Fifth Congress of the Comintern (summer, 1924).

On

January

21,

1924, Lenin,

the

leader

and

founder of the Bolshevik Party, the leader of the
working people of the whole world, passed away in
the village of Gorki, near Moscow. The banner of
Lenin, the banner of the Party, was taken up and
* J.
Stalin,

1927,

On the Opposition. Articles and Speeches 1921Russ. ed., Moscow, p, 74.
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on by Lenin's distinguished

carried

disciple, Stalin

the finest son of the Bolshevik Party, Lenin's worthy
successor and the great continuator of his <;ause.

At a special memorial session of the Second AMUnion Congress of Soviets, which met on January 26
to honour the memory of Lenin, Stalin made a

solemn vow

name

in the

"We Communists

We

of the Party:
are people of

a

special

made of a special stuff. We are
those who form the army of the great proletarian
strategist, the army of Comrade Lenin. There is

mould.

are

nothing higher than the honour of belonging to
this army. There is nothing higher than the title
of member of the Party whose founder and leader
is

Comrade Lenin.

.

.

.

"Departing from us, Comrade Lenin adjured
us to hold high and guard the purity of the great
title

of

member

Comrade Lenin,
with credit!

.

.

of the Party. We vow to you,
that we will fulfil your behest

.

e{

Depart ing from us, Comrade Lenin adjured
us to guard the unity of our Party as the apple
of our eye. We vow to you, Comrade Lenin, that
this behest, too,

we

will fulfil

with credit!

.

.

.

"Departing from us, Comrade Lenin adjured
us to guard and strengthen the dictatorship of
the proletariat. We vow to you, Comrade Lenin,
that we will spare no effort to fulfil this behest,
too,

with credit!

...

"Departing from

us,

Comrade Lenin adjured

us to strengthen with all our might the alliance of
vow to you,
the workers and the peasants.
Comrade Lenin, that this behest, too, we will

We

fulfil

with creditl

.

.

.

"Comrade Lenin

untiringly urged upon us the
of
necessity
maintaining the voluntary union of
the nations of our country, the necessity for
fraternal co-operation between them within the
framework of the Union of Republics.

"Departing from

us,

Comrade Lenin adjured

us to consolidate and extend the union of

Re-

We vow

to you, Comr'ade Lenin,
publics.
this behest, too, we will fulfil with credit!

.

that
.

.

"More than once did Lenin point out to us
that the strengthening of the Red Army and the
improvement of its condition is one of the most
Let us vow
important tasks of our Party.
then, comrades, that we will spare no effort to
strengthen our Red Army and our Red Navy.
.

.

.

.

"Departing from

us,

.

.

Comrade Lenin adjured

us to remain faithful to the principles of the
Communist International. We vow to you, Comrade Lenin, that we will not spare our lives to
strengthen and extend the union of the toilers of
the whole world the
Communist International!.
* Stalin

.

."*

on Lenin, pp. 29-36, Moscow, 1946.
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This was a vow of the Bolshevik Party to its
teacher and leader, Lenin, whose memory will live
through the ages. And under Stalin's leadership, the

Party has faithfully adhered to its vow.
On the first anniversary of Lenin's death, Stalin
wrote the following in a letter to the newspaper Ra-

bochaya Gazeta:
"Remember, love and study Lenin, our teacher
and leader.
"Fight and vanquish the enemies, internal and
foreign as Lenin taught us.

new life, the new way of existence, the
as Lenin taught us.
"Never refuse to do the little things, for from
little things are built the big things
this is one of
"Build the

new

culture

Lenin's important behests."*
The Soviet people have never

forgotten

these

words and are following them faithfully.
The enemies of Socialism took advantage of
Lenin's illness and then of his death to try to turn
the Party from the Leninist path and thus pave the

way

for the restoration of capitalism in the Soviet

Union. Foremost in the attack on the Party were
Trotsky, that arch-enemy of Leninism, and his
henchmen. The Trotskyites forced a new discussion
on the Party. In the bitter fight that ensued, Stalin
laid bare the underlying political meaning of the
* Ibid.
6-591
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Trotskyites' attacks and showed that it was the life
and death of the Party that wias at stake. Hie mus-

tered the Parrty forces for the defeat of Trotskyism.
"It is the duty of the Party to bury Trotskyism

as an ideological trend," said Stalin in a speech at
a meeting of the Party members on the All-Union
Central Council of Trade Unions in November 1924.
He made it clear to the Party that in the existing conditions of the time

Trotskyism was the chief danger.

"Today," he declared, "after the victory of the
October Revolution, under the present conditions of
NEP, Trotskyism must be regarded as the most dangerous trend, for it strives to instil a lack of faith in
the forces of our revolution, a lack of faith in the
alliance of the workers and peasants, a lack of faith
in the conversion of NEP Russia into a Socialist
Russia."*

made

clear that unless Trotskyism was
ideologically demolished, the continuation of the victorious advance towards Socialism could not be enStalin

it

sured.

"Unless Trotskyism is defeated," he declared, "it
be impossible to achieve victory under the conditions of NEP, it will be impossible to convert present-day Russia into a Socialist Russia."**

will

*

J.

Stalin,

The Peasant Question.

1926, p. 55.

** Ibid.
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Articles

and Speeches,

In the battle against Trotskyism, Stalin rallied the
Party around the Central Committee and mobilized it
to continue the struggle for the victory of Socialism
in the Soviet Union.

A most effective weapon in demolishing Trotskyism ideologically, and in defending, explaining and
developing Leninism was Stalin's theoretical work,
The Foundations of Leninism, published in 1924.

A masterly

exposition and profound theoretical substantiation of Leninism, it armed the Bolsheviks, as

arms them today all over the world, with the
trenchant weapon of Marxist-Leninist theory.
This work explains the principles of Leninism,

it

of everything new and distinctive associated
with the name of Lenin, everything that he contribthat

is,

uted to the development of Marxist theory. The
fact that the problems of Leninism had been

mere

generalized, that Lenin's entire

ideological

legacy

had been systematized and examined from the angle
of the new period in history, was in itself a tremendous stride in the development of the science
Marxism-Leninism. In this work every, aspect

of

of

Lenin's teachings is treated from a high theoretical
level.
are given a classical definition of Lenin-

We

and are shown how Lenin developed Marxism in conformity with the conditions of a new era,

ism,

the era of imperialism and proletarian revolutions.
The restoration of the national economy was

nearing completion. Both the foreign and
*
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home

af-

fairs of the Soviet

Union were now on a

different

footing. In the capitalist countries a temporary ebb
in the tide of revolution and a temporary, partial
stabilization of capitalism had set in. In the U.S.S.R.
the pre-war economic level had been reached. It was
now necessary to advance farther. And the question
all its urgency
what were the prospects for
further development, what would be the destiny of
Socialism in the Soviet Union?

arose in

With the farsightedness of genius, Stalin defined
these prospects and mapped the definite paths for
the further development of the revolution.

"My wish for the workers of the Dynamo Plant,
and for the workers of all Russia," he wrote in 1924,

may forge ahead, that the number
of proletarians in Russia may increase in the near
future to twenty or thirty million; that collective

"is that industry

farming in the countryside may thrive and gain predominance over individual farming; that a highly
developed industry and collective farming may finally weld the proletarians of the factories and the
labourers of the soil into a single Socialist army;
that the victory in Russia may be crowned by victory all over the world."*
Stalin drew general theoretical conclusions from
the experience of the Great October Socialist Revolu-

* G. K.
Orjonikidze, Selected Speeches and Articles 19111937, Russ. ed.. p. 450,

Moscow,
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1939.

and from the experience of the first years
of Socialist construction in the midst of a capitalist
encirclement, and upheld and developed Lenin's doctrine of the victory of Socialism in one country.
In December 1924 appeared Stalin's "The Octotion

ber Revolution and the Tactics of the Russian Communists," in which, explaining and substantiating
Lenin's thesis regarding the victory of Socialism in

one country, he showed that this question must be
viewed from two aspects: the domestic and the international. The domestic aspect involved the class
relations within the country that

cialism; the international
tions

between the U.S.S.R.

was building Soinvolved
the relaaspect
so far the only Socialist

country and the surrounding capitalist world. The
workers and peasants of the U.S.S.R. were fully capable of coping with the internal difficulties; they
fully capable of vanquishing their own bourgeoisie economically and building up a complete
Socialist society. But so long as the country was surrounded by a capitalist world, the danger of capital-

were

and of the restoration of capitalism
would persist. In order to eliminate
this danger, it would be necessary to destroy the
capitalist encirclement, and that could result only
from a victorious proletarian revolution in at least
ist

intervention

in the U.S.S.R.

several countries.

Only then could the victory of
Socialism in the U.S.S.R. be considered complete

and

final.
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These

theses

were

embodied in the

historic

Fourteenth Party Conference
which
endorsed the Lenin-Stalin line
(April 1925),

resolution

of

the

working for the victory of Socialism, in the
U.S.S.R. as- a law of the Party, binding on all its
members.
of

Reporting to a meeting of

Moscow Party

func-

on "The Work of the Fourteenth Conference of the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) /'

tionaries

Stalin stressed the necessity of drawing the middle
peasants into the work of building Socialism:
"The main task at present is to rally the middle
peasants around the proletariat, to win them over to

our side again. The main task at present is to
link up with the main masses of the peasantry, to
raise their material

and

cultural level,

and

to

move

over together with these main masses along the road
to Socialism. The main task is to build Socialism together with the peasantry, absolutely together with
the peasantry, and absolutely under the leadership
of the working class, for the leadership of the

working

class is the

fundamental guarantee that our
will proceed along the path of

work of construction
Socialism."*

In

December 1925 the Party held

its

Fourteenth

Congress. In the political report which Stalin de* J.

Stalin,

Leninism, Vol.

1934.
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I,

p.

173,

Moscow-Leningrad,

on behalf of the Central Committee, he drew
a vivid picture of the growing political and economic
might of the Soviet Union. But, he said, these achievements were not enough, for the country was still
a backward, agrarian country. In order to ensure the
livered

economic independence of the country and strengthen its defensive power, and in order to create the
necessary economic base for the victory of Socialism, the country had to be converted from an agrarian into an industrial country.
Addressing the Fourteenth Congress, the leader
of the Party declared:
"The conversion of our country from an agrarian into an industrial country able to produce the

machinery

needs by

it

its

own

efforts

that

is

the

essence, the basis of our general line."*

The
oppose
with a

capitulators, Zinoviev and Kamenev, tried to
Stalin's plan of Socialist industrialization

"plan"

of

their

own, under

which the

U.S.S.R. was to remain an agrarian country. This
was a treacherous scheme to enslave the U.S.S.R.
and deliver it bound hand and foot, to the imperial?

ist

vultures.
Stalin tore the

ulators

and

mask from

exposed their

these despicable capit-

Trotskyite-Menshevik

souls.

The prime
*

task of the Party, Stalin emphasized

History of the C.P.S.U.(B.),
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p. 276,

Moscow,

1945.

at the

Fourteenth Congress, was to ensure a durable
between the working class and the middle

alliance

peasantry for the construction of Socialism.
The Congress endorsed Socialist industrialization
and the fight for the victory of Socialism in the
U.S.S.R. as the fundamental task of the Party.
Shortly after the Congress, at the beginning of

On

the Problems of
Leninism. In this historic work, he demolished the
Zinovievite "philosophy" of liquidation and capitu1926, Stalin published his book,

and proved that the policy adopted by the
Fourteenth Party Congress, namely, the Socialist industrialization of the country and the construction
of a Socialist society, was the only correct one. He
armed the Party and the working class with an indomitable faith in the victory of Socialist construclation

tion.

The Bolshevik

Party, mustering its forces and
resources, and brushing aside all capitulators and
sceptics, led the country to a new historical phase
the phase of Socialist industrialization.

In this fight against the sceptics and capitulators,
the Trotskyites, Zinovievites, Bukharinites and Kamenevites, there was welded together, after Lenin's
incapacitation, that leading core of the Party consisting of Stalin, Molotov, Kalinin, Voroshilov, Kui-

byshev, Frunze, Dzerzhinsky, Kaganovich, Orjonikidze,
Kirov, Yaroslavsky, Mikoyan, Andreyev,
Shvernik, Zhdanov, Shkiryatov and others that held
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banner of Lenin, rallied the Party
behind Lenin's behest, and led the Soviet people onto
the broad road of industrialization and collective
agriculture. The leader of this core and the guiding
force of the Party and the state was Stalin.
Although he performed his task of leader of the
Party and the people with consummate skill and enaloft the great

joyed the unreserved support of the entire Soviet people, Stalin never allowed his work to be marred by
the slightest hint of vanity, pride or self-conceit.
When interviewed by the German writer, Emil Ludwig, Stalin paid glowing tribute to Lenin's genius in
transforming Russia, but of himself he simply said:

"As

my

am merely a pupil of Lenin, and
be a worthy pupil of his."*

to myself, I

aim

is

Stalin

to

on Lenin,

p. 08,

Moscow,

O INDUSTRIALIZE

in so brief a period of

history a country so vast and at the same
time so economically backward as was the

Union at that time, was a task of tremendous
difficulty. It was necessary to build up a large num.
ber of new industries, industries that had been unknown in tsarist Russia. It was necessary to create
Soviet

a defence industry, non-existent in old Russia.

It

was necessary to build plants for the production of
modern agricultural machinery, such as the old
countryside had never heard of. All this demanded
enormous funds. In capitalist countries such funds
were obtained by the merciless exploitation of the
people, by wars of aggrandizement, by the plunder
of colonies and dependent countries, and by foreign
loans. But the Soviet Union could not resort to
such infamous means; and as to foreign loans,
the capitalists' had closed this source to the Soviet
Union. The only way was to find these funds at
home.
Guided by Lenin's precepts, Stalin developed the
doctrine of the Socialist industrialization of the Soviet

Union.

He showed

that:
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(1)

Industrialization

meant not merely increasheavy industry,

ing industrial output, but developing

and above all its mainspring machine-building; for
only a heavy industry, including a domestic machinebuilding industry, could provide the material basis
for Socialism and render the Land of Socialism in-

dependent of the
(2)

italists

capitalist

The expropriation

world;

and capas a result of the October Socialist Revoluof the landlords

tion, the .abolition of the private ownership of the
land, the factories, the banks, etc., and their conversion into public property had created a mighty

source of Socialist accumulation for the development
of industry;
Socialist industrialization differs fundamenfrom capitalist industrialization: the latter is
based on the seizure and plunder of colonies, on military victories, on usurious loans, and on the merciless exploitation of the labouring masses and colonial peoples; Socialist industrialization is based on
the public ownership of the means of production, on
the accumulation and husbanding of the values created by the labour of the workers and peasants; it is
necessarily accompanied by a steady rise in the
(3)

tally

standard of living of the labouring masses;
(4)

Hence the prime

to

reduce

tasks in the struggle for in-

were

to raise productivity of labour,
production costs, to promote labour dis-

dustrialization

cipline, strict

economy,

etc.;
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The

building of Socialism in the U.S.S.R.,
with
the labour enthusiasm of the working
coupled
it
made
class,
quite possible to achieve the necessary
(5)

high speed of industrialization;

The reconstruction

of agriculture on Socialist
be preceded by the industrialization of the country, so as to create the technical base
(6)

lines

would have

to

for this reconstruction.

Armed with

and precise program, the
working people of the Soviet Union embarked upon
this clear

the Socialist industrialization of their country.
Alarmed by the progress of Socialist construction, the imperialists tried to frustrate, or at least
to impede, the industrialization of the country by
breaking off diplomatic and commercial relations

with the U.S.S.R. (Britain), by assassinating Soviet
ambassadors (Poland), by intensifying espionage and
sabotage activities. At home, the Trotskyites, the Zinovievites, and the remnants of other, previously
defeated, anti-Party groups joined in a treasonable
bloc and launched a furious attack on the Party.
"Something in the nature of a united front from

Chamberlain to Trotsky

is

being

formed,"

said

Stalin at the time. Socialist industrialization could

not be successful unless the Trotsky-Zinoviev bloc
were routed ideologically and organizationally. And
this was done by the Party, led by Stalin. Stalin's
report on "The Social-Democratic Deviation in Our
Party," at the Fifteenth Party Conference (Novem92

her 1926), and his speech, "Once Again on the Social-Democratic Deviation in Our Party," at the Seventh Enlarged Plenum of the E.C.C.I. (December
1926), furnished the C.P.S.U.(B.) and the Communist
International with the necessary ideological weapons,

and ensured the

solidarity

and unity of the Party

ranks.

The Enlarged Plenum of the E.C.C.I. stigmatized
the adherents of the Trotsky-Zinoviev bloc as split-

who had sunk to downright Menshevism.
Having defeated and swept aside the capitulators
and defenders of capitalism, the Bolsheviks proceeded to carry on with the Socialist industrialization
ters

of the country.

There was not a single sphere or aspect of
dustrialization that escaped Stalin's attention. It
on his initiative that new industries were built

in-

was
and

formerly backward industries reconstructed and enlarged. It was he that inspired the creation of a second coal and metallurgical centre the Kuzbas. It

was he

that organized

and directed the numerous

Socialist construction projects. The Stalingrad Tractor Works, the Dnieper Power Station, the Magnito-

gorsk Iron and Steel Works, the Urals Engineering
Works, the Rostov Agricultural' Machinery Works,
the Kuznetsk Coal and Iron- Works, the Turkestan
Siberian Railway, the Saratov Harvester Combine
Works, the automobile factories in Moscow and

Gorky

all

these

and other
93

industrial

plants,

of

which the whole country

is justly

proud,

owed

their

initiation to Stalin.

The majestic and imposing edifice of Socialism
was being built in the U.S.S.K. made a profound impression on the workers of the capitalist
countries. The U.S.S.R. became a veritable Mecca to
which scores and hundreds of workers' delegations
flocked from all parts of the world. And it was with
keen interest and profound emotion that they saw
that

how

the workers, having ousted their exploiters, were

building a new, Socialist society.
ested in everything and wanted to

They were

inter-

know

everything.
1927, Stalin gave a long interview
to labour delegations from Germany, France, Austria,
Czechoslovakia, China, Belgium aind oth6r countries.

On November

By

5,

the end of 1927 the decisive success of the
was unmistak-

policy of Socialist industrialization

able. The first results were summed up by the Fifteenth Party Congress, which met in December 1927.
In his report, Stalin drew a vivid picture of the progress of Socialist industrialization and emphasized

the need for further extending and consolidating the
Socialist key positions both in town and country, and
for plotting a course towards the complete elimination

of capitalist elements from the national economy.
At the Congress, Stalin spoke of the backwardness of agriculture as compared with industry, and
indicated the way out of this situation which was

jeopardizing the national

economy

94

as a whole.

"The way out," he said, "is to turn the small and
scattered peasant farms into large united farms based
on the common cultivation of the soil, to introduce
on the basis of a
The
and
new
way out is to unite
higher technique.
the small and dwarf peasant farms gradually but
surely, not by pressure, but by example and persuasion, into large farms based on common, co-operaCollective cultivation of the soil

tive collective cultivation of the soil

with the use of

agricultural machines and tractors and scientific
methods of intensive agriculture. There is no other

way

out."*

Why

did the Soviet Union adopt the course of

building up collective farming?
By the time of the Fifteenth Party Congress the
backwardness of agriculture, particularly of grain

farming, was becoming more and more marked. The
gross grain harvest was approaching the pre-war
level, but the share of it actually available for the

market, the amount of grain sold for the supply of
the towns and the armed forces, was little more
than one-third (37 per cent) of the pre-war amount.
There were about twenty-five million small and
dwarf peasant farms in the country. And small peasant farming was by its very nature a semi-natural
form of economy, capable of supplying only a small
quantity of grain for the market and incapable of
*

History of the C.P.S.U.(B.), p. 288, Moscow, 1945.
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extending production, of employing tractors and
machinery, or of increasing harvest yields. The
breaking up of the peasant farms was continuing,
resulting in a further decline in the amount of grain
available for the market.

"There could be no doubt that if such a state of
farming were to continue, the army
and the urban population would be faced with chronaffairs in grain

ic

famine."*

There were two possible ways of reconstructing
the country's agriculture and creating large farms
capable of employing tractors and agricultural machinery and of substantially increasing the marketable surplus of grain. One was to adopt large-scale
capitalist farming, which would have meant the
ruin of the peasant masses, created mass unemployin the cities, destroyed the alliance between
the working class and the peasantry, increased the

ment

strength of the kulaks,
Socialism. And it was

and led
to

downfall of

to the

this

disastrous

that the Right capitulators and traitors
their utmost to commit the Party.

The other way was

course

were doing

to take the course of amal-

gamating the small peasant holdings into large

so-

farms, into collective farms, which would be
able to use tractors and other modern machinery on
cialist

an extensive
*

scale for a rapid

History of the

C.P.S.U*

96

advancement of grain

(B.),

p.

287,

Moscow,

1945.

farming and a rapid increase in the marketable surplus of grain. It is clear that the Bolshevik Party and
the Soviet state could only take the second course,
the collective

farm way of developing agriculture.
The Bolshevik Party was guided by Lenin's

wise precept regarding the necessity of passing from
small peasant farming to large-scale, collective, mechanized farming, which was alone capable of extricating the tens of millions of peasant farms from
their age-old poverty.

"There is no escape from poverty for the small
farm,"* Lenin had said.

The

vital

economic

interests of the country, the

needs of the people, demanded the adoption of colAnd the Bolshevik Party, led by Stalin,

lectivization.

fully realized this vital
to

economic need and was able

swing the peasant millions into the path of col-

lectivization.

The Fifteenth Congress passed a resolution calling
for the fullest development of collective farming. The
Congress also gave instructions for the drawing up
of the first Five- Year Plan for the development of
the national economy. Thus, in the very midst of the
work of Socialist industrialization, Stalin outlined a
task of equal immensity, the collectivization of agriculture. The accomplishment of this historic task entailed the most careful preparation, which for its
* Lenin, Collected
7-^591

Works, Russ.
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ed., Vol.

XXIV,

p. 540.

breadth and scope may safely be compared to the
preparations made for the Great October Socialist
Revolution.

The

brilliant strategist of the proletarian

revolution, boldly

and unswervingly, yet cautiously

atid circumspectly, led the

down

all

obstacles

manoeuvres

j

Party forward, breaking
keeping a vigilant eye on the

of the class

enemy and

unerringly fore-

seeing his next actions, regrouping the forces with a
masterly hand in the very course of the offensive,
consolidating the positions captured and utilizing the
reserves to further the advance.

The Party

created all the necessary material reqa mass influx of the peasantry into the
collective farms. An industry was developed to supply the countryside with machines and tractors, for
the technical re-equipment of agriculture. Sufficient
uisites for

funds were accumulated to finance the development
and state farming; some of the finest
members of the Party and the working class were
assigned to this work; already -existing collective
farms w-ere consolidated to serve as examples of col-

of collective

farming to the individual peasants. Machine
and tractor stations and state farms were set up
which helped the peasants to improve their methods

lective

of farming.
Realizing that their doom was imminent, the kulaks trted to resist. In 1928 they organized a "grain
strike," thinking to compel the Party, if not to capitulate, at least to retreat.

In the same year a big con98

of wreckers, consisting of
bourgeois experts, was discovered in the Shakhty
District of the Donbas; similar organizations were
later discovered in other districts. The wreckers had
criminal connections with imperialist states.
spiratorial organization

Led by

Stalin, the

Party adopted emergency meas-

ures against the kulaks and smashed their resistance. The wreckers were severely punished. Stalin

upon the Party

draw

the necessary lessons
from the Shakhty affair, the chief being that Bolshevik business executives must themselves become
called

to

Expert specialists in the technique of production and
that the training of new technical forces drawn from
the ranks of the working class must be accelerated.
In 1928-29, when the Party launched the offensive against the kulaks, Bukharin, Rykov, Tomsky,

and their whole anti-Party gang of Right capitulators
and would-be restorers of capitalism, rose up to replace the Trotskyites and Zinovievites who had l)eeii
smashed by the Party. At the same time the imperial-

on the capitulatoty activities of the
a new attempt to involve the U.S.S.R. in
made
Rights,
war. The British and French General Staffs drew up

ists,

relying

plans for another attempt at military intervention in
the U.S.S.R., to take place in 1929 or 1930.
Just as the victory of the Great Socialist Revolu-

would have been impossible if
the capitulators and scabs, the Mensheviks and the
S^R.'s, had not been put to rout, so the victory of
tion in October 1917

7*
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Socialism in the countryside would have been impossible if the Right capitulators had not been routed
in 1928-29. A most effective contribution to the victory of the Party over the Bukharin-Rykov

anti-

Party group were Stalin's speeches on "The Right
Danger in the C.P.S.U.(B)" at the Plenum of the
Moscow Committee and the Moscow Control Commission of the Party in October 1928, and on "The
Right Deviation in the C.P.S.U.(B.)" at the Plenum
of the Central Committee of the Party in April 1929.
In these speeches he utterly exposed the Rights
as enemies of Leninism, and showed that they were
the agents of the kulaks in the Party.
Stalin rallied the whole Party for the fight against
the Rights and led it in the assault against the last

stronghold of capitalist exploitation in the country.
Stalin's genius, his inflexible will and brilliant perspicacity advanced the revolution to a new and higher

stage.

In

article

"A Year

he

of Great Change," the historic
wrote in 1929 on the occasion of the

twelfth anniversary of the October Revolution, he
said:

great change on all
construction. The change ex-

"The past year witnessed a
fronts

of

pressed

itself,

Socialist

and

is still

expressing

itself,

in a deter-

mined

offensive of Socialism against the capitalist
elements in town and country. The characteristic

feature of

this

is that it has
already
of decisive successes in the

offensive

brought us a number

-100

principal spheres of the Socialist reconstruction of
our national economy."*

The Party secured a

radical

improvement

in the

productivity of labour. In the main, it solved one of
the most difficult problems of Socialist industrialization

the problem of accumulating financial re-

sources for the development of heavy industry.

It

succeeded in bringing about a radical improvement
in the development of Soviet agriculture and of the
Soviet peasantry.

The

collective- farm

movement

be-

gan to advance by leaps and bounds, even surpassing large-scale industry in rate of development.

It

was becoming a mass movement.
*'The new and decisive feature of the present
collective-farm movement," Stalin wrote, "is that
the peasants are joining the collective farms not in
separate groups, as was formerly the case, but in

whole villages, whole volosts, whole districts, and
even whole areas. And what does that mean? It
means that the middle peasant has joined the collective-farm movement. And that is the basis of that
radical change in the development of agriculture
which represents the most important achievement
"**
of the Soviet Government
Thus, under Stalin's guidance, the way was
paved for the historic transition from the policy of
* J. Stalin,

Problems of Leninism,

** Ibid.,
p. 298.

p.

restricting

and squeezing out the kulak elements

to

the policy of eliminating the kulaks as a class, on
the basis of solid collectivization.

This was a period when industrialization and
collectivization were only gathering momentum, and
when it was necessary to muster the productive
forces of the people to the utmost for the accomplishment of tasks of the greatest magnitude. And it is
characteristic of Stalin's wisdom that he chose this

moment

prominently to the fore the question of the status of woman, of her position in
society and her contribution to the labour effort as* a
worker or peasant, and to stress tliQ important role
to bring

she had to play in public and social life. Having
given the problem of woman the salience it deserved, Stalin indicated the only correct lines along
which it could be solved.

"There has not been a single great movement of
which working women
have not played a part. Working women, who are
the most oppressed of all the oppressed, have never
stood aloof, and could not stand aloof, from the
the oppressed in history in

march of emancipation. We know that the
movement for the emancipation of the slaves had
its hundreds and thousands of women martyrs and
great

Tens of thousands of working women
took their place in the ranks of the fighters for the
emancipation of the serfs. And it is not surprising
that the revolutionary movement of the working

heroines.

J02

most powerful of all the emancipatory
movements of the oppressed masses, has attracted
millions of working women to its standard."*
"The working women," Stalin further said, "the
female industrial workers and peasants, constitute
one of the higgest reserves of the working class, a
reserve that represents a good half of the population.
Whether this female reserve goes with the working
class, the

class or against it will determine the fate of the proletarian movement, the victory or defeat of the proletarian revolution, the victory or defeat of the pro-

The first task of the proletariat
and of its vanguard, the Communist Party, therefore
is to wage a resolute struggle to wrest women, the
women workers and peasants, from the influence
of the bourgeoisie, to politically educate and to organize the women workers and peasants under the

letarian government.

banner of the proletariat."**
"But working women," Stalin went on to say,
"are something more than a reserve. They may become and should become if the working cl&ss pursues a correct policy a regular army of the workoperating against the bourgeoisie. To
mould the female labour reserve into an army of
women workers and peasants fighting shoulder to
class

ing

shoulder .with the great
*

Pravda No.

56,

army

March

8,

** Ibid.
103.

of the proletariat -that

1925.

is

the second and all-important task of the working

class."*

significance of women in the
collective farms, Stalin expressed his views* on this
subject at the first congress of collective-farm shock

As for the

workers.

He

and

rote

said:

"The woman question

in the collective

farms

is

a big question, comrades-. I know that many of you
underrate the women and even laugh at them. That
is a mistake, comrades, a serious mistake. The point
not only that women comprise half the population.
Primarily, the point is that the collective-farm movement has advanced a number of -remarkable and
is

capable

women

to

leading positions.

Look

at

this

and you will realize that
advanced from the ranks

congress, at the delegates,

women have
of the

long since

backward

The
force. To

to the ranks of the forward.

women in the collective farms are a great
keep this force down would be criminal. It is our
duty to bring the women in the collective farms
forward and to make use of this great force."**
"As for the women collective farmers themselves," Stalin went on, "they must remember the
power and significance of the collective farms for
women; they must remember
tive

that only in the collec-

farm do they have the opportunity of becoming

* Pravda
** J.

No. 56, March 8, 1925.
Problems of Leninism,

Stalin,
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,p,

450,

Moscow,

1945.

equal with men. Without collective farms inequalequal rights-. Let our
ity; in the collective farms

comrades, the
this

and

women

collective farmers,

them cherish the

let

remember

collective-farm system

as the apple of their eye."*
The enlistment in the work of building Socialism
of the broad masses of the country, including the

working people of the formerly oppressed and backward nations, was a signal triumph for the Soviet
ideology, which regards the masses as the real makers of history, over the bourgeois ideology, which
insistently inculcates the absurd idea that the masses are incapable of independent constructive endeavour in any sphere of life. Stalin exposed the reac-

tionary essence of the "theory" that the exploited
cannot get along without the exploiters. "One of
the most important results of the October Revolution

is

that

it

dealt this false 'theory' a mortal blow,"

Stalin said.**
Stalin likewise

exposed the

reactionary

that nations are divided into superior
races.

and

legend
inferior

"It was formerly the 'accepted idea' that the world
has been divided from time immemorial into inferior

races, into blacks and whites, of whom
the former are unfit for civilization and are doomed

and superior

*
Ibid., pp. 450-451.
** Ibid.,
p. 200.
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to

be objects of exploitation, while the

latter are the

only vehicles of civilization, whose mission it is to
exploit the former. This legend must now be re-

garded as shattered and discarded. One of the most
important results of the October Revolution is that
it dealt this legend a mortal blow, having demonstrated in practice that liberated non-European nations, drawn into the channel of Soviet development,

are not a bit less capable of promoting a really progressive culture and a really progressive civilization

than are the European nations."*

*

J.

Stalin,

Problems of Leninism,

p. 201,

Moscow, 194a

N DECEMBER 27, 1929, Stalin addressed a
conference of Marxist students of the agrarian
question. He exposed the bourgeois
theory of "equilibrium" between the various sectors
of the national economy, and demolished the antiMarxist theories of "spontaneity" in Socialist construction and of the "stability" of small peasant
farming. Disposing of these bourgeois, anti-Marxist,
Right-opportunist theories, he proceeded to make a
profound analysis of collective farming as a Socialist
form of enterprise and demonstrated the necessity
for a transition to the policy of solid collectivization
of agriculture, and, on this basis, to the elimination
of the kulaks as a class.

At the Eleventh Party Congress
ken of the last, decisive fight against
ism, which was being continually
Mnall peasant economy. But at that

Lenin had spoRussian capital-

by
was imwould take

engendered
time

it

possible to say exactly when that fight
place. Now Stalin proved with his characteristic sci-

cogency and brilliant insight that the moment
for the last, decisive fight against domestic capitalism
had already arrived. With his masterly command of

entific
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dialectics, he showed that the elimination of the
kulaks as a class was not just a continuation of the
former policy of restricting and squeezing out the
kulaks, but a distinct turn in the policy of the Party.
"While the confiscation of the landed estates was
the first step of the October Revolution in the countryside," it was stated in the resolution of the Sixteenth Party Congress, "the adoption of collective
farming is the second, and, moreover, a decisive,
step, marking a highly important stage in the process
of laying the foundations of Socialist society in the
U.S.S.R."*

The peasantry came

to

adopt Socialist forms of

husbandry because economic necessity demanded a
change to large-scale co-operative farming, to collective, mechanized agriculture. For a number of
years the Bolshevik Party and the Soviet Government
had been fostering new productive forces in the
countryside, introducing modern machinery tracand training skilled
tors, harvester combines, etc.
forces for Socialist farming, millions of people

who

had mastered modern technique.
Congratulating the workersi of the Stalingrad
Tractor Works on its opening day (June 17, 1930),
Stalin wrote:

*
"C.P.S.U.(B.): Resolutions, Decisions of Congresses, Conferences and Plenal Sessions of the Central Committee/' Part
II,

2nd Russ.
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"Greetings and congratulations to the workers
and executives of the mammoth Red Banner Tractor Plant, the first in the U.S.S.R., on their victory.
The 50,000 tractors which you are to produce for

our country every year will be 50,000

projectiles,

shattering the old, bourgeois world and clearing the
way for the new, Socialist system in the countryside.
My best wishes for the fulfilment of your program."*

The new productive

forces

which had been

cre-

ated in the countryside inevitably gave rise to new,
Socialist relations

between

man and man.

On

the basis of a thorough scientific analysis of
the Marxist-Leninist theory of Socialism, Stalin demonstrated that the transition to
collectivization

could not be expected to take place as a simple and
peaceful influx of the peasants into the collective
farms, but would be accompanied by a struggle of
the peasant masses against the kulaks. The kulaks
would have to be defeated in open battle in full view

of the peasantry, so that the peasants might see for
themselves how weak the capitalist elements were.

Hence solid collectivization inevitably entailed
elimination of the kulaks as a class.

the

Stalin's views on the necessity of a turn in Party
policy from restricting the exploiting proclivities of
the kulaks to eliminating the kulaks as a class formed

the basis of the resolution
*

Pravda No.

166,

June

on "The Rate of

18, 1930.
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Collec-

tivization and State Measures to Assist the Development of Collective Farms," adopted by the Central
Committee on January 5, 1930.
The enemies of the Party did their utmost to

frustrate the

Party's policy

ofc

collectivizing

agri-

These inimical attempts found expression,
not only in open attacks on collectivization by the

culture.

Right capitulators, but also in "Lefti&t" distortions of
the Party line, in violations of the rates of collectivization laid down by the Party and of the LeninistStalinist principle that the formation of collective

farms must be voluntary, in blockheaded attempts
to skip the artel form and pass straight to the com-

mune, and

in

compulsory socialization of dwellings,

small livestock, poultry, and the

like.

The enemies at home and abroad, the interventionists and their agents, hoped that these "Leftist,"
and sometimes deliberately provocative, practices,
would incense the peasantry against the Soviet regime. The General Staffs of the imperialist powers
were already fixing the date for a fresh attempt at
intervention. But the leader of the Party saw the new
danger in time.

On March

by decision of the Central
Committee, Stalin published his article, "Dizzy With
Success," in which he denounced the "Leftist" excesses as jeopardizing the collective-farm movement.
"The article laid the utmost emphasis on the principle that the formation of collective farms must be
2,

1930,
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voluntary, and on the necessity of making allowances
for the diversity of conditions in the various districts

of the U.S.S.R.

methods of

when determining
Comrade

collectivization.

the pace

and

Stalin reiter-

form of the collective-farm movement was the agricultural artel.
Comrade Stalin's
article was of the utmost political moment. It helped
the Party organizations to rectify their mistakes and
dealt a severe blow to the enemiesi of the Soviet
Government who had been hoping to take advantage

ated that the chief

.

.

.

of the distortions of policy to set the peasants against
the Soviet Government."*

While dealing a crushing blow to the "Leftist"
distortions, and at the same time shattering the hopes
of the interventionists, Stalin, as the teacher of the
masses, explained to the Party and iion-Party cadres

wherein

lies

the art of leadership.

"The art of leadership," he wrote, "is a serious
rtiatter. One must not lag behind the movement, because to do so is to become isolated from the masses.
But neither must one rush ahead, for to rush ahead
with the masses. He who wants to
at the same time keep in touch
with the vast masses must wage a fight on tw<>
fronts
against those who lag behind and against
those who rush on ahead."**
is

to lose contact

lead a

*

**

movement and

History

/ the C.P.S.U.(B.), p. 308,

J. Stalin,

Problems of Leninism,
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p. 331,

On
another

April 3, 1930, Stalin followed this
article, his

"Reply

to Collective

up with

Farm Com-

rades," addressed to the collective farmers as a body,
in which he exposed the root cause of the mistakes
in the peasant question and the major blunders committed in the collective-farm movement, and, with
irresistible logic, explained the essential laws of an

offensive

on the

class

war

front. It is impossible to

conduct a successful offensive, he pointed out, unless the positions already captured are consolidated,
the forces regrouped, the front supplied with reserves, and the rear brought up. The opportunists did
not understand the class nature of, the offensive:
against which class, and in alliance with which class,
it was
being conducted. It was not any kind of offensive we needed, Stalin wrote, but an offensive in
with the middle peasants against the
alliance
kulaks.

Thanks to Stalin's guidance, the distortions were
and a firm basis was created for a mighty
advance in the collective-farm movement. Headed
by Stalin, the Party solved what was, after the
conquest of power, the most difficult problem of
the proletarian revolution, the problem of placing
the small peasant farms on Socialist lines and
rectified

of eliminating the kulaks, the largest of the exploiting
classes.

"This was a profound revolution, a leap from an
old qualitative state of
society to a new qualitative
112

equivalent in

state,

its

consequences to the Revolu-

tion of October 1917.

"The distinguishing feature of this revolution is
it was accomplished from above, on the initiative of the state, and directly supported from below
by the millions of peasants, who were fighting to
throw off kulak bondage and to live in freedom in
that

the collective farms."*

Guided by Lenin's pronouncements on the necessity of passing from small peasant farming to
large-scale, co-operative, collective farming, and taking Lenin's co-operative plan as a basis, Stalin
worked out and gave practical effect to the theory
of the collectivization of agriculture. His new contri-

butions to this sphere were the following:
(1) He made a thorough analysis of the question
of collective farming as a form of Socialist enterprise;

He showed

that the key link in collective
farm development at the present stage is the agricultural artel, for it is the most rational and the
(2)

one most comprehensible to the peasants, making it
possible to combine the personal interests of the
collective

farmers with their collective

interests, to

adapt their personal interests to the public interests;
(3)

He showed

that the policy of restricting

and

squeezing out the kulaks must be changed to one
*

591
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.of

eliminating

them

as a class,

on the basis of

solid col-

lectivization;

He revealed the significance of the machine
tractor stations as a base for the Socialist reor-

(4)

and

ganization of agriculture and as a means by which
the Socialist state rendered assistance to agriculture

and the peasantry.
In February 1930, in response to numerous requests from organizations and from general meetings
of workers, peasants and Red Army men, the Central Executive Committee of the U.S.S.R. conferred
upon Stalin a second Order of the Red Banner, for
outstanding services in the construction of So-

his

cialism.

The Sixteenth Party Congress, which
June 26

to July 13, 1930,

is

known

sat

from

as the Congress

of the sweeping offensive of Socialism along the
whole front. In his report, Stalin explained the significance of this sweeping offensive of Socialism
against the capitalist elements along the whole front,

and showed that the Soviet Union had already
tered the period of Socialism.
Reporting to the Congress

on the

en-

results so far

achieved in the work of industrializing the country

and
the

new

collectivizing agriculture,

he went on

to outline

new

tasks that confronted the country in the
period of development. While the Soviet Union

had overtaken and outstripped the advanced
ist countries in rate of development, it was
114

capitalfar

still

them as regards the level of industrial
Hence
the need for a further acceleration
output.
behind

of the rate of

development in

order

to

overtake

and

outstrip the capitalist countries in level of
industrial output as well. Stalin then proceeded

to explain what the Party must do in order to ensure the fulfilment of the First Five- Year Plan in

four years.

The working people

of the whole country applied
themselves enthusiastically to the accomplishment of
the gigantic tasks set by the Congress. Socialist emulation and shock work developed on a wide scale.

Already on the eve of the Sixteenth Congress no less
than* 2,000,000 workers were taking part in the Socialist emulation movement, while over a million
workers belonged to shock brigades.
"The most remarkable feature of emulation,"

Comrade

Stalin said at the Sixteenth Congress, "is
the radical revolution it brings with it in men's

views of labour, for
graceful

it

transforms labour from a

and painful burden,

as

it

was regarded

dis-

be-

matter of honour, a matter of glory, a
matter of valour and heroism. There is not, nor can
there be, anything similar to it in capitalist counfore, into a

tries."*

The

fulfilment of the First Five- Year Plan called

for the reconstruction of every
* J.
Stalin,

branch of the na-
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economy on the basis of the new technique,
modern machinery and methods. Technique was

tional

of

becoming a matter of

decisive importance. In this

connection, the leader of the Party, in his speech
on "The Tasks of Business Executives" at the First

Ail-Union Conference of Managers of Socialist

In-

1931, put forward a new
dustry,
master technique"; "In
must
"Bolsheviks
slogan:

on February

4,

the period of reconstruction technique decides every;
thing."

At a time when the Party was engaged in the
strenuous work of building Socialism, it became
more important than ever to educate the members
and candidate members of the Party in. the teachings
of Marxism-Leninism, to study the historical experience of the Bolshevik Party, and to wage a fight

against all falsifiers of the history of the Party.
In November 1931 Stalin published his well-

known

the magazine Proletarskaya Revoeffect in consolidating the ideological unity

letter to

lutsia. Its

of the Party has been immense. In this letter Stalin
denounced the Trotskyite falsifiers of the history of

Bolshevism, and pointed out
originated,

that

Leninism

matured and grown strong

less struggle against

opportunism of

all

had

in a relent-

shades, th&t

the Bolsheviks were the only revolutionary organization in the world to have utterly routed the opportunists and centrists and driven them from its ranks.

He

convincingly proved that Trotskyism
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is

the van-

guard of the counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie, a
force working against Communism, against the
system, and against
Socialism in the U.S.S.R.

the

Soviet

construction

of

The First Five- Year Plan was fulfilled by the beginning of 1933 ahead of schedule. At the Plenum
of the Central Committee and the Central Control
Commission of the Party, held in January 1933,
Stalin reported on "The Results of the First FiveYear Plan." The U.S.S.R., he said, had been transformed from an agrarian into an industrial country,
from a small peasant country into a country with an
advanced, Socialist agriculture, conducted on the
largest scale in the world. The exploiting classes had
been dislodged from their positions in production.
The remnants of them had scattered over the face of
the country and were carrying on the fight against
the Soviet regime
tial

to

by

the foundation

strengthen
the utmost.

the

of

the

dictatorship

take

essen-

the

strictest

of -Socialist

proper-

to

heighten, vigilance,

measures for the protection
ty

was therefore

stealth. It

Soviet

of

the

system

and

proletariat

to
to

Plenum on "Work in
the Rural Districts" Stalin made a profound analysis of the defects in Party work in the countryside and indicated an exhaustive program of measIn another speech at this

ures for the consolidation

system.
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of the

collective-farm

A new

task

now

faced the Party

that of con-

solidating the collective farms, properly organizing
their work, making them Bolshevik collective farms,

and purging them of hostile kulak elements and
wreckers. For this purpose Stalin proposed that political departments be set up in the machine and
tractor stations and the state farms. This was
done, and in the space of two years (1933-34) the
political departments of the machine and tractor
stations did a great deal to consolidate the collective

farms.

At the

first

Ail-Union Congress of Collective
held on February 19, 1933,

Farm Shock Workers,

Stalin proclaimed the slogan: "Make the collective
farms Bolshevik and the collective farmers prosper-

ous/'

"Only one thing is now needed for the collective
farmers to become prosperous," Stalin said, "and
that is for them to work in the collective farms conscientiously; to make efficient use of the tractors and
machines; to make efficient use of the draught cattle;
to cultivate the land efficiently and to cherish collective

farm

Stalin's

sion

property.''*

speech

made

on the millions of

came a

practical

a

profound

collective farmers

program of action

impres-

and

be-

for the collective

farms.

.1.

Stalin,
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In his review

of

the

experience

of

Socialist

construction, Stalin took up the question of Soviet
trade as the means of distribution and exchange
of the

products

of

labour

under

Socialism.

He

said:
is trade without capitalists, big or
trade without profiteers, big or small. It
a special form of trade, which has never existed

"Soviet trade

small;
is

it is

and which is practised only by
the Bolsheviks, under the conditions of Soviet

in history before,
us,

development."*
"If the

economic

life

of the country

is

to

and industry and agriculture

make

have
rapid progress,
a stimulus for further increasing their output," he
said on another occasion, "one more condition is
necessary namely, fully developed trade between
to

town and country, between the various districts and
regions of the country, between the various branches
of the national

economy."**

sharply criticized those who underrated the
importance of Soviet trade or treated it with scorn.

He

is still among a section of Communists," he
"a
supercilious, contemptuous attitude towards
said,
trade in general, and towards Soviet trade in particular. These Communists, save the mark, look upon
Soviet trade as a thing of secondary importance,

"There

*

Ibid., p. 419.

** Ibid.,
p. 493.
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hardly worth bothering about, and regard those enThese people do not
gaged in trade as doomed.
realize that Soviet trade is our ownj, Bolshevik work,
.

and

that the workersi

.

employed in

those behind the counter
scientiously

.

if

trade, including

they only

work

con-

are doing our revolutionary, Bolshevik

work."*
These utterances of Stalin on the subject of trade
were to have a great influence in expanding commodity exchange in the country and strengthening
Soviet trade.

Speaking on the activities of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U.(B.) in Leningrad on the eve
of the Seventeenth Congress of the Party, Sergei
Kirov, that inspired tribune of the revolution and
one of the most popular figures in the Party, paid
the following tribute to the great organizer of the
Socialist victories of the

working class:
"Comrades, when one speaks of the services of
our Party, of its achievements, one cannot help
speaking of the
victories

great organizer of
achieved. 1 refer

we have

the

gigantic

to

Comrade

Stalin.

"I

must say that he

truly perfect successor
committed to our care

Party,
*

.T.

whom we
Stalin,

is

a truly accomplished, a

and continuer of the cause
by the great founder of our

lost ten

years ago.

Problems of Leninism,
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not easy to grasp the figure of Stalin in all
gigantic proportions. In these latter years, ever
since we have had to carry on our work without
Lenin, there has been no major development in our
labours, no innovation, slogan or trend of policy of
"It is

its

any importance of which Comrade Stalin was not
the author. All the major work and this the Party
should know is guided by the instructions, the initiative and the leadership of Comrade Stalin. The
decision of

all important problems of international
guided by his recommendations. And not
only important problems, but even what might seem
third-rate, even tenth-rate problems interest him, if

policy

is

they affect the workers, the peasants, the labouring
people generally of our country.
"I must say that this applies not only to the construction of Socialism as a whole, but even to special
aspects of our work. For instance, if we take the
defence of our country, it must be emphatically
stressed that

debted for

is entirely to Stalin that we are inthe achievements which I have men-

it

all

tioned.

"The mighty

will and organizational genius of
ensure our Party the timely accomplishment of the big historical turns involved in the victorious construction of Socialism.
this

man

"Take Comrade Stalin's slogans 'Make the colfarmer prosperous,' 'Make the collective
farms Bolshevik,' 'Master technique' and his six his-

lective
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toric conditions

all

that goes to direct the construc-

our work
we have
achieved in the period of the First Five- Year Plan
has been due to his directions."*
The Seventeenth Congress of the Party, which
met at the beginning of 1934, and which is known

tion of Socialism at the present stage of
emanates from this man, and all that

as the Congress of Victors, was
In his report to this Congress

the Central

guided by

on

the

Committee, he reviewed the

Stalin.

work

of

historic

victories of the Party, the victories of Socialism in

the U.S.S.R.

He spoke

of the triumph of the policy of industrialization, and of the policy of the solid collectivization of agriculture

and the elimination of the

kulaks as a class; he spoke of the triumph of the
doctrine that Socialism could be built in one country. The Socialist formation, he showed, now held
undivided sway over the entire national economy,
while all the other social-economic formations had
gone to the bottom. The collective-farm system had

triumphed finally and completely.
But Stalin warned the Party that the fight was
no
means over. Although the enemies had been
by
smashed, survivals of their ideology still lingered

and often made

their influence felt.

The U.S.S

R.

* S. M.
Kirov, Selected Speeches and Articles, 1912-1934.
Russ. ed., pp. 609-610, Moscow, 1939.
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was

encircled by a capitalist world, which
to
foster the survivals of capitalism in
trying
minds of people and to utilize them for its
still

was
the

own

ends.

The

minds of men,
were much more tenacious in

survivals of capitalism In the

Stalin pointed out,

the sphere of the national question than in any other.
Jn reply to the question which deviation in the national question was the major danger: the deviation towards Great-Russian nationalism or the de-

viation towards local nationalism?
Stalin said that
under present conditions "the major danger is the
deviation against which we have ceased to fight,

thereby allowing

it

to

grow

into a danger to

the

state."*

Hence the need

for systematic effort to

overcome

the survivals of capitalism in the minds of
men, for
criticism
of
the ideologies of all trends
systematic
hostile to Leninism, for the tireless

propaganda of

Leninism, for raising the ideological level of the
Party members, and for the internationalist educa-

working people. He laid special stress on
the need for greater vigilance on the part of the
Party:
".
must not lull the Party," he said, "but

tion of the

.

.

We

sharpen its vigilance; we must not lull
keep it ready for action; not disarm
*

J.

Stalin,
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to sleep, but

but

arm

Moscow,

it;

1945..

not demobilize

it,

but hold

tion for the fulfilment

in a state of mobiliza-

it

of

the

Second

Five- Year

Plan."*

a concrete program
work of the Party in the sphere of
industry, agriculture, trade and transport. He also
outlined a program of organizational measures
(training of personnel, checking up on fulfilment,
etc.). The task, he said, was to raise "organizational
Stalin in this report outlined

for the future

leadership to the level of political leadership." He
further mapped a program in the sphere of culture,
science, education

and the

ideological struggle.

on the foreign
policy of the U.S.S.R. An economic crisis was rampant in the capitalist world, he said, and feverish
preparations for war were being made in a number
Stalin also dwelt

in>

this report-

of countries, especially in Germany, since the fascists had come to power. Amid these economic up-

heavals and military and political cataclysms, the
U.S.S.R. held firmly and unwaveringly to its course
of peace, trying to avert the danger of
sistently pursuing a policy of peace.

"Our foreign policy

is

war and

per-

clear," Stalin said. "It

is

a policy of preserving peace and strengthening commercial relations with all countries. The ILS.S.R.
does not think of threatening anybody Itet alone of
attacking anybody. We stand for peace and cham* J.
Stalin,
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pion the cause of peace. But we are not afraid of
threats and are prepared to answer the instigators

war blow for blow.
Those who try to attack
our country will receive a crushing repulse to teach
them not to poke their pig snouts into our Soviet

of

.

.

.

garden.'**

On

the motion of Sergei Kirov, the Seventeenth

Congress endorsed Stalin's report in toto as a Congress decision, as a Party law, as the Party's pro-

coming period. The Congress
Second Five- Year Plan for the development of the national economy.

gram of work

for the

also endorsed the

*

Ibid.,

p

4(H)

X
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HE SUCCESS of the general line of the
was expressed
progress

of

in

the

Party

and steady
industry and

a continued
country's

agriculture. In the sphere of industry, the Second
Stalinist Five- Year Plan was fulfilled by April 1937,
in four years and three months.
With the completion of the reconstruction of industry and agriculture, the national economy of the
Soviet Union found itself equipped with the most
advanced technique in the world. Industry had received a vast quantity of machines, machine tools
and other implements of production. Agriculture had
received first-class Soviet tractors, harvester combines and other complex agricultural machines. The
transport system had received first-class motor vehicles, locomotives, ships and aeroplanes. The armed
forces had received excellent equipment artillery,
tanks, aircraft and warships.

ahead of schedule

This titanic labour of technical re-equipment of
economy was directly guided by Stalin.
The introduction of new makes of machines or of
important technical innovations and inventions has

the national

always had his close attention and practical
126

assist-

He

ance.

personally acquainted himself with all the
work of technical reconstruction of

details of the

and agriculture, inspiring and enthusing
workers and engineers, industrial managers and ecoindustry

nomic administrators, inventors and designers. He
displayed particular interest in the technical equipment of the Red Army, Air Force and Navy, the result of which has been to make them the formidable
force they are to the enemies of Socialism.
One big program the Party had to tackle

was

the training of cadres. Soviet society had to have its
own skilled forces, a Soviet intelligentsia, primarily^

a working-class intelligentsia. This was one of
cardinal problems of Socialist construction. In
light of Lenin's view that Socialist revolution was
basic condition for the rapid cultural progress of

the
the

the
the

masses, Stalin regarded it as one of the paramount
tasks of Socialist construction to develop the cultural
forces of the working class. He said:
ce

the ruling classes that have hitherto exthe working class, as a ruling class, occupies
a rather unique and not altogether favourable position in history. All ruling classes till now
the slave-

Among

isted,

owners, the landowners, the capitalists were also
wealthy classes. They were able to educate their
sons in the science and art of government. The

working

class

differs

from them

in

this,

among

other things: it is not a wealthy class, formerly it
was not able to educate its sons in the science and
127

art of government,
so only now, after

and has become able to do
has come to power. That,

it

incidentally, is the reason why the question of a
cultural revolution is so acute with us."*

This

problem of training

skilled

and

expert

from the workers' midst became very urgent
when the country was already abundantly supplied
with new machinery and an acute need was felt
for people who had mastered the use of machinery,
forces

people capable of utilizing it to the full for the
benefit of their country.
This new machinery, this mighty technique, re-

quired trained people capable of harnessing it and
extracting from it all that it could give. Attention

had

to

be emphatically drawn to the need for mas-

new technique, for training large numbers
of people capable of making full use of it. And in
this respect, Stalin's address to the graduates from
the Red Army Academies in May 1935 was of extering this

clusive importance.
"In order to set technique going," he said,
to utilize it to the full, we need people who

"and
have

mastered technique, we need cadres capable of mastering and utilizing this technique according to all the

*
tral

J. Stalin,

On

the April Joint Plcnal Session of the Cen-

Committee and the Central Control Commission. Report

at

the Meeting of the Active Members of the Moscow Organization of the C.P.S.t/.(B.), April 13, 1928, p. 15, Moscow, 1928.
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rules of the art.

Without people who have mastered

technique, technique

who have

ple

is

dead. In the charge of peo-

mastered technique,

technique

can

and should perform miracles. If in our first-class
mills and factories, in our state farms and collective farms, in our transport system and in our Red
Army we had sufficient cadres capable of harnessing this technique, our country would secure results
three times and four times as great as at present.
.

'4

time to realize that of

It is

the world possesses, the
cisive is people, cadres.

all

.

.

the valuable capital

most valuable and most deIt must be realized that un-

der our present conditions 'cadres decide everything/
If we have good and numerous cadres in industry,

our country
agriculture, transport, and the army
will be invincible. If we do not have such cadres

we

be lame on both legs."*
speech served as a powerful stimulus to
the solution of one of the cardinal problems of Soshall

Stalin's

cialist

construction

the

problem of cadres.

The

effect of this speech

by the leader of the Party
not only to direct the attention of all Party
Soviet organizations to the problem of person-

was
and
nel;

it

also

the masses,
thusiasm.

awakened a wide response among
and aroused in them a new labour en-

* J.
Stalin,

Problems of Leninism, pp. 523-524, Moscow,

1945.
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A mighty force now arose from the initiative of
workers the Stakhanov
advanced rank-and-file
movement. Originating in the coal industry of the
Donbas, it spread with incredible speed to all parts
of the country, and to all branches of the national
economy. Tens and hundreds of thousands of heroes
of labour in industry, in the transport system and
in agriculture, set an example in mastering technique and in Socialist productivity of labour.
Stalin

drew the attention of the whole Party

to

Ihe unique significance of this new movement. Speaking at the First Ail-Union Conference of Stakhanoviles, in November 1935, he said that the Stakhanov
movement "is the expression of a new wave of So-

cialist emulation, a new and higher stage of Socialist
emulation.
The significance of the Stakhanov
movement lies in the fact that it is a movement
.

.

.

which

is smashing the old technical standards, because they are inadequate, which in a number of
cases is surpassing the productivity of labour of the
foremost capitalist countries, and is thus creating

the practical possibility of further consolidating Socialism in our country, the possibility of
converting
our country into the most prosperous of all countries."*

He showed that this movement was paving the
way to Communism, that it bore within it the seed of
* J.

Stalin,

Problems of Leninism, pp. 526-527, Moscow,
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a cultural and technical advancement of the working
class

which would

in the

end lead

to the obliteration

manual labour.
had made the
he showed wherein

of the distinction between mental ,and

Speaking of the conditions that

Stakhanov movement possible,
the might and invincibility of the revolution.
"Our revolution," he said, "is the only one which
not only smashed the fetters of capitalism and

lies

brought the people freedom, but also succeeded in
creating the material conditions of a prosperous life
for the people. Therein lies the strength and invincibility of our revolution"."*

work of the AllStakhanovites and of other

Stalin personally guided

the

Union Conference of
conferences of foremost workers in industry, transport, and agriculture, held in the Kremlin. He discussed with Stakhanovitesi in industry and transport,
with harvester combine operators, tractor drivers,

and record-breakers

in collective-farm dairies

and

beet fields, the details of technique and production
in all branches of the national economy.

Together with members of the Party Central
Committee and the Government he received in the
Kremlin many delegations from the fraternal Socialist Republics. This was a vivid demonstration of
the great friendship binding the peoples of the Soviet Union
the fruit of the national policy of Lenin
*

Ibid., p.

532.
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and Stalin. In conjunction with leading industrial
workers and collective farmers, Stalin and his colleagues worked out many a momentous decision on
some of the most important questions of Socialist
construction.
"

Lenin taught us that only such leaders can be
as know not only how to
teach the workers and peasants but also how to
learn from them," said Stalin at the conference of
Stakhanovites. And, from the earliest days of his
revolutionary career, he himself has always set an
ideal example of such contact with the masses.
real Bolshevik leaders

The Socialist reconstruction of the entire national
economy brought about a radical change hi the correlation of classes in the country. This called for
changes in the Constitution which had been adopted
in 1924; and proposals to this effect were made,
on Stalin's initiative, by the Central Committee of
the Party at the Seventh Congress of Soviets of the

U.S.S.R.

A

Constitution Commission, under Stalin's chairmanship, was set up to draft a new Constitution.

This draft was thrown open for nation-wide discussion, which continued for five and a half months.
There was not a corner in the country where this

document, one of the greatest in human history, was
not studied and discussed. The draft Constitution
was received with acclamation and approbation by
the

whole Soviet people.
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In his report

at the

gress of Soviets on

Extraordinary Eighth Con-

November

25, 1936, Stalin

made

a profound analysis of the draft of the new Constitution, bringing out the tremendous changes which
had taken place in the country since the adoption of

The victory of Socialism
extend the democratic principles of the election system and to introduce universal, equal and direct suffrage with secret ballot.
All the gigantic victories of Socialism are embodied in the Constitution of the U.S.S.R. The Conthe Constitution of 1924.

now made

it

possible to

stitution states that Soviet society consists of
the workers and the peasants.
friendly classes
political

foundation of the U.S.S.R.

is

two
The

the Soviets of

Working People's Deputies. The economic foundation of the U.S.S.R. is the Socialist ownership of the
means of production.

All citizens of the U.S.S.R. are

ensured the right to work, to rest and leisure, to
education, to maintenance in old age or in case of
illness or incapacittation. The equality of all citizens,
irrespective of nationality, race or sex, is an indefeasible law. In the interests of the consolidation of

Socialist society, the Constitution guarantees

freedom

of speech, freedom of the press, freedom of assembly, including the holding of mass meetings, the right
to unite in public organizations, inviolability of the
person, inviolability of homes and privacy of cor-

respondence. The right of asylum is afforded to foreign citizens persecuted for defending the interests
133

working people, or for their scientific activifor participation in the struggle for national
or
ties,
emancipation. These great rights and liberties of the
working people, unprecedented in history, are guarof the

anteed materially and economically by the whole
Socialist economic system, which knows no crises,

anarchy or unemployment.
At the same time the Constitution of the U.S.S.R.

imposes on all citizens serious obligations: to observe the laws, to maintain labour discipline, honestly to perform their public duties, to respect the
rules of Socialist

safeguard
cialist

human

intercourse, to cherish

Socialist property,

and

to

and

defend the So-

fatherland.

What

and most progressive minds of
dreamed
of for hundreds of years has
had
humanity
been made an indefeasible law by the Constitution of
the best

the U.S.S.R.

the Constitution of Socialism victori-

ous and of fully developed, Socialist democracy.
The new Constitution was approved and adopted
by the Eighth Congress of Soviets, on December 5,
1936. It is unanimously called by the peoples of the
U.S.S.R. after its author
Stalin. For the working
people of the U.S.S.R. the Stalin Constitution is a

summary and

seal of their struggles

and achieve-

ments; for the working people of the capitalist countries it is a great program of struggle. It is the endorsement of the historic fact that the U.S.S.R. has
entered a new phase of development, the phase of
734

the completion of the building of Socialist society

and the gradual transition to Communism. It is a
moral and political weapon in the hands of the working people of the world in their struggle against
bourgeois reaction-. It shows that what has been ac-

complished in the U.S.S.R. can be accomplished in
other countries too.
Stalin

spoke of the international significance of

the Constitution of the U.S.S.R.:

"Today, when the turbid wave of fascism is bemovement of the working
class and besmirching the democratic strivings of
the best people in the civilized world, the new Constitution of the U.S.S.R. will be an indictment against
spattering the Socialist

fascism, declaring that Socialism and democracy are
invincible. The new Constitution of the U.S.S.R. will
give moral assistance and real support to all those
are today fighting fascist barbarism."*

who

The Socialist victories achieved by the Party
served still more to infuriate the enemies of the people. In 1937 new facts were brought to light regarding the fiendish crimes of the Trotsky-Bukharin gang
of spies, wreckers and assassins, hirelings of the es-

pionage services of capitalist states. The trials which
followed revealed that these dregs of humanity had
been conspiring against Lenin, whom they had intended to arrest, and against the Party and the So*

J. Stalin,
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viet state

from the very

first

days of the October Rev-

olution. At the bidding of their imperialist masters,
they had made it their aim to destroy the Party and

undermine the defence of

the Soviet state, to

the

country, to facilitate foreign intervention, to pave
the way for the defeat of the Red Army, to dismember the U.S.S.R., to convert it into an imperialist

colony and to restore capitalist slavery in the country. The Party and the Soviet Government took stern

measures to smash the gang of pernicious enemies of
the people. In his report on "Defects in Party Work,"
delivered at the Plenum of the Central Committee

March 1937, Stalin outlined a clear-cut program
for reinforcing the Party and Soviet bodies, and for
in

heightening

vigilance.

political

He advanced

the

slogan: "Master Bolshevism!" He taught the Party
how to combat the enemies of the people and to
tear the

The

masks from

their faces.

Soviet courts disclosed the crimes of the Trot-

sky-Bukharin fiends and sentenced them to be shot.
Soviet people approved the annihilation of the
Trotsky-Bukharin gang and passed on to next business, which was to prepare for the elections to the
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.
Guided by the Central Committee and by Stalin,
the Party threw all its energies into the preparations
for the elections. The new Constitution signified a

The

turn in the political

democratization of

life

all

of the country, the further
phases, The effect of the

its
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new

electoral

system was to enhance the

political

activity of the people, to strengthen the control of
the masses over the organs of Soviet power, and to

increase the responsibility of the latter to the people.
In conformity with these new tasks, the Party, guid-

ed by the Central Committee and by Stalin, revised
methods of work, extending inner-Party democracy, strengthening the principles of democratic
its

centralism, developing criticism and self-criticism,
and increasing the responsibility of the Party bodies

membership. Stalin's idea of a Communist and non-Party bloc was taken as the keynote
of the Party's election campaign.
to the general

On December

1937, on the eve of the elections, Stalin addressed the voters of the district in
which he had been nominated for election, the Stalin
11,

district, in Moscow. In this speech, he pointed to the
fundamental difference between elections in the
U.S.S.R., which are free and democratic in every

sense of the word, and elections in capitalist countries, where the people are under the pressure of
the exploiting classes. In the U.S.S.R. the exploiting
eliminated, Socialism had become
part of everyday life, and this was the basis on
which the elections were taking place. Further,
Stalin described the type of political figure the peo-

classes

had been

ple should elect to the

Supreme

Soviet.

The people

must demand that they should be political figures
of the Lenin type, that they should be as clear and
137

definite, as fearless in battle, as

immune

to

panic,

as merciless towards the enemies of the people as
Lenin was; that they should be as wise and deliberate in deciding

complex

political

problems requiring

a comprehensive orientation as Lenin was; that they
should be as upright and honest as Lenin was; that

they should love their people as Lenin did.
The whole country listened with bated breath to
the broadcast speech of its great leader. Hisi words
sank deep into the minds of the working people. The
speech defined the principles which should guide the

of the deputies of the people; it fired the
with
enthusiasm and helped still further to
people
cement the Communist and non-Party bloc.
activities

The

elections

to

the

Supreme

Soviet

of

the

U.S.S.R. took place on December 12. They turned
into a nation-wide holiday, a celebration of the

triumph of the Soviet people. Of a total of 94,000,000
voters, over 91,000,000, or 96.8 per cent, went to the
90,000,000 people voted for the Communist
bloc, a fervent testimony to the vicof
Socialism.
This was a resounding victory for
tory
polls;

and non-Party

Communist and non-Party bloc, a triumph
Party of Lenin and Stalin, and for its Lenin-

the Stalin
for the

ist-Stalinist leadership.

The moral and political unity of the Soviet people was here brilliantly confirmed. And first among
the elected of the people, first among the deputies to
ihe Supreme Soviet, was Stalin.
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In view of the tremendously increased activity of
the masses, and the immense problems involved in
the further advancement of Socialist construction,
the question of ideological and political training ac-

quired a
In a

new and enhanced
number of

significance.

his

public utterances, Stalin
stressed
the
strongly
necessity of mastering Bolshevism. He pointed out that all the necessary resources

and opportunities were available to train personnel
ideologically and to steel them politically, and that
on this depended nine-tenths of the solution of all
practical

problems

.

In 1938, the History of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks) Short Course, written by Stalin, and approved by a commission of the
Central Committee of the C.P.S.U.(B.) appeared.
The publication of this book was a major event
in the ideological life of the Bolslhevik Party. It supplied the Party with a new and powerful ideological
weapon of Bolshevism, a veritable encyclopaedia of
,

fundamental knowledge in Marxism-Leninism. Written with the lucidity and profundity characteristic
of Stalin, this book provides- an exposition and generalization of the vast historical experience of the
Communist Party, unequalled bjT that of any other

party in the world. The History of the C.P.S.U.(B.)
shows the development of Marxism under the new
conditions of the class struggle of the proletariat,
the Marxism of the era of imperialism and proletar73$

ian revolutions, of the era of the victory of Socialism in one-sixth of the world. The book had an enor-

mous

sale, millions of copies being bought up in
a very short period. "It may be quite definitely asserted," said Zhdanov at the Eighteenth Congress of
the Party, "that this is the first Marxist book to have

been disseminated so widely ever since Marxism has
been in existence."
chapter on "Dialectical and Historical
Materialism" is a masterly statement of the princi-

The

and historical materialism, expounded with the utmost conciseness and lucidity.
Here Stalin gives a general account of all that has
been contributed to the dialectical method and materialistic theory by Marx, Engels and Lenin, and
further develops the doctrine of dialectical and his-

ples of dialectical

torical

materialism

facts of science

in

conformity with the

and revolutionary

latest

practice.

He

explains dialectical materialism as the theoretical foundation of Communism, as the world out-

look of the Marxist-Leninist Party, as the ideological
weapon of the working class in its struggle to establish the dictatorship of the proletariat and to
build up Communism. This work convincingly shows
the underlying connection between the Marxist-Lenin-

philosophy and the practical revolutionary activof the Bolshevik Party. In order to avoid
mistakes in policy, Stalin teaches, we must be guided
by the principles of the Marxist dialectical method
and must know the law* of historical development.
ist

ities

740

Stalin's "Dialectical

and

Historical Materialism,"

by an incomparable master of the Marxist
dialectical method, and generalizing the vast practical and theoretical experience of Bolshevism, raises
dialectical materialism to a new and higher level,
written

and

is

the pinnacle of Marxist-Leninist philosophical

thought.
In March 1939 met the Eighteenth Congress of
the Party, whose labours were guided by Stalin. This

Congress was an

imposing demonstration

of

the

solidarity of the Party, monolithic and united as
never before around the Leninist-Stalinist Central

Committee.
In his report on the work of the Central Committee, Stalin gave a profound analysis of the international position of the Soviet Union and exposed
the schemes of the instigators of war and interven-

had elapsed since
the Seventeenth Party Congress. For the capitalist
countries this had been a period of grave upheavals
both in the economic and the political sphere. The
economic crisis of 1929-32 and the depression of a
special kind had been followed, in the latter half of
1937, by a new economic crisis, involving the U.S.A.,
Great Britain, France and a number of other capitalist
had
countries. The international situation
in
the
acute
the
extreme,
grown
post-war system of
had
suffered
treaties
peace
shipwreck, and a new, the
second, world war had begun.
tion against the U.S.S.R. Five years
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The new war was

by the two most agimperialist
gressive
Germany and
This
Stalin
had
drawn
over five
war,
said,
Japan.
hundred million people into its orbit and its sphere
started

the

of

states

of action extended over a vast territory, stretching

from

Shanghai and Canton, through Abys-

Tientsin,

sinia, to Gibraltar.

fringing on the

The war was more and more

in-

interests of the non-aggressive states,

primarily of Great Britain, France and the U.S.A. Yet
the governments of these countries were making no

attempt to put up effective resistance to the aggressors. They had rejected a policy of collective security and assumed a position of "neutrality," of
non-intervention.

tantamount

The

policy of non-intervention

was

to conniving at aggression, to giving free

rein to war.

The sponsors

of the notorious

Munich

agreement, the rulers of Britain and France Chamberlain and Daladier wanted to direct German fasaggression eastward, against the Soviet Union.
Stalin exposed the machinations of the instigators of war against the U.S.S.R. who asserted that

cist

Munich concessions to the aggressors and the
Munich non-intervention agreement had ushered in
an era of "appeasement." He warned that "the big
and dangerous political game started by the supporters of the policy of non-intervention may end in
the

a serious fiasco for them."*

J.

Stalin,

Problems of Leninism,
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p. 604,

Moscow,

1945.

In a masterly analysis, Stalin made clear to the
Party and the Soviet people all the intricacy and
danger of the existing international situation and defined the principles of Soviet foreign policy. He said:
"The tasks of the Party in the sphere of foreign

policy are:
"1. To continue the policy of peace and of
strengthening business relations with all countries;
"2. To be cautious and not allow our country to
be drawn into conflict by warmongers who are ac-

customed
fire

have others pull the chestnuts out of the

to

for them;
"3.

To

strengthen the might of our
to the utmost;
strengthen the international

Red Army

and Red Navy

To

bonds of
with
the working people of all countries,
friendship
who are interested in peace and friendship among
"4.

nations."*

After describing the achievements of Socialism,
the progress of Socialist economy, the rising material and cultural standards of the people, and the
increasing consolidation of the Soviet system, Stalin

put before the Party and the whole Soviet people a
new and great historic task, namely, to overtake and
outstrip the principal capitalist countries economically
tion

i.e.,

in

volume of output per head of popula-

in the next ten or fifteen years-.

* Ibid.,
p.

606.
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"We have outstripped the principal capitalist
countries as regards technique of production and rate
of industrial development," he said. "That is very
good, but it is not enough. We must outstrip them economically as well. We can do it, and we must do it.

Only

if

we

outstrip the principal capitalist countries

economically can we reckon upon our country being
fully saturated with consumers' goods, on having an

abundance of products, and on being able to make
from the first phase of Communism

the transition
lo its

second phase."*

Stalin outlined, as

one of the

most important

tasks of the Party, a complete scientifically-grounded
Bolshevik program for the training, education, selec-

promotion and testing of personnel.
Reviewing the ground covered by the Party in the
interval between the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Congresses, he said:
"The chief conclusion to be drawn is that the

tion,

working

class of

our country, having abolished the

by man and firmly established
has proved to the world the
truth of its cause. That is the chief conclusion, for
it strengthens our faith in the power of the working
class and in the inevitability of its ultimate vic-

exploitation of man
the Socialist system,

tory."**
* J.
Stalin,

**

Problems of Leninism,

Ibid., p. 641.
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p. 610,

Moscow,

1945.

Eighteenth Congress of the
a programmatic document of Com-

Stalin's report to the

C.P.S.U.

(B.)

is

munism, a new

step in the development of MarxistLeninist theory. Stalin carried Lenin's theory of the
Socialist revolution a stage further. He gave concrete

shape to the doctrine of the possibility of building
Socialism in one country and concluded that the
building of

Communism

in the Soviet

Union was

continued to be surrounded by a
world.
This
conclusion enriches Leninism,
capitalist
arms the working class with a new ideological
possible, even

if it

to the Party the majestic prospect
of a struggle for the victory of Communism, and
advances the theory of Marxism-Leninism.

weapon, opens up

Lenin wrote his famous work The State and Revolution in August 1917, a few months prior to the
October Revolution and the establishment of the Soviet state.

In this book, Lenin defended Marx's and

Engels' theory of the state against the distortions
and vulgarizations of the opportunists. It was Lenin's
intention to write a second volume of The State and

Revolution, in which would be summed up the principal lessons of the Russian revolutions of 1905 and
1917. Death, however, prevented Lenin from accom-

which Lenin had not lived
do in development of the theory of the state, was
done by Stalin.
Drawing on the vast experience 9 aj

plishing his design. That
to

during the more than twenty years
10591
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1st

state

world,

had
Stalin

existed in the midst

developed an

of

integral

a

capitalist

and complete

theory of the Socialist state. He made a detailed analysis of the stages of development of the Socialist
state

and of the way

its

functions had changed with

the changes in conditions; he gave a general review
of tlie experience accumulated in the building of the
Soviet state, and arrived at the conclusion that the
state
if

ty

would have

to

be preserved under Communism

the capitalist encirclement persisted.
Stalin stressed the momentous importance of Par-

propaganda and the Marxist-Leninist education of

the functionaries of the Party and the Young Communist League, of the trade unions and trade, cooperative,

and economic organizations, and of gov-

ernment, educational, military and other bodies.
"If," he said, "the Marxist-Leninist training of
our cadres begins to Languish, if our work of raising

the political and theoretical level of these cadres
flags, and the cadres themselves cease on account of

show

interest in the prospect of our further
cease
to understand the truth of our cause
progress,
and are transformed into narrow plodders with no
this to

outlook, blindly and mechanically carrying out instructions from above
then our entire state and Party
as

work must
an axiom

inevitably languish. It must be accepted
that the higher the political Itevel and

the Marxist-Leninist

knowledge of the workers in
and

any branch of state or Party work, the better
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more

be the work

itself, and the more
work; and, vice versa, the
lower the political level of the workers, and the less
they are imbued with a knowledge of Marxism-Leninr
ism, the greater will be the likelihood of disruption
and failure in the work, of the workers themselves

fruitful will

effective the results of the

becoming shallow and deteriorating into paltry plodders, of their degenerating altogether. It

may

be con-

if we succeeded in training the
branches of our work ideologically, and
in schooling them politically, to such an extent as to

fidently stated that

cadres in

all

enable them easily to orientate themselves in the internal and international situation; if we succeeded in

making them

quite mature Marxist-Leninists capable
of solving the problems involved in the guidance of
the country without serious error, we would have

every reason to consider nine-tenths of our problems
already settled. And we certainly can accomplish
this,

for

we have

all

the

means and

opportunities' for

doing so."*

"There is one branch of
which Bolsheviks in all branches of science are
in duty bound to know, and that is the Marxist-LeninStalin further said:

science

science of society, of the laws of social) development, of the laws of development of the proletarian
revolution, of the Haws of development of Socialist
ist

v

construction,
* J.
Stalin,

10*

and of the victory

of

Communism. For

Problems of Leninism, pp. 629-630. Moscow,
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a

man who

calls

himself a Leninist cannot be considif he shuts himself up in his

ered a real Leninist

mathematics, botany or chemistry, let
us say, and sees nothing beyond that speciality. A
Leninist cannot be just a specialist in his favourite

speciality, in

science;

he must also be a

political

and

social

worker,

keenly interested in the destinies of his country, acquainted with the laws of social development, capable of applying these laws, and striving to be an active participant in the political guidance of the country. This, of course, will

specialists

who

be an additional burden on
it will be a bur-

are Bolsheviks. But

den more than compensated for by its results.
"The task of Party propaganda, the task of the
Marxist-Leninist training of cadres, is to help our
all branches of work to become versed in

cadres in

the Marxist-Leninist science of the laws of social

development."*
Eighteenth Congress of the
C.P.S.U.(B.) was a program for the completion of
the building of a classless Socialist society and for the
Stalin's report to the

gradual transition from Socialism to Communism.
The Congress unanimously endorsed the report of the
Party leader as an instruction and a law to the

Party in

all its activities.

The

report was a brilliant example of scientific,
Marxist-Leninist foresight in the sphere of interna* J.
Stalin,

Problems of Leninism,
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p. 630,

Moscow,

1945.

tional relations. Stalin's wise statement of the

aims

of Soviet foreign policy, and his skill in leadership,
resulted in important successes for Soviet foreign policy and enhanced the prestige of the Soviet Union as
a serious international force, able to influence the in-

of the

and

to modify it in the interests
Guided
by Stalin's recommenworking people.

ternational! situation

dations, the Soviet

Government thwarted the

perfidi-

ous schemes of the instigators of war who were keen
on having other people pull the chestnuts out of the
for them, and safeguarded the peaceful labour of
the peoples of the U.S.S.R. The mutual assistance
pacts concluded by the Soviet Union with the Baltic
fire

States

immeasurably strengthened the defences of

the Socialist country and its international position.
The Soviet Government strove to prevent the

further spread of

war and

to

promote a policy of

collective security. But this policy found no support
among the ruling circles of Great Britain and France.

The

Munich policy of non-intervention turned
out to be a costly thing for the peoples of the nonaggressive countries. In March 1939, with the connivance of British and French diplomacy, Hitter Ger-

many seized

Czechoslovakia. This was soon followed

by an offensive of the German aggressors against the
countries of Eastern Europe. Imperialist Japan
Germany's ally in the Far East also became active.
In

May

sorties

1939, she launched a series of provocative

on the frontier of the Mongolian People's Re149

public, but at Khalkhin-gol the Japanese Manchurian
army suffered signal defeat at the hands of the Red

Army.
British

and French diplomacy, meanwhile, was
game with the U.S.S.R.; the ne-

playing an insincere

gotiations for the organization of collective resist-

ance to a possible aggressor were deliberately protracted, and conditions for the conclusion of an
agreement were proposed which were clearly unacceptable to the Soviet Union.
Seeing that Britain and France were not disposed
to co-operate with the U.S.S.R. for the maintenance
of peace, the Soviet Government was forced to look
for other

ways of safeguarding the

security of the

country.
In August 1939, the Government of the U.S.S.R.
concluded a treaty of non-aggression with Germany.

subsequently stated, did not
jeopardize, either directly or indirectly, the territorial integrity, independence and honour of the Soviet
Union. But it did ensure it peace for some time and
Thisi treaty, as Stalin

the opportunity to prepare
in the event of attack.

its

forces for resistance

Bearing in mind Stalin's insistence on the necesof maintaining the country in a state of mobilized readiness against the contingency of armed foreign* attack, the Bolshevik Party had for a long time
been working consistently and undeviatingly to put
the Soviet Union in a state of all-round readiness for
sity
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The

Soviet policy of industrialization
agricultural collectivization carried out durthe
ing
period of the Stalin Five-Year Plans had
a
created
powerful economic base capable of being

active defence.

and of

utilized for the active defence of the country.

This policy of the party had made it possible to
produce sufficient metal for the manufacture of
munitions, machinery and equipment for industry,

keep the factories and the railways running,
cotton for making army clothing, and food for the
supply of the armed forces.
fuel to

Thanks to the policy of industrializing the country and collectivizing agriculture, the Soviet Union
in 1940 produced: 15,000,000 tons of pig iron, or
nearly four times as much as tsarist Russia pro-

duced in 1913; 18,300,000 tons of steel, or four and
a half times as much as in 1913; 166,000,000 tons
of coal, or five and a half times as much as in 1913;

and a half times as
much as in 1913; 38,300,000 tons of commodity
in 1913;
grain, or 17,000,000 tons more than
2,700,000 tons of raw cotton, or three and a half
31,000,000 tons of

times as

"This

much

oil,

or three

as in 1913.

unprecedented

when

growth

of

production,"

on
February 9, 1946, "cannot be regarded as the simple
and ordinary development of a country from backwardness to progress. It was a leap by which our
motherland became transformed from a backward
Stalin said,

addressing his
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constituents

country into an advanced country, from an agrarian
an industrial country."*
In the autumn of 1939, on Stalin's initiative, the
Soviet Union delivered its kindred peoples in the

into

Western Ukraine and Western Byelorussia from the
yoke of the Polish landlords. These peoples merged
with the united family of free nations of the U.S.S.R.
Later the Soviet Baltic Republics Lithuania, Latvia
and Estonia were restored to the Soviet Union.
On December 20, 1939, on the occasion of his

Joseph Stalin, by decision of the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.,

sixtieth birthday,

was granted the

title

of

Hero of

Socialist

Labour

in

recognition of his outstanding services in the organization of the Bolshevik Party, the creation of the
Soviet state, the building of Socialist society in the
U.S.S.R., and in strengthening the ties of mutual

friendship between the Soviet peoples.
On December 22, 1939, Stalin was elected

honorary member

of the

Academy

an

of Sciences of

the U.S.S.R.

The Eighteenth

All-Union

Conference

of

the

C.P.S.U.(B.) was held on February 15-20, 1941. It
discussed the tasks of the party organizations in industry and transport, the economic results of the

* J.
Stalin,

at an Election Meeting
Moscow, Russ. ed., February 9,

Speech Delivered

Stalin Election District,
p. 15.
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in the

1946,

year 1940, the plan for the economic development
the U.S.S.R. in 1941, and organizational ques-

ol'

tions.

The keynote of the Conference, set by Joseph
was the further strengthening of the defensive power of the Soviet Union.

Stalin,

On

Stalin's initiative, the Central Committee" of

the C.P.S.U. (B.) and the Soviet Government instructed the State Planning Commission of the U.S.S.R. to

draw up a

general economic plan for the country
covering a period of fifteen years, based on the decisions of the Eighteenth Party Congress. The objective of the plan was to overtake the principal capitalist countries economically, that is, in output per head
of the population of iron, steel, fuel, electric power,
machines and other means of production and articles
of consumption.
On May 6, 1941, Joseph Stalin, by decision of
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.,
was appointed Chairman of the Council of People's
Commissars of the U.S.S.R.

Led by

the great Stalin, the Soviet people were

marching toward new
nism. But in June
U.S.S.R.,

victories,

1941,

toward

Commu-

Germany attacked

the

and war interrupted the peaceful construc-

tive labours of the Soviet people.

XI

N JUNE
many,

22, 1941, imperialist Hitler Gerin gross violation of the pact of non-

aggression, treacherously and without warning attacked the Soviet Union. This turned the whole
course of development of the Soviet country. The

period of peaceful construction had come to an
end, and a period of war began -a Patriotic War
of liberation waged by the Soviet people against the

German invaders.
To ensure the rapid mobilization of all the forces
of the country and to repulse the enemy, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R., the
Central Committee of the C.P.S.U.(B.) and the Council of People's Commissars of the U.S.S.R. decided

on June

30, 1941, to set

up a

State

Committee of

Defence, in whose hands all power in the state was
concentrated. Joseph Stalin was appointed Chairman
of the Committee.

Thus

the leader

U.S.S.R. took

and teacher of the people of the
of the armed forces of the

command

country and led the struggle of the Soviet people
against a malignant and treacherous enemy, Ger-

man

fascism.

754

Hitler

Germany had many

advantages;

when

she

launched her war of plunder and aggrandizement

Her army was fully mobilized
and had already had experience in warfare in Western Europe. One hundred and seventy German divisions, supported by thousands of tanks and aircraft,
had been moved up to the frontiers of the U.S.S.R.
and were suddenly hurled into the attack. In the
early stages of the war the armed forces of the peaceloving Soviet Union were therefore at a disadvantage. Under the pressure of the enemy's numerically
superior forces and armament, and the shock of a
surprise attack, the Soviet Army was forced to beat
a fighting retreat deeper and deeper into the country.
against the U.S.S.R.

In the first ten days of the war, Hitler's troops
succeeded in capturing Lithuania, a considerable
part of Latvia, the Western part of Byelorussia and
a part of the Western Ukraine. Grave danger overhung the Soviet Union.
On July 3, 1941, Stalin addressed the Soviet
people and the men of the Red Army and Navy over
the radio. It was a historic speech. He gave a profound analysis of the events, and defined the tasks
of the

armed

Socialist

forces

and the people

in defending the

motherland.

about the military
he called upon the Soviet people to appreciate the full immensity of the danger menacing
Stalin told the stern truth

situation;

the country,

and

to cast off the mentality of the pe-
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riod of peaceful constructive work. He warned that
complacency and heedlessness must be put aside,
yet there must be no fear in the fight, and no
for whimperers, panicmongers or deserters.

He

room

disclosed Hitler Germany's aims in her
against the Soviet Union: "The enemy is cruel

war
and

He is out to seize our lands which have
been watered by the sweat of our brow, to seize our
grain and oil which have been obtained by the labour of our hands. He is out to restore the rule of
implacable.

the landlords, to restore tsarism, to destroy the national culture and the national existence as states of

Byelorussians, Lithuanians, Latvians, Estonians, Uzbeks, Tatars, Moldavians, Georgians, Armenians, Azerbaijanians and the

the Russians, Ukrainians,

other free peoples of the Soviet Union, to Germanize them, to convert them into the slaves of German
princes and barons. Thus, the issue is one of life and
death for the Soviet state, of life and death for the

peoples of the U.S.S.R., of whether the peoples of
the Soviet Union shall be free or fall into slavery."*
Stalin also defined the

war

in the

against fascist

was a great war of the
the

German

Patriotic

* J.

Union,

fascist

War was

Stalin,

p. 13,

On

aims of the Soviet Union

Germany. He said that

it

entire Soviet people against

army. The aim of

this people's

not only to remove the danger

the Great Patriotic
1946.

Moscow,
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War

of

the

Soviet

hanging over the country, but also to aid all the
European peoples who were groaning under the

yoke of German fascism.

He prophesied

war of liberation
Soviet people would not be alone. "Our war for
freedom of our motherland will merge with
struggle of the peoples of Europe and America
that in this

the
the

the
for

their independence, for the democratic liberties. It
will be a united front of the peoples who stand for

freedom and against enslavement and threats of
enslavement by Hitler's fascist armies."*
Events confirmed the truth of Stalin's prophecy.

On

July 12, 1941, Great Britain concluded with the
an Agreement for Joint Action in the War
Against Germany. Later (June 1942), the U.S.A.
signed with the U.S.S.R. an Agreement on the PrinciU.S.S.R.

ples Applicable to Mutual Aid in the Prosecution of
the War Against Aggression. An Anglo-Soviet-Amer-

ican coalition

was formed

for the purpose

of de-

stroying the Italo-German coalition.
Stalin called upon the Soviet people to reorganize
their work on a war footing and to subordinate

everything to the needs of the front and the task
of organizing the demolition of the enemy. The Red
Army and Navy and all citizens of the Soviet Union,
he said, must defend every inch of Soviet soil, must
fight to the last drop of blood for every town and
*

Ibid., p. 16.
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village. He spoke of the necessity of organizing allround assistance to the Red Army, of strengthening
its rear and supplying it with weapons, ammunition

and

food.

He gave orders that in case of Red Army units;
having to make a forced retreat, not a single locomotive or railway car, nor a single pound of grain
or gallon of fuel should be left for the enemy. He
called for the formation of guerilla units and to combine a guerilla war in the enemy's rear with the
operations of the

And

Red Army.

ended his address with the call:
"All forces of the people for routing the enemy!
Stalini

Forward

to victory I"

All the nations

rose

up

and peoples of the Soviet Union

in response to the Party's call to

defend the

motherland.

The

economy was rapidly and
efficiently reconstructed, the work of all Party, government and public organizations were put on a
war footing to meet the needs of the armed forces.
Front and rear became a single and indivisible
armed camp. The entire Soviet people united and rallied around the Bolshevik Party and the Government as never before.
Very soon, the entire industry of the country was
entire national

converted for the production of defence

material.

Thousands of plants were evacuated from the areas
threatened by the enemy into the heart of the coun155

try and continued to operate there. New war industries were hastily erected in the Eastern regions
of the country. Replenishments poured into the Red

A

Army.
cities

and

volunteer

home guard was formed
war
by the enemy

rural districts of the

Soviet territories seized

the people's avengers
the first days of the war.

las

began

in the

areas. In

the

gallant guerilto operate from

On

July 19, 1941, the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet of the U.S.S.R. appointed Joseph Stalin People's Commissar of Defence. He did a gigantic task
in strengthening the armed forces' of the Soviet
Union. Under his direction the Soviet Army adopted
the tactics of active defence, with the object of wear-

down the enemy's strength and destroying as
much as possible of his man power and materiel,
and thus paving the way for an assumption of the
ing

offensive.

The Nazi command counted on a
tory over the U.S.S.R. and

lightning victhe swift seizure of Mos-

cow and Leningrad, and hurled
the

their reserves into

Soviet-German front, heedless

losses in

men and armament which

of

the

the

huge

German

army was sustaining. In October, at the cost of
immense casualties, the Germans managed to break
through to the Moscow region.
This was the most dangerous moment in the
campaign of 1941. Mortal danger threatened Moscow. On October 19, 1941, an order was published
159

by

Stalin, as

Chairman of the

State

Committee of

Defence, proclaiming a state of siege in Moscow.
Stalin worked out and brilliantly carried into effect
a plan for the defence of the capital and for the
ultimate defeat of the German armies at Moscow.

The enemy was already at the approaches to the
city. Notwithstanding this, on November 6, 1941, the
traditional meeting of the Moscow Soviet of Working
People's Deputies and representatives of the Moscow Party and public organizations was held in the
city to celebrate the anniversary, the 24th, of the
Great October Socialist Revolution. The meeting was
addressed by Stalin.
He reviewed the four months of the war. The

leader of the
forthright.

army and

He warned

the people

was

austere

and

that the grave danger over-

hanging the country had by no means abated, and
in fact was greater than ever. Yet, with his keen insight into the march of events, he foresaw that the

German imperialists and their armies
was inevitable.
The plan of the German fascist invaders to "finish off" the Soviet Union by a blitzkrieg in the course
of one and a half or two months had definitely
failed. The hopes of the Nazi strategists to create a
universal coalition against the U.S.S.R. and to isolate
it, their belief that the Soviet system was unstable,
that the Soviet rear was unsound, and that the Red
Army and Navy were weak, had proved unfounded.
defeat of the
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Stalin disclosed the reasons for the

reversals of the

temporary

Red Army. One of them was

the

absence of a second front in Europe. Another was
that the Red Army was inadequately supplied with
tanks, and to some extent with aircraft, although its
tanks and aircraft were superior in quality to those
of the Germans.

The task, Stalin said, was to nullify the Germans'
numerical superiority in tanks and aircraft and thus
radically improve the position of the army.
This directive of the leader had an immense influence on the ultimate issue of the war. With each
month, Soviet industry increased the output of airand tanks, and of anti-aircraft and anti-tank
weapons, and in due course the enemy's superiority

craft

armament was nullified.
Stalin tore away the mask of "National-Socialism" and exposed the Hitlerites as a party of the
most rapacious and predatory imperialists in the
in

world, as enemies of the democratic liberties, as a
party of mediaeval reactionaries and Black-Hundred
pogrom-mongers, of assassins who had lost all
human semblance and sunk to the level of wild
beasts.

"And these men," Stalin said, "destitute of conand honour, these men with the morals of

science
beasts,

have the insolence

to call for the extermina-

tion of the great Russian nation, the nation of Ple-

khanov and Lenin, Belinsky and Chernyshevsky,
11591
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Pushkin and Tolstoy, Glinka and Chaikovsky, Gorky
and Chekhov, Sechenov and Pavlov, Repin and Surik."*
ov, Suvorov and Kutuzov!
.

.

Stalin called upon the Soviet people to intensify
their efforts in support of the army and navy, to
work manfully in support of the front. The German

must be exterminated, he said. "The
invaders want a war of extermination

fascist invaders

German

against the

peoples

of

Germans want a war

the

U.S.S.R.

Well,

of extermination,

if

they

the
will

get it."**

"Ours is a just cause victory will be ours I"***
These words of Stalin expressed the thoughts and
aspirations of the Soviet people and their deep confidence that the enemy would be vanquished.
The following day, November 7, a Red Army
Parade was held on the Red Square in Moscow.
Stalin addressed the troops from Lenin's Mausoleum.

He spoke

of the Red Army's great liberating mission, and urged on the armed forces and the men
and women of the guerilla detachments with the
words: "Let the heroic images of our great forebears Alexander Nevsky, Dmitri Donskoi, Kuzma

Minin, Dmitri Pozharsky, Alexander Suvorov
* J.

Stalin,

On

the

Great

Union, pp. 30-31, Moscow,
**

Ibid.,

Patriotic

1946.

p. 31.

*** Ibid.,
p. 37.
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and
Soviet

Mikhail Kutuzov

inspire you in this war! May you
be inspired by the victorious banner of the Great

Lenin!"*

The men

Red Army responded to the
words of their commander with an access of
staunchness and determination, and by redoubling
of the

the force of their blows at the enemy.
Stalin personally directed the defence of Moscow
and the operations of the Red Army; he inspired
men and commanders, and supervised the building
of the defence works at the approaches to the Soviet
capital.

In December, on Stalin's orders, several Soviet
armies which had been concentrated around Mos-

cow suddenly
heavy
assault

struck at the enemy. After stern and
the Germans crumbled under the

fighting,

and began

to retire in disorder.

The

Soviet

troops drove the routed Germans before them and
that winter advanced westward, in places over 400
kilometres. Hitler's plan for the encirclement and

capture of Moscow ended in a fiasco.
The rout of the Nazi armies at Moscow was the
outstanding military event in the first year of the
war and the first big defeat the Germans had sustained
all

in-

World War

II.

It

the Nazi Itegend that the

vincible.

*

11*

ibid.,

p. 41.
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dispelled

once and for

German army was

in-

The German

rout at

Moscow demonstrated

superiority of the offensive strategy
Stalin over the German strategy.

In his Order of the

Day No.

the

worked out by

55, of

February

23,

1942, Stalin stressed, as the major result of the first
eight months of the war, the fact that the Germans

had

advantage they had possessed
of
their
treacherous surprise attack
consequence
on the U.S.S.R.
lost the military

in

"The element of surprise and suddenness, as a
German fascist troops, is completely

reserve of the

spent. This removes the inequality in fighting conditions created by the suddenness of the German

Now the outcome of the war will be
decided not by such a fortuitous element as surprise, but by permanently operating factors: stability
of the rear, morale of the army, quantity and quality
fascist attack.

of divisions, equipment of the army and organizing
ability of the commanding personnel of the army."*
Stalin's thesis regarding the significance of the

permanently operating factors of war, as the decisive factors, was a constructive development of the
Marxist-Leninist science of warfare, which stresses
the direct and organic connection between the course

and outcome of war and the degree and character
of the economic and political development of th
* J.

Union,

p.

Stalin,

45,

On

the Great Patriotic
1946.

Moscow,

164

War
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Soviet

states

concerned, their ideologies, and the training

and maturity of

their

human

forces.

theoretical and pracconsideration
for and utiliimportance. Proper
zation of the permanently operating factors make it
possible in military operations and matters of or-

This thesis

is

of

paramount

tical

ganization to focus chief attention on the basic problems on which the issue of war depends.
Stalin attaches

great importance to the proper
of
war by commanders and men.
of
the
art
mastery
In his Order of the Day of May 1, 1942, he pointed

out that the Red

Army now

possessed

all

that

was

needed to defeat the enemy and drive him out of
the Soviet Union. But "it lacks only one thing the
ability to utilize to the full against the

enemy

the

first-class materiel with which our country supplies
it. Hence, it is the task of the Red Army, of itsi men,
of its machine-gunners, its artillerymen, its mortar-

men,

its

tankmen,

its

airmen and

its

cavalrymen

to

study the art of war, to study assiduously, to study
the mechanism of their weapons to perfection, to

become expert at their jobs and thus learn to strike
the enemy with unerring aim. Only thus can the art
of defeating the enemy be learnt."*

And

through the subsequent course of the
on the necessity of perfecting military training, of increasing knowledge and the abil-

war

all

Stalin insisted

*

Ibid., p. 59.

765

ity to utilize

the mechanisms of war, and of mastercommand, of beating the enemy in

ing the art of

all the rules of the modern science
The Red Army took these instructions
to heart and stubbornly and persistently studied the
job of war, and learned to beat the enemy unerr-

accordance with
of warfare.

ingly.

In the summer of 1942, taking advantage of the
absence of a second front in Europe, the Germans
transferred all their reserves, including the armies
of their

allies, to

and massed huge

the Soviet front

forces in the south-western sector.
Stalin divined the designs of the German comthat the idea was to create the im-

mand. He saw

pression that the seizure of the oil regions of Grozny
and Baku was the major and not a subsidiary objective of the German summer offensive. He pointed

out that the main objective was to envelop Moscow
from the East, to cut it off from its rear, the areas
of the Volga and Urals, then to strike at Moscow,

and end the war in 1942.
The Soviet troops were ordered by
Commander-in-Chief

Stalin

to

bar

their

the

Supreme

enemy's
Moscow's rear. In the middle of July 1942 the Germans launched an offensive
at Stalingrad, calculating to take the city on the
run, to tear open the Soviet front, and then to continue their advance northward along the Volga, outMoscow. Stalin gave instructions that
flanking

march northward,

into
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Stalingrad should be held at all costs. On October
5, 1942, he sent an order to the commander of the
Stalingrad front saying: "I

demand

that

you take

all

measures for the defence of Stalingrad. Stalingrad
must not be surrendered to the enemy."*
The Battle of Stalingrad, the biggest engagement
in history, began. The Red Army heroically defended
the famous city on the Volga that bears Stalin's
name. The fighting traditions of the Tsaritsyn epic of
1918 were revived. At the height of the battle, the

men, commanders and

political) instructors

of the

Stalingrad front sent a letter to Stalin. It was a solemn
vow. "Before our battle standards and the whole
Soviet country, we swear that we will not besmirch
the glory of Russian arms and will fight to the last.

Under your leadership, our fathers won the Battle
of Tsaritsyn, and under your leadership we will
now win the great Battle of Stalingrad."**
It was while the enemy was hammering away
trying to break into Stalingrad and the Caucasus
that the Soviet Union celebrated the 25th anniver-

sary of the Great October Socialist Revolution. On
November 6, 1942, at the celebration meeting of the
Moscow Soviet, Stalin again addressed the people.

what had been done by
government and party bodies in the past year

Stalin reviewed in detail

the

*

Pravda No.

28,

February

** Pravda No. 310,

2,

November
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1944.
C, 1942.

both in the sphere of peaceful construction and the
organization of a strong rear for the armed forces,
and in the sphere of conducting the defensive and
offensive operations of the

Red Army.

regards organizational work in the rear,
Stalin referred to the difficult and complicated task

As

had been accomplished during the war of transplanting defence and civilian industries to the Eastern regions of the country and reconstructing and

that

radically improving the work of the industries supplying the armed forces. "It must be admitted,"
Stalin said, "that never before has our country
such a strong and well-organized rear."*

had

Stalin explained why the Germans had been
able to score substantial tactical successes in the

summer of 1942. It was because the absence of a
second front in Europe had enabled them to create
a big superiority of forces in the south-western
sector.

Examining the question of a second front from
the historical angle, Stalin cited the following significant figures: in World War I, Germany, which

was then fighting on> two fronts, brought against
the Russian front 127 divisions, including the divisions of her allies. In this war, Germany, which was
fighting only
* J.

Union,

p.

Stalin,
64,

on one
On

front,

had hurled against the

the Great Patriotic Wctf of
1946.

Moscow,

168

the

Soviet

Soviet-German front 240 divisions, or nearly twice
as

as in World War
was only the heroism

many

I.

It

of the Soviet

Army and

the guerillas, only the devoted labour of the Soviet
patriots in the rear and the correct leadership of
Stalin as Supreme Commander-in-Chief of the armed

and head of the Party and of the Soviet state,
had made it possible to cope with the gigantic

forces
that

difficulties

involved in resisting the onslaught of Hit-

ler's hordes'.

With a feeling of supreme pride in the Soviet
country, the Soviet peoplfe and its army, Stalin said:
"I think that no other country and no other army could have withstood this onslaught of the savage gangs of German fascist brigands and their
allies.

Army

Only our Soviet country and only our Red
are capable of withstanding such an on-

slaught.

And

powering

The

not only withstanding

it,

but also over-

it."*

task Stalin set before the

Red Army was

to

prevent the enemy from advancing further, and
meanwhile to stubbornly and persistently prepare to
strike back at him.
This speech of their leader and military commander was hailed with intense enthusiasm by the
Red Army and the entire Soviet people. The millions
of workers and collective farmers worked with might
*

Ibid., p. 72
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and main

to increase the output of

food for the armed forces.

A

munitions and

country-wide movement

began for the collection of funds for the Red Army,
initiated by men and women on the collective farms

Tambov

of the

region.

Unwavering confidence in victory was infused
into the hearts of the Soviet people by the words of
People's Commissar of Defence Stalin in his Order
of the

Day

already
Rostov,

of

when

distant

November

7,

the

enemy

of the Red Army's blows.

"The enemy has
Red Army's blows at
The day is not far

1942:

the weight of the
Moscow and Tikhvin.

felt

will again feel the weight
Our turn will come."*

These words were soon to be brilliantly confirmed by the rout of the Germans at Stalingrad.
The wise commander, with whose name on their

went into battle, foresaw the
development of events and bent the course of the

lips the Soviet soldiers

gigantic battle to his iron will.

On November 19, 1942, acting on Stalin's orders,
the Soviet troops at the approaches to Stalingrad
passed to the offensive. They struck at the Germans'
and then

flanks,

in their rear. This strategy of flank

attacks, developed by Stalin and carried out under
his direction, ensured another resounding victory for

the

Red Army. Very soon, a German army 300,000
*

Union,

J.

p.

Stalin,
83,

On

the Great Patriotic
1946.

War

of the

Soviet

Moscow,

1
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strong was surrounded in the Stalingrad area and
partly annihilated and partly taken prisoner.

This was the most outstanding victory in all the
great wars of history. The Battle of Stalingrad was
a crowning achievement of the military art and a

new demonstration

of the perfection attained
Soviet science of war. This historic victory

by the
was a

Stalin's strategy and tactics, a
for
the
brilliant
plan and the wisdom of
triumph
the great military leader, who had seen through the

striking

triumph for

enemy's designs and turned the weaknesses of his
reckless strategy to good account.
significance of Stalingrad was later summed
Stalin in the words: "Stalingrad marked the

The
up by

beginning of the decline of the
It

is

common knowledge

German fascist army.
Germans never

that the

recovered from the Stalingrad slaughter."*
Having seized the initiative in the Stalingrad bat-

army continued to press its offensive.
The wholesale expulsion of the enemy from the Land

tle,

the Soviet

of the Soviets began.
In his Order of the

Day of February 23, 1943,
Stalin paid glowing tribute to the successes of the
Soviet troops and the heroism of the Soviet people:
"Our people will forever remember the heroic defence of Sevastopol and Odessa, the stubborn battles near Moscow and in the foothiUs of th
*

ibid.,

P

.

116.

sus, in the region of

Rzhev and near Leningrad, and

the greatest battle ever fought in history at the walls
of Stalingrad. In these great battles our gallant men,
commanders and political instructors covered the

banners of the Red Army with unfading glory and
laid a firm foundation for victory over the German
fascist armies."*

At the same time, the Supreme Commander-inGhief warned the

army
from

men and commanders

of the Soviet

against the danger of the pride that
success.

He bade them

firmly to bear in

comes
mind

the behest of the great Lenin: "The first thing is
not to be carried away by victory, not to grow conceited; the second thing is to consolidate the victory;

the third thing

is

to

crush the opponent.

.

.

."**

The outcome of the offensive campaign of the
winter of 1942-43 was that the Soviet troops not
only nullified the tactical successes gained by the enemy in the summer of 1942, but also began to liberate the regions seized by the Germans at the beginning of the war.

The

Soviet

Government marked

their

high appreciation of the outstanding services of the Supreme Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of
the U.S.S.R. when, on
* J.

Union,

p.

Stalin,

93,

On

March

the Great

Moscow,

6,

1943, the Presidium

Patriotic

War

of the

Soviet

1946.

** Stalin on
Lenin, p. 44,

Moscow. 1946
**
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of the

Supreme

Stalin the

title

Soviet of the U.S.S.R. conferred

on

of Marshal of the Soviet Union.

Notwithstanding

their

defeats

and

immense

losses, the Germans undertook a new offensive in the
summer of 1943. Stalin saw through the enemy's
it was to strike a blow from two
from the Orel and Belgorod areas, to
surround and annihilate the Soviet forces in the
Kursk salient, and then to launch an offensive on
Moscow.
On July 2, Stalin warned the commanders in the
Orel-Kursk sector that the Germans would probably
attack some time between July 3 and 6. And
when, on July 5, large forces of Nazi troops
started an offensive on the Orel-Kursk and Belgorod sectors, they met with fierce resistance from the
Soviet troops. The German pffensive proved too
we;ik to overcome the Soviet defence, and collapsed.
The sequel to this celebrated battle of Kursk was
that the Soviet troops, having worn down and

plan in good time:
directions,

decimated the Nazi's crack divisions, broke through
the enemy's front and themselves passed to the
offensive.

On

July

Supreme Commander-in-Chief
issued an order of the day an-

24,

Marshal Stalin
nouncing the definite liquidation of the German's July
offensive. It declared that the Germans' summer
offensive plan had completely collapsed, "thereby
disposing of the legend that the Germans in sum-

173

mer

are

tions

and the Soviet troops are compelled

always

successful

offensive

in

operato

re-

treat."*

The

Soviet

Army

continued

its

precipitate ad-

On

August 5, 1943, Orel and Belgorod were
retaken. Marshal Stalin paid tribute to this new outvance.

standing victory in a special order of the day. A salute of guns in Moscow honoured the gallant troops

who had

liberated Orel and Belgorod. Since then
guns in Moscow in celebration of victories
became a regular wartime practice.

salutes of

The defeat of the Germans at Kursk affected the
whole subsequent course of the war. "If the Battle
of Stalingrad presaged the decline of the German
fascist army," Stalin said, "the Battle of Kursk

brought

it

to the

brink of disaster."**

The battle of Kursk and the liquidation of the
Germans' Orel salient heralded a new powerful
advance of the Soviet Army. By November 1943,
two-thirds of the Soviet territories which had been
seized by the enemy were liberated.
On November 6, 1943, the Presidium of the Supreme

Soviet of the U.S.S.R. conferred

on

Stalin

the Order of Suvorov, 1st Class, for the successes
achieved by his masterly leadership of the Red Ar-

*

**

Pravda No.

185, July 25, 1943.

On

the Great Patriotic
Union, p. 117, Moscow, 1946.
J.

Stalin,
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Soviet

my

in the Patriotic

War

against

the

German

in-

vaders.

Valuable assistance was rendered to the Soviet
armies in the 1943 offensive by the guerillas. Stalin's
appeal "to fan the flames of popular guerilla warfare in the enemy's rear, destroy the enemy's bases
and exterminate the German fascist scoundrels,"*

had given the

movement. Guerillas were very active in the Germans'
rear, destroying their communications and annihilating officers and men. Stalin directed the movement and regularly summoned conferences of guerilla commanders in Moscow.
fillip

to

a

powerful

guerilla

Stalin painted a majestic picture of the victories
scored by the Soviet people and its army in the
speech he delivered on November 6, 1943, at the
meeting of the Moscow Soviet in celebration of the

26th anniversary of the Great Socialist Revolution.

The year 1943, he said, "marked the decisive
turn in the course of the Patriotic War."**
"The

and consequences of the Red Army's
victories are felt far beyond the Soviet-German front;
they have changed the whole course of the World
War and have acquired great international imporresults

tance."***

*

Ibid., p. 83.

**
Ibid., p. 113.
***
125.
Ibid.,

p.
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The victories of the Soviet troops strengthened
the international prestige of the U.S.S.R. The year
1943 marked a turning point not only in the Patriof the Soviet Union, but in the World War
generally. The Red Army's 1943 offensive was supported by the operations of the Allied forces in
otic

War

North Africa and in Italy and by the bombing of
Germany's war industrial centres by Allied air forces.
Germany's principal ally, fascist Italy, collapsed
militarily and politically, and in September. 1943
unconditionally surrendered. This was a serious blow
to the

Hitler coalition.

The enemy's

efforts

to

sow

dissension

among

Powers
had united to smash Hitler
Germany were foiled by the wisdom of Stalin's foreign policy. At the Teheran Conference in November 1943, where Stalin met the President of the United
the Great

that

and the Prime Minister of Great Britain, a
was adopted affirming the determination
of the three powers to work together in the war
against Germany and to co-operate after the war.
The year 1943 also marked a turning point in
the work of the Soviet rear. The smoothly functioning and rapidly expanding war industry created by
States

declaration

the efforts of the people ensured the Soviet
quantitative

and

qualitative superiority in

Army

a

armament

over the Germans. Guided by Stalin's instructions,
Soviet designers

worked

ons and creating

new

fruitfully perfecting weaptypes of armament.
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The

Union was not only lighting; it was
The construction of new mills and
factories, mines, blast furnaces and power stations
continued uninterruptedly. New iron and steel mills
were started in Chelyabinsk and in Uzbekistan, blast
Soviet

also building.

furnaces were erected at Tagil, Magnitogorsk and
other places. A new aluminium plant began operation in Stalinsk, and power stations in Chelyabinsk,
Stalinsk and many other cities.
Stalin

encouraged the personnel in industry

to

greater efforts in speeding the construction and starting of new mills and factories. In December 1943

he congratulated the builders and engineers of the
Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works on the unprecedented speed with which they erected a large blast
furnace amid extremely difficult conditions. He also
paid tribute to the personnel of the Yenakievo Iron

and

Works. Congratulating them on their
achievements, he staid that they were a proof that
"the difficult task of rehabilitating industry and
Steel

eliminating the consequences of the barbaric depredations of the Germans could be accomplished in

a very short space of time."*
The work of economic rehabilitation in the regions liberated by the Soviet Army claimed a good
deal of Stalin's attention. On his initiative, the

Council of People's Commissars of the U.S.S.R. and
*

12^91

Pravda No. 321, December

777

31, 1943.

the Central Committee of the Communist Party, in
August 1943, adopted a decision on "Urgent Measures for the Economic Rehabilitation of the Areas

Liberated from

The

German Occupation."

Soviet people heroically supported the operaarmed forces. Stalin described the de-

tions of their

voted efforts of the Soviet people in the rear, the
yeoman service rendered by the working class, the

farmers and the intelligentsia in the war,
as an unparalleled feat of valour in defence of the
motherland.

collective

The war

still

further cemented the mutual friend-

ship of the nations of the Soviet Union. They all
rose solidly in defence of their country.
Early in 1944, the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R., on Stalin's recommendation, adopted a decision to convert the People's Commissariat of De-

fence and the People's

Commissariat

of

Foreign

from Union to Union-Republican Commissariats and to form People's Commissariats of Defence and of Foreign Affairs of the Union Republics.
This was another step in the solution of the naAffairs

tional

problem

in the U.S.S.R.

along the lines

of

Lenin's and Stalin's policy of promoting and developing the statehood of all the nations of the Soviet

Union.

The year 1944 was a year of decisive victories
Army. Acting in accordance with

for the Soviet

Stalin's brilliant strategical plan,

178

it

struck a series

of ten powerful blows at the German armies. Stalin
described these blows in detail in his speech on the

occasion of the 27th anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution. As a result of these blows,
all the regions of the Soviet Union which had been

occupied by the German fascist invader had now
been fully liberated and the enemy driven out of
the borders of the Soviet country. The Soviet Army

had carried the war into the territories of Germany
and her associates.
On June 20, 1944, the Chairman of the Executive
Committee of the Moscow City Soviet, on behalf of
the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.,
tendered the first Moscow Defence Medal to Marshal
Stalin, Chairman of the Stale Committee of Defence
and Supreme Commander-in-Chief, conferred on him
in recognition of his services in directing the heroic

defence of

Moscow and

organizing the rout of the

German

mony
On

forces outside the Soviet capital.
took place in the Kremlin.

The

cere-

July 29, 1944, Stalin was awarded the Order
It was conferred on him by the Presid-

of Victory.
ium of the

Supreme

Soviet of the U.S.S.R. for his

outstanding services in organizing and directing the
offensive operations of the Red Army that resulted
in the resounding defeat of the Germans and radically
changed the situation in favour of the Red Army.

The

success of Stalin's strategical plan in 1944
political results of

was crowned by military and
12*

779

importance. Under the blows of the Soviet
Finland and Bulgaria surrendered
Rumania,
forces,
and turned their arms against their former ally,
Hitler Germany. Hungary was on the verge of capitulation. Germany was thus practically isolated.
The resulting military situation meant that the Soviet
Union was in a position, with her own forces alone
and without the assistance of her allies, to occupy
the whole of Germany and to liberate France. It was
this circumstance that prompted the British Prime
Minister, Winston Churchill), who until then had refirst-rate

opening of a second front in Europe, to
undertake an invasion of Western Europe. In June
sisted the

1944, the Allies successfully effected
landing in France.

Germany was now gripped

Hitler

between two fronts,

would

a

as

Stalin

had

large-scale
hi

a

vice

foreseen she

be.

In his speech on November 6, 1944, on the occasion of the 27th anniversary of the Great October
Socialist Revolution, Stalin expressed his confidence
that the

Red Army, having accomplished

its

patriotic

task of liberating the motherland, would fulfil its
historical mission to the end, finish off the fascist
beast in its own lair, and hoist the flag of victory

over Berlin.

On

to Berlin

this call,

ersed

by

and

I

was now

Stalin's

watchword. And

summing up of the path travthe army, were hailed by
and
the country
Stalin's
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the Soviet people at the front and in the rear with
profound enthusiasm.
Soviet troops now launched the decisive offensive against the lair of the fascist beast. Very

The

soon the Soviet

Army had

liberated

Warsaw,

the

capital of Poland, from the Germans and penetrated
into East Prussia. The Soviet offensive developed

along the whole front.
In February 1945, the leaders of the three Allied
Powers the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A. and Great Brit-

met in conference in the Crimea.
They arrived at important military and political
decisions on measures to accomplish the final defeat
of Germany and on her post-war statusi, as well as
on the major political and economic problems of
liberated Europe. The timing, scope and co-ordination of new and more powerful blows at Germany
by the Allied armies from the East, West, North and
South were agreed and planned in detail. At this conference, too, it was decided that the U.S.S.R. would
enter the war against Japan.
ain

The 27th anniversary of the Red Army, February 23, 1945, was celebrated by the Soviet Union
amid outstanding and historic victories. In January
and February 1945, in a forty-day offensive the Sohad hurled
West,
enemy
completely liberated
Poland and a large part of Czechoslovakia and captured the major part of East Prussia and German

viet troops,

the

by swift and

skilful operations,

far to the
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Silesia.

Under the Soviet

assault,

Hungary,

Ger-

Europe, dropped out of the war.
many's
"Complete victory over the Germans is now
already near,"* declared Stalin in his Order of the
last ally in

23, 1945, summing up the sucRed Army's winter offensive.
He said that the Red Army had learned to crush
and destroy the enemy according to all the rules of
modern military science. "The generals and officers
of the Red Army skilfully combine massed blows of
powerful implements of war with skilful and ^.wift

Day

of

February

cesses of the

manoeuvring."**
Operating in accordance with Stalin's strategical
plan, the Red Army seized important German strongholds in the south, captured Vienna, the capital of
Austria, demolished the German army group cut off
in East Prussia, seized the Silesian industrial area,
which was of vital importance to Germany, and
reached the approaches to Berlin. This cleared the
way for the final and decisive assault on Hitler Ger-

many.
'k

to hoist the flag of victory over
Berlin"*** inspired the Soviet people to fresh feats
of valour in labour and in the fields of battle.
Stalin's call

* J. Stalin, On the Great Patriotic
Union, p. 185, Moscow, 1946.
** Ib
id., p. 184.
*** Ibid.,
173.
p.
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On

April 21, 1945, the eve of the assault of Beron behalf of the Soviet Government,

lin, Stalin,

signed a Treaty of Friendship, Mutual Assistance and
Post- War Collaboration between the U.S.S.R. and the
Polish Republic. In his speech at this occasion, he said:
"The freedom-loving nations, and primarily the

Slavonic nations, have been impatiently looking forward to the conclusion of this Treaty, for they realize that this

Treaty signifies the consolidation of the
united front of the United Nations against the com-

mon enemy
On May
of the

Day

in

Europe."*

1945, the radio announced an Order
of the Supreme Gonimancler-in-Chief to
2,

Red Army and Navy declaring that the Soviet
troops had "completed the defeat of the Berlin group
of German troops and today, May 2, seized full possession of the capital of Germany, Berlin, the centre of
German imperialism and the seat of German aggression."** The Red Army had carried out Stalin's order:
the flag of victory had been hoisted over Berlin!
The fate of Hitler Germany was sealed. On
the

May 8, 1945, in Berlin, representatives of the German High Command signed an act of unconditional
surrender of the armed forces of Germany. May
9 was proclaimed Victory Day, a national holiday in
commemoration of the triumphant termination of
*

Ibid.,

,p.

188.

** Pravda No.
106,

May

3,

1945.
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the Great Patriotic

had ended

of the Soviet people, which

in the utter defeat of Hitler

Germany.

On
an

that historic day, Marshal Stalin broadcasted
address to the people.

"Comrades

I

Fellow Countrymen and

Country-

women The

great day of victory over Germany has
arrived. Fascist Germany, forced to her knees by the
1

Red Army and the troops
defeat

of our Allies, has admitted

and has announced her unconditional

render.

.

''We
historic

.

sur-

.

now have

full

grounds for saying that the
Germany, the day

final defeat of

day of the

of our people's great victory over
ism, has arrived.
.

.

German

imperial-

.

"Congratulations on our victory,
countrymen and country women I"*

my

dear fellow

In celebrating their victory, the thoughts and
sentiments of the Soviet people were with him who
had led the country through all the trials and tribu-

war and had saved it from destruction,
with him whose genius had mapped the road to
victory and whose will had led the country to its

lations of the

with the great Stalin.
of Stalin's major services to the country was
that in the course of the Patriotic War he selected,

triumph

One

educated and promoted to commanding posts
* J.

Stalin,

On

the

Great Patriotic

Union, pp. 196-198, Moscow, 1946.
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new

of the Soviet

military cadres, the men
the war against Germany

who

bore the burden of

and her

allies:

Bulganin,

Vasilevsky, Konev, Govorov, Zhukov, Vatutin, Chernyakhovsky, Antonov, Sokolovsky, Meretskov, Rokossovsky, Malinovsky Voronov, Tolbukhin, Yakov?

lev,

Malinin, Galitsky, Trofimenko, Gorbatov, Shte-

menko, Kurasov, Vershinin, Golovanov, Fedorenko,
Rybalko, Bogdanov, Katukov, Lelyushenko and

many others.
On May 24
tion in the

of the

the Soviet Government gave a recepin honour of the commanders

Kremlin

Red Army

commanders reared

in the Stalin

school.
Stalin spoke at the reception. He paid tribute to
the Soviet people for its services in the war, and

primarily to the Russian people, as the most outstanding of all the nations that constitute the Soviet
Union. The Russian people, he said, had earned universal recognition in the war asi the Heading force

among the peoples of the Soviet Union. Stalin proposed a toast to the Russian people, not only because
it was the leading people, but also because it was
gifted with a clear mind, staunch character, colltectedness and reasonable patience. The boundless confidence of the Russian people in the Soviet Government, its faith in the correctness of the government's
and the unwavering support it gave the govand the Bolshevik Party, Stalin said,
be "the decisive factor which ensured our
to
proved

policy

ernment
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historic victory over the

enemy

mankind, over

of

fascism."*

On June

24,

1945,

mander-in-Chief Stalin,
in

by order of Supreme Coma Victory Parade was held

Moscow of troops of the Army on active service,
Navy and the Moscow Garrison. To the Red

the

Square the Soviet

German

Army brought

the standards of

armies and divisions it had vanquished and demolished. They were cast at the feet

the

fascist

of the victorious Soviet people, at the foot of the

Lenin Mausoleum, on the rostrum of which stood
the Great

Commander

The Presidium
U.S.S.R.,

on June

of

Stalin.

the

Supreme

Soviet

of

the

26, 1945, expressing the will of the

people, awarded a second Order of
Marshal
to
Joseph Stalin for his outstandVictory
services
in
ing
organizing the armed forces of the

entire Soviet

Union and for his skilful leadership in the
Great Patriotic War, which had ended with complete victory over Hitler Germany.
Soviet

For having led the Red Army

in the trying days
and
of
the
of the defence
of its capital,
country,
Moscow, and for his energetic and resolute direction

the fight against Hitler Germany, Stalin was
title of Hero of the Soviet Union, tothe
Order of Lenin and the Gold Star
with
gether

of

awarded the

Medal that go with the title.
* J.
Stalin, On the Great Patriotic
Union,

p.

201,

Moscow,

1946.
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On

June

27, 1945,

with the supreme
the Soviet Union.

Marshal Stalin was invested

military

title

Generalissimo

of

On

July 16, 1945, Generalissimo Stalin arrived
in Berlin to attend the Tripartite Conference at Potsdam (July 17 to August 2), where the heads of the

governments of the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A. and Great
adopted important decisions to consolidate

Britain

the victory, including decisions

on Germany, Aus-

and Poland.
Having triumphantly concluded the war against
Hitler Germany, the Soviet Union turned its efforts
tria

to the

formidable task of repairing the destruction

caused by the German invaders, to rehabilitating

its

economy, to building new mills and factories.
But the Soviet Union could not consider itself
secure as long as another hotbed of war still existed
in the shape of imperialist Japan, which had
rejected the demand of the United States, Great
Britain and China that she lay down her arms and

surrender unconditionally.
Soviet

The

Allies

appealed to the

to join the war against the JapaLoyal to its duties as an ally, the

Government

nese aggressor.

Government acceded
clared war on Japan.
Soviet

The
decision

to this request

and

de-

Soviet people endorsed and supported the
of their government as the only way in
'

which the security of the country could be safeguarded in the East, as well as in the West, as the
187

in which the end of the war could be
and
universal peace re-established.
speeded
On the morning of August 9, 1945, Soviet land
forces and the Soviet Pacific Fleet opened hostilities
against the Japanese in the Far East.

only

way

After

desperate

but

unsuccessful

counter-at-

Japanese Kwantung Army was forced to
cease resistance, lay down its arms and surrender to
the Soviet forces. The Soviet Army liberated from

tacks, the

the Japanese Manchuria, South Sakhalin, Northern
Korea, and the Kuril Islands.

The Soviet Union's entry into the war against
Japan and the rout of large masses of Japanese
troops as the result of the Soviet Army's impetuous

compelled Japan to capitulate. On Sep1945, her political and military representatives signed an act of unconditional surrender in

offensive,

tember

2,

Tokyo.

On the day of the victory over Japan, Stalin addressed the Soviet people over the radio informing
them of the glad tidings:
"Henceforth," he said, "we can regard our country as being free from the menace of German invasion in the West and of Japanese invasion in the
East. The long awaited peace for the peoples of all
the world has come."*
*

Union,

J.

Stalin,

p. 210,

On

the

Moscow,

Great Patriotic
1946.
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This was a victory for the Soviet social system
and the Soviet political system, for the Soviet
armed forces and the wise policy of the Bolshevik
Party.
et

During the years of the Patriotic War the Sovipeople learned to appreciate even more fully the

greatness of their leader, teacher, military

and

command-

friend, Joseph
supreme devotion to
the Soviet motherland, and his constant concern
for the welfare and prosperity of the Socialist state.

er

Stalin, his

was

Stalin that inspired the Soviet people to
the
repulse
enemy, and it was he that led them to
It

victory.

While directing the operations of the Soviet
armed forces and the economic and organizational
work in the rear, Stalin during the war continued
his intense theoretical activities, developing and advancing the science of Marxism-Leninism.
In his wartime speeches and orders of the day
(collected in the book On the Great Patriotic War
of the Soviet Union) the Soviet science of war, the
theory of the Soviet Socialist state, of its functions,
and the sources of its strength received further de,

velopment.

He analysed and drew

general conclu-

from the activities of the Soviet state under the
conditions of war and indicated the way to strengthen its economic and military might.
In his speech on the occasion of the 26th annisions

versary of the October Socialist Revolution, Stalin
189

showed how great had been the

significance, in the

vanquish the fascist invaders, of the Bolshevik Party, the Soviet system, the friendship that
effort to

together the nations of the Soviet Union, and
the patriotism of the Soviet people.
"In this Patriotic War the Party has been the

bound

and organizer of the nation-wide struggle
the
fascist invaders. The organizational work
against
conducted by our Party has united all the efforts of
inspirer

the Soviet people, directing

mon

goal,

and concentrating

them towards the comalii our strength and^e-

sources in the task of defeating the enemy. In the
course of the war the Party has still 'further strength-

ened

its

become

bonds of kinship with the people,
still

it

has

more

closely connected with the masses
people. This is one of the sources of

of the working
the strength of our state."*

Another source of strength of the Soviet Union
was the Soviet Socialist system.
"The experience of the war has proved that the
Soviet system is not only the best system for organizing the economic and cultural development of a
country in the period of peaceful construction, but
also the best system for mobilizing all the forces of

the people to resist an

enemy

in wartime."**

* J.
Stalin, On the Great Patriotic
Union, p. 123, Moscow, 1046.

*

Ibid.
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"The

Socialist

system which was engendered by
imbued our people and our

the October Revolution

army with great and invincible strength."*
The war was a stern test of all the material and
moral

and

forces-

virility.

credit

of the Soviet state, a test of its stability
Soviet Socialist state emerged with

The

from the

of war, stronger and more
had foreseen it would.
experience of the war, Stalin

test

stable than ever, as Stalin

Generalizing the
drew new conclusions relative to the value and importance of the Soviet economic system. The war,
he said, had proved that "the economic basis of the
is immeasurably more virile than the
economies of the enemy countries."**
Whereas the economies of the enemy countries

Soviet state

had fallen into decline during the war, the Soviet
Union was able not only to supply the front with
sufficient quantities of arms and ammunition, but
also to accumulate reserves. In the last three years
of the war the Soviet tank industry annually pro-

duced an average of over 30,000 tanks, self-propelled
guns and armoured cars; the aircraft industry nearly
40,000 aeroplanes; the artillery industry nearly
120.000 guns of all calibres, 450,000 light and heavy
machine guns, over 3,000,000 rifles and about
2,000,000 tommy guns, and the mortar industry
100,000 mortars. The quality of Soviet armaments
*

Ibid., p.

163.

** Ibid.
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was not only not
German.

inferior,

but even superior to the

Reviewing the role played by the Soviet people
against the German fascist invaders,
Stalin drew the significant conclusion that they had
rendered historic service to mankind. "By their selfin the

fight

sacrificing struggle the Soviet people saved the civilization
of
Europe from the fascist pogrom-

mongers."*
He paid glowing tribute to the Soviet people:
they were a heroic people, capable of performing
miracles and emerging victorious from the most
gruelling tests, he said.
Another major source of strength of the Soviet
Union, Stalin pointed out, was the mutual friendship of its peoples, which had withstood all the trials

and hardships of the war against the fascist invaders and emerged more steeled and tempered than
ever. The great and unbreakable friendship of the
peoples of the Soviet Union is anchored in the firm
foundation of Lenin's and Stalin's national policy,
and is a model of the solution of the national problem without precedent in history.
The Nazi ideology of brutal nationalism and race
hatred was vanquished by the Soviet ideology of
the equality of all races and nations', the ideology
* J. Stalin, On the Great Patriotic
Union, p. 167, Moscow. 1946.
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among nations. The Soviet people not
a
scored
military and economic victory over
only
Hitler Germany, but inflicted on her severe moral
of friendship

and

political defeat.

Highly important are

Stalin's

views on Soviet

patriotism, as a source of the labour heroism of the
Soviet people in the rear and of the martial heroism

of the Soviet soldiers at the front.

"The strength of

Soviet patriotism lies in the fact that it is based not
on racial! or nationalistic prejudices, but on the pro-

found devotion and loyalty of the people to their
Soviet motherland, on the fraternal co-operation of
the working people of all the nations inhabiting our
country. Soviet patriotism is a harmonious blend of
the national traditions of the peoples and the com-

mon

the working people of the
same time, the peoples of
the U.S.S.R. respect the rights and independence of
the peoples of foreign countries and have always
shown their readiness to live in peace and friendvital interests

of

all

Soviet Union. ... At the

This should be
ship with neighbouring countries
which
the
ties between
as
the
basis
regarded
upon
our country and other freedom-loving peoples are

expanding and growing stronger."*
The advanced Soviet science of
.

war received

further development at Stalin's hands. He elaborat-,
ed the theory of the permanently operating factors
*

13591

Ibid., p. 16&.

that decide the issue of wars, of active defence and
the laws of counter-offensive and offensive, of the

interaction of all services

and arms

in

modern war-

of the rote of big tank masses and aircraft in
modern war, and of the artillery as the most formidable of the armed services. At the various stages of the
war Stalin's genius found the correct solutions, that
fare,

look into account

all

the circumstances of the situa-

tion.

His military skill was displayed both in defence
offence. At his orders, the Soviet forces Combined active defence with preparations for counteroffensive operations, and offensive operations with
effective defence. He skilfully elaborated and ap-

and

new tactics

of manoeuvring the tactics of piercing the enemy's front in several sectors simultaneously, so as not to allow him to collect his reserves

plied

into a striking force, the tactics of piercing the enemy's front on several sectors in succession, so as
to compel him to lose time and effort in regrouping his forces, and the tactics of piercing the enemy's

Surrounding and annihilating large enemy army groups. His genius enabled
him to divine the enemy's plans and defeat them.

flanks, outflanking him,

The engagements

in

which

Stalin directed the Sovi-

armies are brilliant examples of operational skill.
All the operations carried out by the Soviet Army
under the command of Generalissimo Stalin bear

et

the stamp of unique creative thought
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and

originality.

Stalin's solutions of the

problems of internationand Soviet foreign policy both during
the war are exemplary instances of the

al relations

and

after

scientific

cal

He

outlined a concrete, practiof action and policy for the organiza-

approach.

program
and reconstruction of the political, economic
and cultural life of the European nations after the
victory over fascist Germany.

tion

At the height of the war, in 1942, he formulated
the major principles of the program of the anti-Hitler coalition: abolition of racial exclusiveness; equality of

nations

and

inviolability of their territories;
and restoration of

liberation of the enslaved nations

their sovereign rights; the right of every nation to
its affairs in its own way; restoration of the

manage

democratic liberties.
In hisi speech on the occasion of the 27th anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution,
siaid: "To win the war against Germany means
consummating a great historical cause. But winning
the war docs not yet mean ensuring the peoples a
durable peace and reliable security in the future.
The task is not only to win the war, but also to
prevent the outbreak of fresh aggression and an-

he

other war, if not for ever, then
time to come."*

at least for

a long

* .1.
Stalin, On the Great Patriotic \Var of the Soviet
Union, pp. 170-71, Moscow, 1946.
13-
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Speaking of the necessity of ensuring worldwide security and creating an. international organization, Stalin warned that the measures taken in this
direction by the United Nations "will be effective if
the Great Powers who have borne the brunt of the
burden of the war against Hitler Germany continue
to act in a spirit of unanimity and concord. They
will not be effective if this essential condition is
violated."*

A

majestic picture of the historic victories) won
Soviet Union in the Patriotic War, ana an
the
by
imposing program for the further development of
the forces of Socialist society were sketched by
Stalin in his election speech to his constituents in the
Stalin Electoral District, Moscow, on February 9,

1946. He spoke of the new, fourth, five-year plan of
economic development, the main objective of which
wasi to recover and then to exceed the pre-war level
of industrial and agricultural) output.

He

spoke of the plans for the future, for the fur-

ther powerful progress of the

economy

of the Sovi-

Union and its science, and the creation of condiwhich would guarantee it against all contingencies, increase its economic and military might
and ensure the continued cultural progress and growet

tions

ing prosperity of

its

people.

* J. Stalin, On the Great Patriotic
Union, p. 173, Moscow, 1946.
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new Supreme Soviet of the
was elected on the basis of the Stalin Constitution. The elections were an eloquent and conIn February 1946 a

U.S.S.R.

vincing demonstration of the loyalty of the Soviet
people to the Bolshevik Party, to the Soviet Govern-

ment, and to their beloved leader, Stalin. The candidates of the

Communist and non-Party bloc

re-

ceived 99.18 per cent of the vote to the Soviet of the
Union, and 99.16 per cent of the vote to the Soviet

of Nationalities.
Stalin's life and career are inseparably bound up
with the career of Lenin, his teacher and mentor,
with the history of the heroic Bolshevik Party and

the history of the great Soviet people.
His life and career are linked with the international working-class movement and the struggle for
national emancipation of the colonial peoples from
The Communist International

the imperialist yoke.

grew and developed under the guidance of the great
leaders, Lenin and Stalin. Just as the history of the
First International is

inseparably

associated

with

Marx and Engels, so the history of
the Third, Communist International is associated
with the names of Lenin and Stalin. The Communist
the

names

of

International played a big role in welding the vanguard of the politically advanced workers into gen-

uine working-class parties. Having fulfilled its historical mission, it terminated its exis!ence during
the second World War. In May 1943, the Presidium
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Communist

of the

International decided to recom-

mend

the dissolution of the Comintern as a directing
centre of the international working-class movement.

The proposal was endorsed by

the national sections

of the International!.
Millions of workers

from

all

countries look upon;

Stalin as their teacher, from whose classic writings
they learn how to cope with the class enemy and

how

to

pave the way for the ultimate victory of the

proletariat. Stalin's influence

is

the influence

of.

the

great and glorious Bolshevik Party, which workers
in the capitalist countries look to as a model to fol-

what a working-class party should
was under the leadership of this Party that
capitalism was overthrown and the power of the
Soviets, the power of the working people, established; and under its leadership that Socialism was

low, a model of
be. It

built in the U.S.S.R.

The workers of all countries know that every
word pronounced by Stalin is the word of the Soviet people, and that his every word is followed by
action. The triumph of the Socialist Revolution, the
building of Socialism in the U.S.S.R., and the victories of the Soviet people in their Patriotic

War

have convinced the labouring masses of the world
of the deep and vital truth of the cause of Lenin and
Stalin.

upon

And today

the freedom-loving peoples look
and staunch champion of

Stalin as a loyal

peace and security and of the democratic
198

liberties,

Stalin

is

the brilliant leader

and teacher of the

Party, the great strategist of the Socialist Revolution,
military commander, and guide of the Soviet state.

An

implacable attitude towards the enemies of Socialism, profound fidelity to principle, a combination
of clear

revolutionary

perspective

and

clarity

of

purpose with extraordinary firmness and persistence in the pursuit of aims, wise and practical leadsuch
ership, and intimate contact with the masses
are the characteristic features of Stalin's style. After
Lenin, no other leader in the world has been called
upon to direct such vast masses of workers and peasants. He has a unique faculty for generalizing the
constructive revolutionary experience of the masses,
for seizing upon and developing their initiative, for

learning from the masses as well as teaching them,
and for leading them forward to victory.
Stalin's whole career is an example of profound
theoretical power combined with an unusual breadth
and versatility of practical experience in the revolutionary struggle.
In conjunction with the tried and tested Leninists

who

are his immediate associates,

and

at the

head

of the great Bolshevik Party, Stalin guides the destinies of a multi-national Socialist state, a state of

workers and peasants of which there is no precedent in history. His advice is taken as a guide to
action in

work

is

all

fields

of

Socialist

extraordinary for

its
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construction.

His

variety; his energy truly

amazing. The range of questions which engage his
attention is immense, embracing complex problems
of Marxist-Leninist theory and
school textbooks;

problems of Soviet foreign policy and the municipal

Moscow, the proletarian capital; the develof the Great Northern Sea Route and the

affairs of

opment

reclamation of the Colchian marshes; the advance-

ment of Soviet literature and art and the editing of
the model rules for collective farms; and, lastly, the
solution of most intricate theoretical and practical
problems in the science of warfare.
Everybody is familiar with the- cogent and

in-

vincible force of Stalin's logic, the crystal clarity of
his mind, his iron will, his devotion to the party,
his ardent faith in the people,

and love

for the peo-

Everybody is familiar with his modesty, his
simplicity of manner, his consideration for people,
and his merciless severity towards enemies of the
ple.

people. Everybody is familiar with his intolerance
of ostentation, of phrasemongers and windbags, of

whiners and alarmists.

Stalin* is

wise and deliberate

political questions where a thorof
ough weighing
pros and cons is required. At
the same time, he is a supreme master of bold

in solving

complex

revolutionary decisions

and of

swift adaptations to

changed conditions.
Stalin is the worthy continuer of the cause of
Lenin, or, as it
Lenin of today.

is

said in the Party: Stalin is
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the

Replying to the congratulations of public bodies

and

individuals on his fiftieth

in

birthday,

down your

Stalin wrote: "I set

1929,

congratulations and
of the

greetings as addressed to the great Party

working

class,

which begot me and reared

me

in its

You need have no

doubt, comrades, that
I am prepared in the future,
too, to devote to the
cause of the working class, to the cause of the pro-

image.

.

.

.

letarian revolution

and world Communism,

all

need be,

all

my

strength, all

faculties, and, if
very last drop."*

my
my

blood, to the
In the eyes of the peoples of the U.S.S.R., Stalin
is the incarnation of their heroism, their
love of

"For

their country, their patriotism.

country 1"
Soviet

it

Army

was with
demolished

this
its

cry

Stalin

that

I

the

For our
valiant

malignant and treacher-

ous enemy, fascist Germany, and hoisted the flag of
victory over Berlin.

"For

Stalin!

cry that the

was with this
Army and Navy de-

For our country 1"

men

of the Soviet

it

molished imperialist Japan and brought security to
the frontiers of the Soviet Union in the Far East.
With the name of Stalin in their heartsi, the working class of the Soviet Union performed unparalleled
feats of labour in the Great Patriotic War, supplying

the

Red Army with

first-class

weapons and ammu-

nition.

* Pravda No.
302,

December
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22, 1929.

the name of Stalin in their hearts, the colfarmers toiled devotedly in the fields to supply the Red Army and the cities with food, and industry with raw materials.

With

liective

With

the

name

of Stalin in their hearts, the So-

worked with might and main in defence of their country, perfecting the weapons of
the Red Army and the technique and organization
of industry, and furthering Soviet science and cul-

viet intelligentsia

'

ture,

r
With the name of Stalin in their hearts, the entire Soviet people are now successfully repairing the
damage caused by the war and are striving for a

new powerful advance

omy and

of the Soviet national econ-

Soviet culture.

Stalin's

name

is

a symbol of the courage and

Soviet people, and a call to heroic
deeds for the welfare of their great country.
the

renown of the

Stalin's

name

iss

cherished by the boys and girls
the Young Pioneers. Their

of the Socialist land,

dearest ambition

is to

be like Lenin and Stalin, to be

political figures of the Lenin and Stalin type. At the
call of the Party and Stalin, the youth of the Soviet
Union have erected giant Socialist industrial plants,
cities in the taiga, have built splendid
ships, are conquering the Arctic, are mastering new
methods in industry and agriculture, are strengthen-

have reared

ing the defences of their country, and are working
creatively in the sciences and the arts. At the call of
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the Party and Stalin, they displayed exemplary
heroism and courage in the battlefields of the Patriotic War and exemplary devotion in the rear, work-

ing for the victory of the Red Army. Fostered by
Stalin, the Young Communist League is

Lenin and

a true aid of the Bolshevik Party, a reliable successor to the older generation of fighters for Com-

munism.
languages the peoples of the
to Stalin, expressing
their boundless devotion for their great leader, teachIn

Soviet

their

all

many

Union compose songs

er, friend

and military commander.

In the lore and art of the people, Stalin's name
is ever linked with Lenin's. "We go with Stalin as
with Lenin, we talk to Stalin as* to Lenin; he knows
all our inmost thoughts; all his life he has cared for
us," runs one of the

many

Russian folk

tales

of

today.

The name

of Stalin

is

a symbol of the moral and

political unity of Soviet society.

With the name of Stalin, all progressive men and
women, all the peace-loving democratic nations associate their hope for lasting peace and security.
"It is

our good fortune that in the trying years

war the Red Army and the Soviet people were
led forward by the wise and tested leader of the
Soviet Union the great Stalin. With the name of
of the

Generalissimo Stalin the glorious victories of our.
army will go down in the history of our country and
203

in the history of the world. Under the guidance of
Stalin, the great leader and organizer, we are now
proceeding to peaceful) constructive labours, striving
to bring the forces of Socialist society to full fruition and to justify the dearest hopes of our friends
all

over the world."*

* V.

of

.,

The Speech on the 28th Anniversary
y. Molotov,
October Socialist Revolution, Russ. edJ,

the <-Great.

pp. 18-19, 1945,

.

